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Abstract 

This dissertation provides an analysis of, and critical commentary on, the practice of 

playfulness as persistent phenomenon in the arts, technology and theory. Its aim is to 

introduce political reflections on agency through the study of playful technological 

artefacts, which were largely ignored in the recent discussions on game and play. 

Following the critical analysis of historic discourses and actual studies of play under 

differing auspices, and in order to understand play as inherently political agency, this 

thesis' research question addresses the immersive effects of playfiil agency in 

symbolic exchange systems and in the material consciousness of the player. 

This thesis conducts an analysis of material cultures, in order to categorise play as 

technique of an inherent critique of technological culture. It traces the development of 

contemporary technological objects and their materiality in relation to the application 

of the concept of affordance in design theory. The author consequently proposes a 

new category of 'play affordances' in order to describe these new requirements of 

play found in consumer technologies. The structure of the analysis in the distinct 

chapters is informed by a stringent historic, theoretical and arts analysis and an 

alternating arts practice. The convergence of these elements leads to insights on 

further uses, options and perspectives of the research problems discussed, in particular 

in relation to the requirements of playful interaction in contemporary technologies, 

which increasingly radicalises the importance of play. 

The thesis' hypothesis states that playful practices in arts and technologies provide 

models for poUtical agency, like the strategic use of Con-Dividualities (Jahrmann 

2000). This term describes the concept of shared identities in society or social media 

consumer technologies, as discussed in historic case studies and the author's own arts 

practice, related to the modification of technologies as methodology of arts research. 

In this way the arts practice and theory of playfulness informs the emergence of a new 

methodology of research, intervention and participation in society through the arts of 

play, which is coined as Ludics, as an original outcome of this thesis. 
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Introduction and Overview 

This thesis addresses the emergence of playftilness as crucial category of political 

agency in contemporary technologically determined societies. It puts an emphasis on 

the use of play as strategy in arts, which increasingly gave agency to the user. This 

thesis' qualitative analysis distinguishes its theoretical and practical intervention from 

games studies, where play is only seen as sub-category of games. Games is seen in 

this understanding as rule based activity, whereas play transgresses in creative ways 

the borders of games as rule driven systems. Drawing from the systemic distinction of 

games and play, this dissertation connects very distinct fields, methodologies, 

theories, practices, and discourses from arts, technologies, critical theory, cultural 

studies, anthropologies and political philosophy. The methods used in this thesis 

comprise a literature survey, discourse analysis and critical reflection of historic case 

studies around the use of technological artefacts and a synthesis of evidences of the 

application of methods of playfulness for political agency in present technologies and 

arts. Proceeding from a literature review of the research fields of game studies and 

political theories, the author synthesises a critical narrative about an emerging form of 

„Ludics" and its particular research methodologies to support the processes of 

subversive agency in relation to technologies, that are suggested through her arts 

practice. 

In order to develop a hypothesis of playfulness as relevant quality of agency beyond 

the closed systems of games, a clear distinction between play and games is crucial. In 

his article „ The Game, the Player, the World: Looking for a Heart of Gameness", 

presented at the Level Up conference in Utrecht, 2003, the game studies scholar 

Jesper Juul (2003) argues about the definition of games: 

So let's assume that a good game definition should describe three 

things: 1) The kinds of systems set up by the rules of a game (the 

game). 2) The relation between the game and the player of the game 

(the player). 3) The relation between the playing of the game and the 

rest of the world (the world). (Juul (2003:2) 

Juuls defines the borders of the field of games with the help of classical game models, 
which are best expressed in his graphical overview, shown in Figure 0.1: 
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Nevertheless, in this distinct definition of games, which draws on the most important 

historic definitions of games, playfulness and the role of objects/ toys are left out. 

This thesis aims to overcome this lack through analysing electronic artefacts as toys 

of electronically networked every day life and arts. This thesis' method uses a rather 

dense writing in the context of very distinct fields and disciplines in a critical 

evaluation of strategies and propositions for future arts-research. A literature survey in 

games studies identifies the lack of existence of playfulness studies as coherent field 

of study in chapter one. 

Juuls describes the game diagram as follows:" In diagram form, all of this can be visualized as two 
circles as things considered games having all 6 features within the inner circle, borderline or game-like 
cases falling in the outer circle, and decidedly non-game cases falling outside the outer circle as well." 
In Level Up: Digital Games Research Conference Proceedings, edited by Marinka Copier and Joost 
Raessens, 30-45. Utrecht 
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The first chapter Anthology of Playfulness, defines how this thesis is informed by the 

study of play as process and of playfiilness as category of agency. It discusses 

distinctions of games and play, and understands games as rule-driven systems which 

allow processes of agency, as introduced in chapter 1.1 Play as Form: A brief 

systemic differentiation of playfulness and in chapter 1.2 Playfulness in Games 

Studies: Providing a theoretical framework for the analysis of play as process. 

Referring to texts ranging from arts-informed social design (Constant 1959) to 

cultural studies (Debord 1958), as a barometer for the importance of the subject of 

play, the author identifies new fields of investigation. The thesis describes the 

importance of the research field of play, in particular in relation to the requirements of 

playfiil interaction in contemporary social networks of everyday life (Rheingold 

2002). The literature survey suggests the invention of a coherent „playfulness studies" 

(p. 25 ff) as a field of study in order to consider and justify the subject of play as 

research object in contemporary technologically determined realities. Ubiquitous play 

is unravelled as a condition of contemporary technological smart materiality (p. 66 fi)-

These reflections upon a playfulness discourse are found in three distinct disciplines, 

systems theory (Spencer-Brown 1972), games studies (Juul 2003), and anthropology 

(Mauss 1925). From the angel of these fields, the potential of the research question 

about the efficacy of play in social systems and in arts research is discussed, and a 

pattern of problems is synthesised, drawing on anthropological play theories (Bateson 

1972 and Geertz 1973) in chapter one. 

The analysis of the existing body of theories at this interdisciplinary nexus reveals a lack 

of political consciousness in the discourses in relation to play. The thesis introduces a 

taxonomy of technological objects as anthropomorphist play objects in chapter two, using 

case studies on the use of artefacts to engage wdth perception and consciousness theories^ 

(Ascott 1972; Sutton-Smith 1997; Senneth 2008). It observes the use of these objects, 

which leads to the introduction of a new imderstanding of technological materiality, by 

drawing on philosophic and economic concepts of electronic and media worlds. 

• See the cross reference to 4.3 Chindogus as Erotic Toys. Pleasure, play, and consciousness beyond 
materialism in this thesis, p. 121 fF.. 
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Chapter 2.0 Technology, Materiality and Affordances of Play define the relevance of 

toys through a survey of the contemporary field of material studies (Norman 1988) in 

relation to play. According to observations of developments of consumer technologies 

over the last decade, as introduced in chapter 2.0 Technology, Materiality and 

Affordances of Play, this chapter introduces the relation of playfiilness with the 

concept of „afiFordances"^ (Gibson 1977). With this coinage, Gibson originally 

defined object possibilities for action, which are enabled by object properties of 

things. Additionally, he reminds us that a subjective dimension — perception — 

drives actions related to things. (Gibson 1979: 129). Chapter two critically reflects 

this concept in relation to the contemporary technologies of everyday life. In chapter 

2.1 Evidences of Play Affordances an analysis of selected evidence, helps to 

demonstrate how the playfiilness requiring technological objects has increasingly 

influenced the social design of urban spaces, as well as private life. As discussed in 

Chapter 2.1.2 Ludic Interfaces, the actual discourse mostly ignores the political 

brisance of the influence of technological objects on individual and social life. This 

chapter's angle"* embraces the increasing presence of playfijl interfaces, including its 

inherent political potentials in activism and social design. The observation of 

consumer electronics as toys is presented in chapter 2.1 Introducing a taxonomy of 

technological play objects in everyday life. Through an empiric analysis of case 

studies of contemporary technological gadgets, our contemporary society appears to 

be heavily determined by ubiquitous technologies and smart toys with playful 

interfaces, including so-called „Smartifacts"^. In chapter 2.1.1 Smartifacts, are 

introduced, according to the cultural theorist Paul Saffb (1997). In short, Smartifact is 

a term first coined by the interaction designers at Apple Computers Corporation in the 

1980s, under the guidance of the Apple software designer Harry Vertelney, to refer to 

new forms of soflware-based agents. Paul Saffo describes this development from 

software towards „smart materials and intelligent artefacts" (Saflfb 1997: pp. 93-97). 

This in turn, leads to a new political practice of play that is required in order to 

^ With the coinage affordances Gibson originally defines object possibilities for action, which can be 
seen as objective properties of things. Additionally, he reminds us that a subjective dimension — 
perception, drives actions related to things. (Gibson 1979: 129) 
•* See the cross reference to the case study of the author's project „Ludic Society" in the practice 
chapter, page 153ff. 
' Paul Saffo (1997) understands 'Smartifacts' as smart materials and intelligent artefacts in his study on 
"Sensors: The Next Wave of Innovation". Online available from 
http://www.saffo.com/essavs/sensors.php [Accessed: September 2,2009]. 
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transcend the inherent control fimctions of materiaUty. In order to imderstand how the 

relation of technological thing, object, subject and player consciousness is informed 

by the enjoyment of a master-servant relation to the machine as fetish, as elaborated 

in chapter three. 

In chapter 3.0 The Politics of Play, the central hypothesis behind the practise and research 

of this thesis is introduced. It builds on the historic evidence, that, despite games and 

ubiquitous computing having become a key to industrial and academic fields, the 

peculiarity of playfulness and enjoyment or agency, as introduced in 3.1 Evidences of Play 

Politics has begun to influence new methods of politics through creative intervention. The 

third chapter studies the political effects of the process of play by an analysis of historic 

evidences of how technological play objects were used for political aims. It identifies how 

difficult it is for the emerging field of playfulness studies to consolidate agency as a 

dimension of play. Examples are given to show the revolutionary brisance for society in 

the use of the technological objects as creative tools — an aspect that remained largely 

ignored in the concept of Ludic Interfaces, which the chapter revisits as a necessary 

political strategy. An understanding of the historic effects of the playing with 

technological devices in order to create art, bridges the relevance of the use of the 

technological artefact in history to contemporary arts, which wiU be elaborated in chapter 

five. Through this analysis, the author identifies Ludic art as a means of developing 

methods of political activism. Each technique of intervention by play with technological 

toys is used to test theoretical concepts of thing poUtics, real politics and the historic idea 

of political freedom, Freiheit after Schiller, in chapter 3.3 Real Politics of Play. The 

chapter maps a history of proto-computational devices, which reverberated as play objects 

for creative production in particular moments of time. It shows how the practice of activist 

role-play provides a concrete example of how a methodology for the inversion of this 

direction of relations and dependencies fi-om technologies is implemented, by the 

subversive play with the technological object, the self and the networked social player 

consciousness. This leads to historic examples of political play in chapter four. 

In chapter 4.0 the coinage of ,,Con-Dividuality" (Jahrmann 2000) as strategy of 

political intervention and the role of the self in play is critically addressed. Evidences 

of tactical role-play in relation to media technologies are given in chapter 4.2 

Evidences of Political Role-Play. This chapter describes how new forms of critical 
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intervention in role-play, creative work and text began to emerge from the play with 

technological gadgetry in everyday life in the history of industrialisation and 

technologies. In particular, critical creative works, found in the deviant fields between 

irony and subversion in activist and arts Avant-garde, provide evidences for the 

development of the idea of play politics, coined as, „Playsure Politics" in this chapter. 

A selection of tactical solutions in performance and activism are carefully presented 

and complemented by an examination through the filter of the technological play 

object. This prepares the construction of a new technical, methodological, and 

theoretical framework of play agency in chapter five. 

In chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice the supporting arts research practice provides a detailed 

analysis of nine case studies of the author's art practice in relation to play, which 

highlight the significance of play as method of investigation of the social conditions 

entailed by technologies. It interprets the Ludic art works as experiments, which test 

the hypothesis of play as method of research. Each project is described according to 

the theoretical objectives of the dissertation and tests various presented hypothesises 

of agency by play. The evidences support a theoretical interpretation consecutively to 

each project description. This chapter identifies art practice as a discrete field of 

research, and thus introduces arts informed methods of research. It analyses categories 

of conceived, perceived, and Uved agency, which support a methodological framework 

of the mutual information of theory and practice. The added DVD can be used in 

conjunction with this chapter in order to more fiilly understand the nature of the works 

and their reception as theoretical and practical intervention. It puts an emphasis on the 

understanding of the master servant relation to machines in the internal dynamic of 

the player. This practice supports the emergence of a Ludic method of arts research. 

Chapter six reflects on the method, which emerges form the synthesis of theory and 

practice, Ludics. In addition, chapter 6.0 Summary and Conclusion suggests a 

methodological framework of arts research, Ludics, through the integration of 

anthropological concepts of play, agency, pleasure and enjoyment in relation to practical 

examples of subtle erotic forces in the play with absurd machines. It provides a conclusion 

that reflects on the new methodological solution of Ludics and its potentials for theory, 

social design, and arts practice, in relation to technological materiality. 
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Ludics in its full potential can be understood as a new concept, in which philosophy and 

art practice converge. The practice-led research aims to offer a model of playfulness 

studies, which overcomes the lack of agency, pleasure and material consciousness in 

relation to play and technologies. With a survey of the dominant imderstanding of 

playfulness in the current electronic culture, this thesis theoretically grounds subversive 

practices in play as political activism of everyday life. Through historic and theoretical 

analysis it subjects this imderstanding of playfulness relative to: 

1.) A critical assessment of playfulness in historic and contemporary theories and its 

synthesis as a particular dimension of political agency. 

2.) The classification of technological materiality by an in-depth survey of cases of the 

anthropomorphisation of technological objects. 

3.) Ubiquitous play as condition of social networks, based on recent activist evidences 

and examples of contemporary activist arts. 

4.) A multifaceted evaluation of affordances of play in a comparative analysis of 

proto-computational historic artefacts and the observation of an 

anthropomorphisation in contemporary playfiil technologies and its artefacts. 

5.) Political subversion and synthesis in cases of 'Con-Dividualities' (Jahrmann 

2000), which are identified as role-play in relation to technologies as precedents of 

the contemporary play with the self in social media networks. 

6.) Case studies, which show the power of playfulness as a consciousness strategy, 

when it is synthesised with theoretical concepts for a new understanding of politics 

in everyday life and technologies. 

7.) Case studies of the author's art-works that have contributed to the emergence of a 

new methodology of play fill intervention and agency, which is coined as 'Ludics'. 

This thesis grounds its intervention in a practical approach and sophisticated 

understanding of playfulness, which, when situated at the edge of art and games, deploys 

the possibilities of interconnection, interaction, and subversion that certain technologies 

inherently allow. In this, by means of arts, it inverts the culturally received order of 

efficacy against playfulness. This argument is extensively informed by the author's own 

practice, questioning the achievements of this practice in relation to its intentions to reveal 

deficits as well as insights. 
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This thesis draws on and is stimulated by practice-led research and theoretical reflection, 

exemplified by a series of Ludic art by the author. The enclosed DVD contains a selection 

of art works an relevant articles by the author, in which the concept and practice of 

playfulness can support the development of a sophisticated model for arts informed 

methodologies of social analysis and research. The arts projects can be considered as 

initial to the topics of the thesis, which are playfulness and agency. 

17 



Glossary of Key Terms 

Throughout the thesis, a number of conceptual key terms will be introduced. These are 

informed by cultural and historical studies, anthropological and political theories, the arts 

and technical language, in order to enable fiirther analysis of the intersection of 

philosophy, anthropology, everyday life, and art. 

Ludics (Charmante 2006:253) is informed by play as agency. As a synthesis of practice 

and theory, the concept of Ludics is an emerging research methodology activities 

including a potential for new critical art works. Although it still draws on separate 

disciplines, it intrinsically integrates the arts practice as knowledge practice, oscillating 

between practical theory and theoretical practice. The playfiil Ludic method subverts the 

ideological complicity of technologies and user control through philosophy and arts. 

Con-Dividuality (Jahrmann 2000) is used in order to describe a particularly political 

practice of playful activism, which stems from a subversive Avant-garde tradition of role-

playing in the history of mechanisation. This concept is distinct from the idea of an 

Avatar, as it represents many individuals in one entity shape. This allows new forms of 

political agency. It refers to the altered concept of the self and representations of multiple 

and collective selves in relation to social networking practices and activism. 

Jouissance (Kristeva 1984) is used as technical term from philosophy, cultural studies and 

in particular from the perspective of political theories to emphasise the quality of 

enjoyment and erotic attraction in the agency dimension of play. It is related to concepts of 

play and desire as driving forces for agency. 

Ludic Interface (Gunalan 2008) is used in this thesis as a political concept, which draws 

on a survey of historic evidence of proto computational devices, used for political reasons. 

The creative reverberation of the use of these historic objects in contemporary game arts 

and everyday life indicates an extension of this term into the field of political agency in 

arts and play, where artefacts are understood as tools for poUtical agency. 

Material consciousness (Miller 2004: 12) is used to describe the shifts between the status 

of the subject and the object, which is expressed in a specific 'smartness' of the 

technological object. It addresses the dimension of agency in play. 
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1.0 Anthology of Playfulness 

Introducing the concept of playfulness as critical research question 

This introductory chapter aims to provide a selective overview on theories of 

playfulness. The field of study of playfulness presented here is informed by studies 

about games as a cultural dimension and by theories of playfulness in anthropology, 

which were identified as the most useful realms of investigation to support this thesis 

intervention in interconnecting the dimensions of play and politics. The survey in this 

chapter identifies perspectives of games studies and the analysis of play as a cultural 

technique, in order to shed light on the significance of playfulness in relation to rule-

driven aspects of society. Drawing on disciplines such as systems theory and 

anthropology, playfulness is introduced as an increasingly important area in applied 

cultural studies. In particular, studies are discussed, which exemplify playfulness as a 

method in research that informs theory. Consequently, this critical examination 

suggests a new form of 'playfulness studies' (Jahrmann 2010:2), as required by the 

needs of an electronically networked society. 

The analysis of playfulness presented in this chapter emphasises definitions of play as 

creative drive and a social category of agency. According to observations made in this 

study, the practice of play became an increasingly important area with the rise of 

technologies as a constitutive element of everyday life. Playfulness is reviewed fi-om 

this angle and introduced as a topic of major contemporary theoretical interest. In the 

course of the analysis of play theories (Huizinga 1939, Caillois 1958, Constant 1959, 

Bateson 1972, Jameson 1981, de Certau 1988, Juul 2003, Galloway 2007) in this 

chapter, it became evident that the political is barely understood as a dimension of 

playfulness in the field of study. In contrast, a survey is synthesized, which supports 

the reflection of playfulness as a social dimension and perception status of the mind. 

This viewpoint will inform the development of the argument about the causal 

entanglement of play and politics (chapter 3.0) in technologically determined societies 

as key intervention of this thesis. 
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Following contemporary developments in technologies of ubiquitous computing^ a 

theoretically grounded understanding of playfulness will be scrutinised from an 

analytical angle of what is commonly covered by the pleasure of play. According to 

the Nokia interface designer, Adam Greenfield (2006) ubiquitous computing is 

technically defined. Ubiquitous computing is a post-desktop model of human-

computer interaction, in which information processing has been thoroughly integrated 

into everyday objects and activities. As opposed to the desktop paradigm, in which a 

single user consciously engages a single device for a specialized purpose, someone 

using ubiquitous computing engages many computational devices and systems 

simultaneously in the course of ordinary activities, and may not necessarily even be 

aware that they are doing so. Greenfield (2006: 11) argues: 

Some of these (terms for ubiquitous computing) are general 'pervasive 

computing', 'ambient intelligence', and more recently, 'every ware', 

while others primarily concern the objects involved ('physical 

computing', the 'Internet of things', 'haptic computing', 'things that 

think', and 'spime'). 

Consequently, a leading orientation of modem societies can be noticed in game-like 

elecfronic interfaces, which are increasingly connected to social networks. According 

to the game design theorist Zichermann (2008), these social platforms are designed as 

playful 'Funware'', which can be identified as an indicator for the everyday presence 

of play in social life. Funware is the use of game mechanics in non-game contexts. 

According to the Game Designer Gabe Zichermann, Facebook "looks, feels, smells 

like a game", and he describes Yahoo Answers as "a research game [and also] a status 

game." A particular angle of investigation is required to unravel the multiple facets of 

play in such new social systems, which have been designed as competitive games of 

social status. These kinds of theories of play have not yet been subsumed so far, but 

* On ubiquitous computing Greenfield states 2006: "There are a variety of terms in use to describe this 
paradigm, many of which are associated with a particular institution or perspective.". 

Facebooi( as a "non-fiction" game has "so many more users, and hours spent on [it] than any 
comparable virtual world". It's easy to use, 2D, html. It has tangible benefits in real life. It's fi^ee 
without any hidden fees. It's fiin, and he describes it as a "socially-propagating story", and status, 
likening it to a "fireplace mantle of trophies, except you don't need to invite people over to your 
house." (Zichermaim 2008:2). Available online from: 
http://www.worldsimnotion.biz/2008/02/funware_gaming_the web.php [Accessed: June 4, 2009]. 
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can be extracted from a variety of fields of study. A critical analysis of play will be 

the result of a relevant inquiry in this chapter. It aims to present a study of playfiilness 

as a political tool for an efficient Learning from Las Vegas (Venturi, 1972) in terms of 

subtle agency. In contemporary playful life, conscious agency can be understood as 

basis for political interventions, which offer options for a re-ordering of social 

structures. As consequence, a comparative analysis of philosophies on playfulness can 

demonstrate creative and political potentials by effects of play. 

From the perspective of social design, this chapter's literature review discusses 

playfulness in a variety of disciplines, e.g. systems theory, games studies, and 

anthropology. A contextualisation of these approaches, through the filter of 

contemporary electronic Ufe and its objects, firstly demonstrates that systems theory 

provides an appropriate frame of thinking to review the formal distinctions between 

play and game. Secondly, it elaborates that in the present discourse of games studies, 

play has only been considered intermittently, and that the crucial relation of 

playfiilness and materiality has barely been addressed. TWrdly, the anthropological 

angle of analysis is introduced as crucial in order to understand the social urgency of 

the dimension of play in relation to critical engagement with social status and 

contemporary technology-based hierarchies of agency. Finally, with the intention of 

introducing a method of playfulness as model of analysis, the question of what is 

play? And what is a game? is critically reviewed. 

1.1 Play as Form 

A brief systemic differentiation of playfulness 

A productive way to more precisely articulate play within the studies of playfulness is 

to see it in the light of a systems theory. In order to cope with the complex appearance 

of play-systems, a consideration of formal frameworks supports a clear determination 

of playfulness. Both, play and games, cope with complexity, build structural 

dynamics, and deal with forms. This classification understands play as a process in 

rule-driven systems. By departing from this simple perspective of play in games and 

adding the filter of the everyday culture of play in present societies, an essential 

distinction can be made, which alters the dimension of playfulness in its meaning for 

social life. The coupling of cultural agency and social practice is generated by the 
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efficacy of play in technological environments. This coupling of the play principle 

and the social system can be identified as specific systemic method, which results in a 

new, meaningfiil view of play as a practical form of social agency, informed by the 

practices of playfulness. 

According to the system theory of 'marked space' (Spencer-Brown 1972), a process 

can be identified as a self-referential form of social agency. In this type of marked 

space, a form is generated by a differentiation in the moment when a distinction is 

made. Spencer-Brown introduced a formal conception of a method, in which three 

ways of the handling of a differentiation generate a form^. This operation is based on 

an internal distinction and self-referentiality. In that self-referential sense, form is 

made inside the differentiation as a marked state. Outside, the differentiation is the 

form's unmarked state. The differentiation itself is determined as call or cross, and 

additionally a sign for the re-introduction of the differentiation in system theoretical 

language is called re-entry. Therefore it can be said that play foUows a conceptual 

movement of a social form, in interaction with object and subject. From this kind of 

systemic perspective, play culture can be introduced in this section's synthesis as an 

interpretative organisational form, as an incorporation of syntactic relations. In order 

to achieve a definition of this kind, playfulness can be seen as marked space, which 

applies laws of form, game-like, laws of calling and crossing, play, and is supported 

by the possibility of re-entry in a social system. This system theoretical perspective 

can be applied to identify discrete processes of interaction between subjects and 

objects in society, in particular between players and technological objects. This kind 

of consciously observed relational structure expresses what Frederic Jameson (1981) 

called the Poetics of Social Form. Social forms are identified in playfiilness in this 

thesis in the chapter on the author's art practice, 5.0 Ludic Practice in particular in the 

collective art piece Nybble-Engine-toolZ, 2004. This observation can serve as a 

contribution to the understanding of the relation between social formations and 

cultural forms. This understanding suggests a model of an analysis of playfiilness, 

which builds on the formation of a principle of agency in the social realm. Beyond the 

cultural form of games, this analysis provides a new understanding of the form of play 

In the context of this is usefijl to compare the aspects of form elaborated by Dirk Baecker (1993) on a 
calculus of form. 
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as a systemic process of interaction. In this conceptual model, play is not analysed as 

a given status of society, but as an interaction process in social discourse. 

Communication and meta-linguistic structures will then later be identified as elements 

of play that support agency. Consequently, a systemic relation of play and interaction 

can be introduced in this section, as a precondition for the development of a new form 

of an analysis of playfulness as a meta-level of activist communication. 

From the perspective of play as meta-communication in a systems-theoretical field, 

the epistemologist and anthropologist Gregory Bateson (1972) described how 

psychological fi-ames are affected in the ecology of play objects. In his inquiry into 

the symbolic exchange of play-processes, he identifies play as ritual action. This 

particular position of Bateson is discussed in this context, because as an 

anthropologist he regards play within a system of meta-communication. According to 

Bateson's observations, play constantly indicates what is play. Social creativity is 

shaped in the moment when the assumption is questioned, whether an action is play or 

not. This kind of frame of symbolic exchange playfiiUy shapes the player's 

consciousness and alters structures of dominance and hierarchy in an Ecology of Mind 

as system. (Bateson 1972: 180) He further proposes: 

Now, this phenomenon, play, could only occur if the participant 

organisms were capable of some degree of meta-communication, i.e., 

of exchanging signals which would carry the message 'This is play'. 

(Bateson 1972: 316) 

This dimension of consciousness appears as most relevant in fiirther observations in 

this thesis aroimd the question of play as condition for agency and political 

intervention. Influenced by a view of play as a process of creativity, certain properties 

of playfulness come to the fore, which affect communications and creativity. Bateson 

summarises a paradox of play by drawing on his observations of young monkeys, 

describing how "the playful nip denotes the bite, but does not denote that, which 

would be denoted by the bite" (Bateson 1972: 319). He identified this symbolic action 

of play in the course of his study as extremely finitfiil for discussions of frame and 

context in culture and psychology. In this thesis, this type of insight appears crucial 

for a future understanding of art and play as symbolic denotation, in relation to 
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current sociologies of trompe I'oeif in networked realities. A systemic analysis of 

relationships between messages and psychological eflfects of play offers a range of 

interpretation of consequences for the player's consciousness. From this perspective, 

creativity appears as shaped in the relational play of the paradox denotation of the 

symbolic with modem technologies. 

Drawing on the observed modem technologies of computer games, playfulness and 

the systemic differentiation of game and play are crucial. This focus will be 

introduced in the next section by an inquiry into the contemporary discipline of games 

studies. Although all major definitions of game and play refer to mles and constraints 

as categories, systems theory in relation to play as form has mainly been ignored 

inside the discipline of games studies. As an exception, one significant current 

discussions of games and play by the games studies scholar Jesper Juul (2003) deals 

very directly with structure and formalisms. In support of the need to develop a 

playfulness discourse and terminology, he argues: 

For example, mles describe games as a formal system. That a game is 

outside ordinary life describes the relation between the game and the 

rest of the world. But that a game has an object, to be obtained, 

describes the game as formal system andihe relation between the 

player and the game. (Juul 2003: 3) 

Although Juul builds upon the distinction from transgressions of spatial, temporal, or 

conceptual boundaries of games, as distinct from real life, he emphasises the systemic 

relation to the player. According to this imderstanding, he rejects the exclusion of 

moral consequences and free unsettled play for the player. However, the endeavour to 

introduce a focus on the formal boundaries of games is usefiil from the perspective of 

this thesis. In the way Juul treats rules in a systemic perspective Ues a significance of 

consideration for the differentiation of playfulness from games in new technologies. 

Juul presents a classification of games in relation to computers and software: 

' According to the online ArtLex (http://www.artlex.com) Trompe I'oeil (French for 'deceive the eye') 
is an art technique, which gives the appearance of three-dimensional realism. It flourished from the 
Renaissance onward. The technique toys with spectators' seeing to raise questions about the nature of 
art and perception. This section compares this effect of insight by a technique on recipients and players. 
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1) Rules: Games are rule-based. 2) Variable, quantifiable outcome: 

Games have variable, quantifiable outcomes. 3) Value assigned to 

possible outcomes: That the different potential outcomes of the game 

are assigned different values, some being positive, some being 

negative. 4) Player effort: That the player invests effort in order to 

influence the outcome. (I.e. games are challenging.) 5) Player attached 

to outcome: That the players are attached to the outcomes of the game 

in the sense that a player will be the winner and "happy" if a positive 

outcome happens, and loser and "imhappy" if a negative outcome 

happens. 6) Negotiable consequences: The same game [set of rules] 

can be played with or without real-life consequences. (Juul 2003: 5) 

The categories borrow from the idea of a magic circle of games by Huizinga (1938: 

12), in terms of their cultural, spatial and temporal definition. There the understanding 

of playfulness was merely seen as a subset or necessary distinction from the game. In 

extension, Juul doubles this conceptual circle. His theory consists of two concentric 

circles to define the boundaries of games by describing its fields and effects. At the 

Level Up conference at the University of Utrecht, this rule-oriented analysis of the 

boundaries of games was recognised as sufficiently significant to be identified as a 

cornerstone of contemporary computer games studies. According to an in-depth 

analysis in this section's survey, the inner and the outer circle take processes of play 

as identification factors for games, but exclude playfiilness as an autonomous cultural 

category worth analysing as an independent body of research. In contrast, in the 

following section certain positions in a particular strand of games studies will be 

introduced, which consider play as a relevant process of cultural analysis, in order to 

study play as process. 

1.2 Playfulness in Games studies 

Providing a theoretical fi-amework for the analysis of play as process 

This section outlines some of the major deficiencies of methods and subjects in the 

current field of games studies. In this way, it provides details about how the 

introduced research field of games studies and its sources differ from the 
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understanding of play in an emerging field of playfulness studies by distinguishing 

between games and play as inherently political agency. The analysis of this 

contemporary discourse sheds light on views of play as a cultural strategy, which 

open up a range of possibilities for insight, if freshly contextualised. 

The theory strand of games studies has been developed over the last ten years, 

deriving from cultural studies and informed by literature theories. Games studies 

found its anchor in the analysis of computer games as a cultural phenomenon. Under 

the premises of the digital era, a new classification system of games was infroduced 

(for example by Pias, 2000; Frasca, 2001 and Kiicklich, 2002), which focused on the 

technological functions of computer games. This scholarly field of games studies 

builds on the analysis of games as subject, and uses frameworks and taxonomies that 

are constantly re-modelled. Its main research sfrand can be seen in the analysis and 

definition of games, whereas playfulness was mainly considered as subset of a 

cultural practice, which was necessary for the analysis of games as a leading cultural 

orientation. Games were defined and understood as rule-driven systems in opposition 

to play as a vague terrain of agency. Playfulness only served to define certain types of 

games and player behaviour. However, in this particular matter, the scholars in this 

discipline frequently refer back to three key writers, Huizinga (1939), Caillois (1958) 

and Sutton-Smith (1997). 

The seminal cultural analysis Homo Ludens by Johan Huizinga (1939), for example, 

provides a usefiil analysis of the process of play as cultural agens (Latin: acting) as 

synonym for agency, as infroduced in chapter 3.2 Materiality of Play Politics, page 

99. The title. Homo Ludens. A study of the Play Element in Culture refers to an 

understanding of play as a driving force for cultural achievements, which leads to 

discussions about play as a practical source of human culture. A notion of this kind 

emphasises the dimension of play as inevitable energy for creative processes and 

cultural systems. As consequence, Homo Ludens became one of the most important 

books for the evolving discipline of games studies, but in the reading of the text, the 

focus was shifted towards an understanding of games as a necessary frame for play. 

Confrary to this understanding, Huizinga originally expressed the imderstanding of 

play as a source of all culture in an appealingly radical manner. This condition was 

frequently overlooked in its relevance for the recognition of the role of the process of 
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play in contemporary life. The cultural theorist Huizinga (1938: 9) claimed: 

Hence, modem fashion inclines to designate our species as Homo 

faber: Man the Maker. But though faber may not be quite so dubious as 

sapiens it is, as a name specific of the human being, even less 

appropriate seeing, that many animals too are makers. There is a third 

function, however, applicable to both human and animal life, and just 

as important as reasoning and making ~ namely, playing. It seems to 

me that next to Homo Faber, and perhaps on the same level as Homo 

sapiens. Homo Ludens, Man the Player, deserves a place in our 

nomenclature. 

This view, as expressed in the quote above, is informed by a capitalist understanding 

of society, in which work is opposed to play. Homo Ludens is described in opposition 

to Homo Faber, working man, which indicates that play and game are clearly 

differentiated from one another by the phenomenological division of functions. By 

contrast, nowadays, in a society defined by technological play, work time and 

playtime disperse. A development like this was anticipated in an imderstanding of the 

cultural relation of man, play and games. Similarly, the French social scientist and 

novelist Roger Caillois (1913 - 1978) discusses the cultural relation of man and play 

in his book Les Jeux et Les Hommes (Caillois 1958) by introducing categories of 

players. He is recognised as a significant author in games studies for this 

categorisation. Considering how his categorisation circles around the 

phenomenological player, he also can be identified as particularly significant in the 

context of the analysis of playfulness. A review of his seminal writing supports the 

introduction of the topic of playfulness as a contemporary category of Ufe in this 

thesis. In addition, in this analysis it is important to take into consideration that 

Caillois was a poet, surrealist and member of the prestigious Academie Frangaise. An 

analysis of his role as researcher and as renowned poet, who embeds his theories in 

his poetic writing, allows drawing parallels from his writing as an example of arts as 

research. Indeed, even the book's original title Les Jenx et Les Hommes (1958) 

franslates better as mankind and its forms of play, which indicates an emphasis on the 

creative process of play as research focus. In contrast, the published title of the 

English edition, which is Man, Play and Games (1961), induces an overemphasis on 
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the categorical importance of games as condition for play. However, Caillois' main 

effort lies in the categorisation of types of play, which describe the mental state of the 

player as achieved in certain forms of play. In order to describe altered states of mind, 

which are induced by particular practices of play, he introduces four categories of 

play experience. The distinction between Paidea and Ludus (Latin: play and game) is 

introduced above these categories, which emphasises the observation of player 

behaviour, between rule-driven and free play. Under A lea (Latin: chance) he 

subsumes addictive play practices following the principals of chance, as in casinos. 

The category Agon (Latin: competition) describes a fiuther state of affective 

involvement of the player by competition or conflict fights, as common in sports. To 

complement this perspective, he talks about Mimicry (Latin: imitation) to describe 

playfiil imitation and improvisation, in which players mimic and simulate life by 

make-believe. From the angle of this chapter's analysis, the fourth category, Ilinx 

(Latin: vertigo), appears as crucial, because it addresses a temporary disruption of 

perception often caused by physical "play forms. Similarly, in the real-time application 

of newly released computer games certain visual effects can cause temporary illness 

or epilepsy, which can be considered as a new form of catharsis. 

The „Ilinx quality of hybrid reality play" (Jahrmaim 2008), as introduced in the 

authors' artwork Objects ofDesire^^. is indicated in this section as the basis for a new 

identification of the urgency of playfiilness in electronic worlds. This practice based 

theoretical intervention of a hybrid reality play informs studies of „rule-driven" 

games, but reaches beyond the theoretical study into efficacies of „free" play in real 

life. A new differentiation of playfiilness at odds with the field of computer games is 

supported by an analysis of the practice of electronically networked social media and 

virtual worlds. The aforementioned categories of player types are very suitable for 

theoretically grounding contemporary forms of play with hybrid technologies. In 

particular, the category of Ilinx can be identified in new forms of play, which require 

the player to constantly switch between realities. The description of the form of these 

games is discussed in the genre of Alternate Reality Games (ARGs)" research. The 

ARG consortium argues: 

'" 4 This art piece is discussed in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice in subsection 5.2.7. 

" The term is claimed by the International Game Developers Association IGDA in a white paper 2006. 
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The contents of (ARGs) constantly intersect with actuality, but play 

fast and loose with fact, sometimes departing entirely from the actual 

or grossly warping it - yet remain inescapably interwoven. Twenty-four 

hours a day, seven days a week, everyone in the country can access 

these narratives through every available medium — at home, in the 

office, on the phones; in words, in images, in sound. (IGDA, 2009) 

However, this definition excludes the analysis of the Ilinx effects on the player's 

consciousness, but pays attention to the political dimension of playfiilness, in the 

moment when technologies intersect with real life: 

Alternate Reality Games take the substance of everyday life and weave 

it into narratives that layer additional meaning, depth, and interaction 

upon the real world. Modem society contains many managed narratives 

relating to everything from celebrity marriages to brands to political 

parties, which are constantly disseminated through all media for our 

perusal, but ARGs turn these into interactive games. Generally, the 

enabling condition is technology, with the Internet and modem cheap 

communication making such interactivity affordable for the game 

developers. (Martin and Chatfield, 2006: 6) 

This kind of Altemate Reality Games provides a new field of investigation in research 

in playfulness. However, if the aim is to broach theories of play in the context of the 

practice of everyday life and technology, a more concrete focus of playfiilness is 

required. To analyse this genre's effects on the player, aind consequently on society, a 

new theory of the dimensions of playfulness as an intervention dimension in ARGs 

still needs to be elaborated. Up to now, the relevant literature has not accepted hybrid 

play in ARGs as a new form of interaction, but has regarded it as an expanded game 

system. However, the massive presence of play can be analysed in physical 

computing and has only recently been conceptually defined by the investigation of 

urban gaming - understood as the application of gaming rules to the city - and urban 

Online available from http://archives.igda.org/arg/whitepaper.html [Accessed: November 2,2010]. 
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play - vmderstood as improvisational self determined activity in public space. 

Katie Salen (2005) coined the concept 'Urban Gaming' in relation to alternate 

realities games. The exemplary application of this concept is further discussed in the 

case study of the author's artwork Plymouth Play^^, 2007. In recent case studies, she 

suggested the term 'big games', to describe games that are modelled after computer 

games, but are played in physical space. In order to change the view of the meaning of 

play as a creative act in the age of videogames, plays in urban space were developed 

by Salen and others as a process to evoke public behaviours, which lead to new forms 

of thinking about performance art. Based on the notion of 'Transformative Play' 

(Salen and Zimmermann 2005), the intentional changing of rules by free form play by 

is identified as subcategory of such games. In the academically insightful and well 

informed studies on Alternate Reality Games by Jane McGonigal (2006), the question 

of what a game might be is characterised under the auspices of the ubiquity of 

technologies, performance and meaningfiil play. In her work as both game designer 

and scholar, she is interested in influencing reality by gaming. This approach is 

diametrically different from the first generation of games studies researchers such as 

Juul (2003), who aimed to set out the definition of the boundaries of games from 

within the computer game systems. However, even up to the present, play is 

underrated in this strand of theory as too ambiguous to be identified as a primary 

object of investigation. Nevertheless, a detailed survey reveals a few exceptions in the 

field of games studies, wherever the focus of investigation is shifted from a definition-

based to a perception-based inquiry. Accordingly, an emphasis of investigation on the 

player perception and consciousness as relevant for further insights requires a 

completely new reading of the cultural study of games. In order to detect the elements 

that justify the subject of play as significant research object, it is particularly useful to 

examine the contemporary social realities of technologically determined augmentation 

in hybrid play. In these forms of playfiilness, which take place in systemic 

configurations between the virtual and the real, an emphasis on the definition of the 

boundaries of games is no longer required as a basis of study. On the contrary, a focus 

on play as perception process is required, in order to conduct an analysis of the 

cultural phenomenon of playfulness as a driving force of agency. By focusing on 

'•̂  4 See reference of this art piece in chapter 52 J Ludic Practice. 
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hybrid realities, an understanding of the boundaries of game worlds as permeable is 

identified as most appropriate for a contemporary theory of play. Consequently, the 

question of what is necessary and sufficient for something to be a game appears to be 

obsolete in the study of electronically networked interactive collective environments. 

In games studies, however, the discourse framework of the boundaries of games has 

remained largely unquestioned up to now, although it was inherently discussed in 

earlier theories of game and play. 

As early as in 1997, the literature theoretician Espen J. Aarseth (1997) provided a 

figure, which is highly valuable for a theory of play as process. He introduced the 

concept of Ergodic play in reference to the technique of hypertext and games. The 

concept derives fi-om the Greek words ergon, meaning work and hodos, meaning 

path. By addressing the work of finding a way through an environment as a playful 

action, he presented a theory of playfid decision-making. According to his analysis, 

individual experiences are worked out by following a certain path in the game, which 

calls for an active understanding and agency from the player. Aarseth points out the 

play fill dimension by insisting on the definition of games being both process and 

object. He insists that the Ergodic must be played to come to life. A play caimot be 

understood by being passively consumed, which indicates the relevance of the 

cognitive interaction of the player. It took a decade for this point to be taken up in 

games studies, in order to carefijUy draw attention to playfulness: 

If games must be played, and if this is the crucial anchor point to 

understand games as cultural concept, then the process, the play is the 

relevant subject of investigation tied to the object of games. (Galloway, 

2007: 24) 

This section's study of games studies scholars, who investigate playfiilness and the 

process of play, identified the necessity for an in-depth survey of the play process. 

Therefore, this chapter has taken up this challenge by proposing the subject of 

playfiilness as a requisite grounding for a new arts-informed theory of playfiil agency. 

Interest has been focused on a few exceptional theories, which consider the player 

consciousness and cognitive processes in play. An emphasis on playfulness as a 

framework for cognitive processes and creativity achieved by play suggests revisiting 
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viewpoints on the intertwining of play and art. This becomes evident in an interview 

with the international curator Daphne Dragona from Greece, who also curated the 

author's art work as discussed in chapter 5.2.5 Ludic Wheel, 2007, page 141, about 

the tactical relation of arts and play: 

[Nowadays it is necessary] to see play as a tactic and as a practice, that 

can reverse mechanisms and reveal structures. I think that this brings 

us to the game versus play "battle" and the need to differentiate these 

two. So, I see play more as an instinct, a mood, a tactic, inherent in the 

human behaviour and a game more a system, a structure, a form. I like 

to correlate play and game to tactics and strategies respectively. If 

according to de Certeau (1988), strategies are to be found in the 

systems of orders imposed by authorities, and tactics in the ways 

people react to those to break through, then in our case, the system and 

the strategies form a game-space that the players try to reverse based 

on playfulness. And the artistic interventions in particular are such 

tactics of questioning the mechanisms and its formalities and reversing 

structures. (Interview Daphne Dragona, at the occasion of the show 

Homo Ludens Ludens, Gijon 2009) 

This kind of tactical questioning of everyday life technologies by art was already 

expressed in precedent forms of urban games and play, in activist art of the 20th 

century. In particular, the arts movement of Situationism can be identified as a 

theoretically informed art of political intervention, with the aim of a social re-design. 

The thinkers of Situationism understood play as a method to reorder and establish 

social and economic relations and to evaluate new systems of thought. In the 

beginning of this kind of theory, a political social Utopia was outlined, in which 

aesthetics and arts are considered as the main vehicles of the creation of society. This 

aesthetic realm was expected to support the evolvement of a political field and society 

in play. Foremost Guy Debord (1958) theoretically expressed a particular activist 

definition of play in an essay with the distinct titled Situationist Definition of Play. In 

this, he countered a critique of capitalist restrictions and limitations of society by a 

proposal to use play as revolutionary practice. In the magazine Internationale 
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Situationniste #1, which served as inspiration for the Ludic Society Magazines , 

2006-2010, play was radically introduced as method and vehicle in order to reclaim 

urban spaces, to appropriate hegemonic power and to overcome social restrictions of 

love and life by free Ludic time and space. 

Play, radically broken from a confined ludic time and space, must 

invade the whole of life. (...) The element of competition must 

disappear in favour of a more authentically collective concept of play: 

the common creation of selected ludic ambiances. The central 

distinction that must be transcended is that established between play 

and ordinary life; play kept as an isolated and provisory exception. 

(Debordl958: 11) 

Further Situationist writing described the city of the future as site of total 

mechanisation; in which the need to work is replaced with forms of a nomadic 

creative play. In particular, in regard to the role of technologies and mechanisation the 

Dutch artist Constant (1959) introduced the idea of a ludic society. The author's 

concept of ,J.udic Society" as an arts association is introduced in chapter 6.0 Toward 

A Ludic method. The idea of an Utopian ludic society is based on creativity as process 

of public play. This fictional model was based on an idea of social design by an 

intelligent architecture, where mechanisation offers a positive chance to overcome 

capitalist demands of work. In summa. Constant suggested a playful social interaction 

and creativity model, enabled by technologies. He spoke about the invention of a 

ludic society, liberated from the domination of time and labour, which is redeemed by 

mechanisation. In the magazine Potlatch (1959) Constant positioned his idea of a 

mechanically liberated Homo Ludens. In the foUovsdng quote, some words are left out, 

for better imderstanding. These left outs are marked with brackets: 

The creative man. Homo Ludens, can only claim his rights on rare 

occasions. The opposite of utilitarian society is ludic society, where the 

human being, freed by automation from productive work, is at least in 

a position to develop his creativity. (...) He learns by playing. (...) Such 

' 4 See reference of this art piece in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice, p.155 fF. 
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play is possible due to the integral technical control of all those 

elements, which thus become a conscious creation of the environment. 

(Constant 1959: 6) 

By using the expression Homo Ludens. Constant borrows from the Dutch theoretician 

Huizinga (1938) and his idea of a culture that emerges from play, but interprets it in a 

socio-political way. Considering the thesis expressed in Constant's quote, that Homo 

Ludens "dispenses with education" (Constant 1959: 6). it can be said that artists often 

also aim to transport their Utopian ideas of society and social interaction using 

educational frames. Such an angle necessitates a brief \iev\ on the radically playful 

work of the artist Roy Ascott (1963) in arts education, in particular in the 1960s. As is 

e\ident in the relevant literature (Ascott. Shanken2007: 34). Ascott introduced the 

practice of pla> in arts education as result of his conceptual cybernetic investigations 

in art. In addition to other practices of social play, an educational to>. the Calibrator 

for Selecting Human C'haracieristics (1963). was de\ eloped as student work in the 

Ground Course held at the Ealing School of Art in London (1961-64). 

\ 

Figure 1.1: The Calibrator for Selecting Human Characteristics. Ascott. 1963 
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By its shape and playfiil mechanics, the object evokes associations with a 

combinatory wheel of Raimundus LuUus, as discussed in chapter 3.1 Evidences of 

Play Politics. Historic Ludic Interfaces and real politics. In comparison, the wheel of 

play for education in "the construction of change" (Ascott 1964: 98), as developed in 

Ascott's programme, can be understood as a logical machine, which comments on 

behavioural aspects and psychology. Ascott applied processes and methods such as 

inverted logic, chance operations, and behavioural psychology in small discrete 

groups of six students, in a sort of social participatory work. Such experiments 

corresponded to play in physical space. In a conversation between the author and 

Ascott in 2007, he described the object's function as a particularly enjoyed playfiil 

'torture' to his students. In order to develop the graphical representation of their 

behaviours, the students had to introduce a framework for play records, which were 

expressed as mind maps and play experiments. In distinct student groups of six, for 

example, the physical ability to move was limited for one member of the group, by 

being tied to a trolley. The rest of the group had to interact playfully with their 

colleague and to integrate him in the group, without loosing their ability for agency as 

a group in order to reach a goal. One of the former students in Ipswich, the artist, 

musician and composer Brian Eno (1986), described Roy Ascott's radical method as 

follows: 

One procedure employed by Ascott and his staff was the mind map. In 

this project, each student had to invent a game that would test and 

evaluate the responses of the people who played it. All the students 

then played all of the games, and the results for each student were 

compiled in the form of a chart—or mind map. The mind map showed 

how a student tended to behave in the company of other students and 

how he reacted to novel situations. In the next project, each student 

produced another mind map for himself that was the exact opposite of 

the original. For the remainder of the term he had to behave according 

to this alternative vision of himself. (...) For everybody concerned this 

. . . extraordinary experience . . . was instrumental in modifying and 

expanding the range of interaction each student was capable of. (Eno, 

Mills, and Poynor 1986: 40) 
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According to the qualitative interview conducted by the author with Ascott in 2008 

for this study (July 12th, University of Plymouth, School of Computing and 

Communication), he considered such behavioural experiments on play as social 

dimension as his most radical interventions of this kind in terms of teaching projects. 

Such insight on the play experiment in arts education is comparably highlighted by 

the games studies scholar Sutton-Smith (1997), who highlights the psychology 

dimension of play as a creative learning process in terms of the development of an 

individual's values. Comparably the Ludic Method of the author, as suggested on page 

168 ff, integrates educative aspects of the art and politics of play. Brian Sutton-Smith 

argues that play contains a dimension, which provides a form of mental feedback that 

reinforces animal and human creativity. Supported by a respectable developmental 

psychology study of play, he presents a seminal theory on the ambiguity of play as 

rhetoric of emotional survival. Consequently, he describes play as a constitutive 

element of such cultural realms, which facilitate techniques of psychological stress 

management. With an emphasis of this kind, this study is unique in the field, because 

it identifies discrete dimensions of the conceptual ambiguity of play in a positive way. 

In a systematic analysis, it describes the practice of play as driven by personal 

interests and obsessions, but recognises its values for the development of identity, 

progress, fate power, the imaginary, frivolity and the self. With these six dimensions, 

Sutton-Smith introduced a rhetorical canon for a discourse on how to understand play, 

but with his emphasis on the rhetoric of play, he also facilitated understanding how 

forms and experiences can be constructed in the academic discipline of play. He 

draws on psychology and sociology, but also allows other expertise in his study, as 

rhetoric, by applying a particular trope of playfulness in his writing. In that sense, his 

analysis of play appears as an example for the contingency of a second order study. 

He allows self-referentiality on the subject investigated by an exemplary research on 

play. Such research is grounded in psychology, it uses reference to empirical 

investigation, but on top of that, it provides an idea about joyfiil research. Although 

his writing is organised as proper scientific study based on field studies and evidence, 

it also applies playful association as a method, and with this kind of practice, it is able 

to successfiiUy link elements of educational psychology with a variety of 

interdisciplinary realms fi'om sociology to design. However, in the growing field of 

games studies Sutton-Smith is often cited as a researcher, who addresses games as 

systems of organised play and mainly analyses the how and the effects of play. 
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Sutton-Smith asserts that we are so burdened by play in terms of action 

and epistemology that it becomes a paradoxical task to overstep this 

framework and gaze upon play in a neutral and ontological fashion. 

The how obstructs the what. (Kampmann 2003: 12) 

By analysing the developmental psychology effects of play, Sutton-Smith argues for a 

categorisation based on affects, and emphasises the consequences of play for the 

individual's development as a personality. Children's play is exemplarily analysed in 

order to understand how multi-facetted social intelligence is developed, which will be 

discussed in more detail in the next section on play anthropologies. The added value 

of this kind of particular playfulness study lies in the insights gained into the functions 

of play that reach into the realm of essential abilities for life. In this sense, the 

understanding of play introduced by Sutton-Smith goes far beyond a position of 

regarding play as a recreational leisure time activity. Such a farsighted viewpoint can 

be identified in stark contrast to a common sense negative definition of playfulness as 

a vague aimless activity, which is only worth being analysed in contrast to games. He 

proves that, on the contrary, on the one hand games as rule-driven systems work for 

the training of activities, but on the other hand play as free developmental ability 

supports self-determined experiences. 

The conclusion can be drawn that the ambiguity of play provides the individual with a 

positive opportunity for intervention. This conclusion is applied in the case study 

5.2.1 Plymouth Play, 2007, page 131, where the brutal surgical implant of an RFID 

chip under the artist's skin as a live performance of a public play with the self and 

identity in a gallery space, allows an ambiguous reception of the play situation. An 

analj^ical reading of psychological case studies introduces a view on play as a 

creative principal of self-empowerment. From the perspective of this thesis, the meta-

discourse on the ambiguity of playfulness as a rhetorical principle, as suggested by 

Caillois, allows the deduction of a playful research methodology. The suggestion of a 

trans-disciplinary method might shed light on the analysis of further aspects of 

playfulness in this thesis. This thesis' original intervention proposes a new form of 

investigation, which draws on the added value of trans-disciplinary approaches. 
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Summing up this section's selected overview of games studies and play in different 

disciplines, it can be said that even in arts-informed studies of play, the key authors 

Huizinga, Caillois and Sutton-Smith are taken as references to explain something 

external to games by an analytical focus on play. In their distinct fields of cultural 

analysis, psychology and rhetoric, play is mainly understood as discourse and 

language structure. A contemporary analysis of their statements enables identifying 

the play principle as a relevant research question in the culture of the ubiquitous 

technology-based hic-et-nunc, (Latin: here and now). In a new theory of play, as 

proposed in this thesis, such techniques of presence and perception will be informed 

by anthropological viewpoints, as described in the following section. 

1.3 Playfulness in Anthropologies 

Foundation for the analysis of play as social network dimension 

This particular section illustrates a survey of theory, which highlights the cultural 

meaning and the use of play in social network configurations of everyday life. In 

anthropologies of the 20"* Century, some analysts have attempted to draw fine 

distinctions between the social and the cultural in playfulness. This anthropological 

discipline can be understood as an emerging field in the investigation of social 

dimensions of life. Significantly, playfulness is analysed in several key texts of the 

genre. The analytical observation of playfulness with an emphasis on the efficacies of 

the process of play on the social realities of players, has led to a sharpened 

understanding of play as strategic practice in everyday life in this field of study. In 

addition to such cultural synthesis, play has also been discussed as a method of 

theoretical practice in anthropologies. 

In the analysis in this section, cultural anthropology emerges as pivotal approach to 

playfiilness for new insights into the efficacy of play in political life. Preliminary 

work by thinkers of the philosophical strand of Structuralism (Derrida 1978) informed 

the idea of playfiilness as structure of a social network of contemporary play itself In 

a practical philosophy, some of the writings support a reflection of society as a 

political construct from a particular angle of play interactions. In this understanding, 

play provides a distinct practice of purposefiil social interaction. In particular, the 
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French philosopher Derrida (1978) understood play as a principle marking the 

permanent shift of relations among elements in a society. In processes, which he calls 

free play (Derrida 1978: 196), he describes how constituting elements of structures 

are shifted. A description of playful structures of this kind includes a deeper 

understanding of play relations as seminal for the emergence of a free and open 

society. Inside society, the free movement of play is interpreted as an associative 

agency of thought. In corresponding free agency, play serves as an external pattern for 

generating a dynamic structure - for a coming post Structuralist society, where 

everything is possible and acceptable. The structure of how to move social relations is 

analysed as a question of intervention design. As such, play is applied in order to 

entail a practice of creativity and to generate a field of meaning. Derrida states: 

The function of this centre was not only to orient, balance, and 

organize the structure - one caimot in fact conceive of an unorganized 

structure - but also above all to make sure that the organizing principle 

of the structure would limit what we might call the free play of the 

structure. (Derrida, 1978: 196) 

Derrida questions how things come into play in the chain of signification of things as 

a structure, which organises play. Besides the tension of free play with history, there 

is also the tension of free play with presence. Free play is the disruption of presence. 

The presence of an element is always a signifying and substitutive reference inscribed 

in a system of differences and the movement of a chain'"*. In language and semiotic 

contexts, Derrida addresses the symbolic, meaningfiil fimction of play by describing 

the process of the generation of a siginifier and signified. His survey Structure, Sign 

and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences (1978) introduces reflections about 

the meaningful dimension of 'free play'. In this regard, Derrida's theoretical 

statement on free play as a crucial element of agency in society can be considered as a 

groundbreaking manifesto of an emerging playfulness discourse'^, which announces 

''' To indicate a focus on critique of discourses, the title of the investigation, which includes the concept 
of free play, names sciences as a field of investigation: "Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of 
the Human Sciences". Compare the online published text on 
http://hvdra.humanities.uci.edu/derrida/sign-play.html [Accessed: May 6, 2009]. 
'̂  "Explicitly and systematically posing the problem of the status of a discourse which borrows from a 
heritage the resources necessary for the deconstniction of that heritage itself" (Derrida 1978: 199). 
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potential post Structuralist societies. With a profound critique of society as too static 

in its present configuration, Derrida marks methodological references to play. Free 

play is of course introduced as method of soft social revolution, but can also be 

understood as a soft structure for new possibilities in research in networked societies, 

which overarches one-dimensional research methods. As consequence of such 

synthesis and convergence of principles of social design, research and play, the 

necessity of the methodological separation of the investigation of play and play as 

method can be subsequently critically questioned. The free play idea is used in 

particular art works of the author, as referenced in chapter 5.2.6 with the work GoApe 

Chindogus, 2006. In this art work the related concept of social hierarchies and Deep 

Play (Geertz 1973) was applied, as a particular methodological objectification from 

the broader context of anthropologies. The study Deep Play by Geertz (1973) builds 

on the mutual information of investigated subject and research object. The social 

analysis method of thick description was infroduced with a case study of Balinese 

cockfighting as a particular play practice with highest social impact. An analysis of an 

immersive betting game answers the question of how social hierarchies are embodied 

by play. This also inherently identifies how to ask and frame research questions of 

playfulness. Geertz observes and tries to understand players, who bet on fighting 

cocks and gain or loose social reputation, money, and credibility. By doing so, the 

researcher causes a conceptual migration of the social structure, as observed in his 

social reputation system. He participates involuntarily in the social hierarchy game. In 

the analysis, Geertz describes this particular situation of embodiment of phenomena 

as follows: 

What makes Balinese cockfighting deep is thus not money in itself, but 

what, the more of it that is involved the more so, money causes to 

happen: the migration of the Balinese status hierarchy into the body of 

the cockfight. (Geertz 1973: 441) 

This view is supported by the identification of play as a frame for the formation of 

social status, which demonstrates how political and social consequences entirely 

outside play can be embedded in it. The coinage 'Deep Play' is a word play, informed 

by interpretations of the effects of betting and winning on social status, and how the 

player's social hierarchy deeply incorporates a play result. As Geertz reminds us, play 
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is experienced as embodied social relations. However, in terms of playful 

methodology this intervention emphasises play using the method of 'thick 

description' '^. By definition, thick description is a very dense view of certain actions, 

close to an incorporation of the matter investigated. Such research coinages play with 

the immersion of investigated research subjects and in research hierarchies. It 

describes the dense involvement of the researcher in the phenomenon investigated, 

which results in the accuracy of the terminology developed in a discipline. The 

observation of how a society integrates play principles into social life is indicated as 

'status hierarchy' (Geertz, 1973: 444). Under this term, it details a play system of 

(living) toys as an indicator of hierarchies in contemporary social networks. This 

original insight by Geertz is based on the observation that the cockfight not merely 

represents and 'plays out' social hierarchies, but that it is a self-reflexive vehicle for 

the BaUnese to narrate and reiterate these relations among themselves . It is one 

indicator of many other facets to be found in their culture, where Geertz claims: 

Quartets, still-lifes, and cockfights are not merely reflections of a pre

existing sensibility analogically represented; they are positive agents in 

the creation and maintenance of such a sensibility. (Geertz 1973: 444) 

According to this kind of anthropology of playfulness, the object's role in the 

framework of a socially informed exchange is elaborated in its symbolic dimension. 

The value of playful social interaction via objects as vehicle is introduced as anti

thesis to a capitalist understanding of objects as tool to generate individual surplus. In 

contrast, the action of how an object is exchanged as gift, the moving of an object 

from one point to another, appears to be relevant for the identification of social 

dimensions and hierarchies. A particular form of social intelligence and creativity is 

reqviiredto identify objects, which are suitable for symbolic exchange. This 

observation by Geertz underlines this thesis' argimient about playfulness as a political 

vehicle for activism and agency. 

'* Geertz compares the method of thick description of an interpretive anthropologist, who accepts a 
semiotic view of culture, with the method of the literary critique when analyzing a text: "Analysis, 
then, is sorting out the structures of signification—^what Ryle called established codes—and 
determining their social ground or import." http://academic.csuohio.edu/as227/spring2003/geertz.htm 
[Accessed: February 21, 2009]. 
" The author thanks Martha Blassnigg for calling attention to this playfulness relation in 
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The following section introduces an analysis of the fimction of playfiilness rituals 

associated with the exchange of gifts . In his seminal cultural analysis on the gift 

Marcel Mauss (1925) argues that gift exchange can be read as a system of social play. 

Accordingly, this chapter suggests the adoption of this social theory of symbolic gift 

exchange for a contemporary theory of playfulness as frame of exchange of symbolic 

capital in electronically determined realities. The anthropologist Mauss' survey of the 

form and function of excessive gift exchange draws on his observations of an 

extremist form of the construction of social relations by a culture of imayoidable gift 

exchange among the native Chinook tribes in America. He analysed the concept of 

'Potlatch', which meant 'nourishing', but which nourished a process of the de

valuation of the most precious objects in exchange for the rise of social status of the 

donor. By giving a precious object as a gift, the donator gives a part of his entity but 

receives social status. The rules of play demand a more precious gift in response. In 

comparison, Mauss describes the meaning of the object before the Roman Justinian 

law'^. The Roman family consisted of res, thing, and personae, persons (Mauss 1990: 

124). In this type of social understanding, things have personality and power as 

constitutive elements of social ties. Surveys such as that conducted by Mauss have 

shown that an anthropomorphised perspective of objects of playfiil exchange is 

possible and productive. It allows conclusions about our contemporary system of laws 

of exchange, which in the following will be applied to the social gift exchange in 

electronic networks. According to this thesis' observations of contemporary culture, 

an understanding of objects as a playful identifier of social status is increasing. 

Personal mobile electronics are used as social status objects in modem societies. They 

serve as vehicles for the private exchange of software objects, which are often 

considered or treated as 'gifts', even if they are not. As anthropomorphist objects, 

anthropologies. 
'* The topic of gifts, of de-pricing the world of commodities, is exemplified in the artwork performance 
Plymouth Play. Tagging the City, 2007, as presented inchapter 5.0 Overview of Arts Practice.. 
" In the field of contemporary law Giorgio Agamben (1999) suggests playing with laws in states of 
exception, which he identifies increasingly in everyday life: "TTiere is a third function, however, (...) 
and just as important as reasoning and making ~ namely, playing. It seems to me that next to Homo 
Faber, and perhaps on the same level as Homo Ludens, Man the Player, Homo Sacer, Man the sacred 
applying the law of free play (...) deserves a place in our nomenclature." (Agamben 1999:243). In 
theories of sovereignty and state, as discussed by Agamben in his theoretical figure of a being beyond 
law, Homo Sacer, appears as a deviant figure in urban zones of passage and transfer (as at airports). 
This figure can be discussed from this perspective as an extended nomenclature of a piayfiilness 
society, which resists rules and regulations under conditions of the exception in this manner of play. 
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these technological 'things' reverberate in particular forms of playfiil modem gift 

exchange in Free and Open Software cultures. The relations of Potlatch and the 

economy of gift exchange have been theoretically elaborated by the Harvard Law 

School, in particular by Lawrence Lessig (1999). He defines code as matter of social 

control in an Internet gift economy. An aspect, which has not yet been considered in 

Lessig's arguments about software culture, is the crucial element of playfiilness 

involved in the social game of exchanging code, in order to develop creative 

commons as a Potlatch-like protocol. This relation of code, software as symbolic 

things and social exchange, will be exemplarily referenced in the practice chapter 5.0 

of this thesis, in example 5.6 GoApe Engine. This project technically mirrors elements 

of dominance and hierarchy in open source societies in a play system of social status. 

A synthesis of anthropological play theories, as introduced in this section, draws on 

the immersive effects of playful exchange systems as a constitution for social agency. 

Agency in relation to playfiilness as a framework can be considered as a basic 

cognitive structure by using the concept of frame analysis by Erving Gofi&nan (1974). 

In order to guide the perception and representation of reality, he argues: 

I assume that definitions of a situation are built up in accordance with 

principals of organization, which govern events and our subjective 

involvement in them; frame is the word I use to refer to such of these 

basic elements, as I am able to identify. (Goffinan 1974: 10) 

If we consider a socially informed meta-level of playfiilness as framework, it is 

important to notice that play has effects outside playfiilness as reference. Playfulness 

can be understood as a model for research situations, because playfulness as a 

framework helps to address what Gofifman described as the need to "transform 

serious, real action into something playful" (Gofifinan 1974:11), and to gain new 

insights through this transformation. The transformation of play from a cultural 

practice to a practice of insight with significant consequences for real life and social 

relations, confradicts the 'irrelevance'- 'relevance' dichotomy, which is attributed to 

play in certain general assumptions. Instead, the anthropological view on play 

strengthens an understanding of differentiated levels of social efficaciousness, which 

will be critically analysed in the following conclusion of this thesis' introductory 
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chapter on playfulness theories. 

1.4 Critical Analysis of the Present Playfulness Discourse 

Suggesting steps towards a new ecology of play objects 

This chapter's analysis of structural theories of playfulness reflects on contemporary 

conditions of the entanglement of phenomena and practices. Its inquiry deals with the 

ways in which the evidence has been discussed in theoretical approaches to 

understanding play as process and the structural framework of playfulness in a range 

of research disciplines, from social design to cultural theory. The following 

conclusion evaluates the methodological dimensions of these investigated theories 

and paves the way to a theoretical understanding of some of the ways in which play as 

practice of everyday life has evolved from the last century into our digital times. 

Finally, it sheds light on particular dimensions of agency in play. Drawing on the 

existing debate in games studies and in cultural studies, this chapter synthesises the 

survey of such a selection of scholarship of playfulness, which goes beyond the study 

of computer games into tracks on play as social practice. It embraces theories of 

games and play and looks into the notion of play in a wider spectrum of playfulness as 

a tactic of cultural critique. According to contemporary theoretical interventions, play 

is being reformed and reversed into a crucial social technique of a critical theory of 

culture. As a sfrategy, it embodies acts and raises social and political issues; it 

becomes a tool for activism. Play and the increasing presence of the technological toy 

mingle the virtual and the real world. From the perspective of ubiquitous presence 

observed in technologies, play revitalises other disciplines, raises new questions on 

social conditions of status, and offers different understandings of practices of play as 

highly significant phenomena in everyday life. This notion leads to a new definition 

of playfulness as a category of social agency in everyday life that matters! 

The classic thinkers of play like Johan Huizinga and Roger Caillois or Brian Sutton-

Smith formed a kind of basis for the understanding of playfiilness in games studies as 

a cultural technique, but additionally had sections in their study, which regarded 

playfulness as research matter. From the perspective of this thesis' synthesis, play has 

become an increasingly important area in an applied critique of technologies, in the 

sense of a new 'playfulness studies' on play agency. 
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TMs chapter's conclusion argues that play has been enriched as a tool for intervention 

by different play theories and fields of study and arts. An emphasis can be placed on 

the cultural ambiguity of play in the sense of Sutton-Smith (1997) in relation to 

psychological and emotional effects on players. Only this perspective includes the 

multiple psychological dimensions of play, which are crucial for the player's political 

consciousness. Accordingly, an emerging new discipline of playfulness studies will 

theoretically analyse how the consciousness effects of play influence a critical 

perspective on cultural value and capital. This perspective on play as intervention has 

been prepared by an anthropological approach of analysis, which considered the 

contextual breadth of playfulness as a social strategy. In retrospect system theoretical 

views on play as a cultural form can be identified as the best way to organise the 

scattered knowledge on playfulness in different fields of study and design. 

Embracing playfiil tactics is appropriate in an era of technological social networks, 

which opened the survey in this chapter by referring to Fimware in the introduction of 

this chapter. New theories of playfulness come either from resources of art like the 

Situationists, or from contemporary alternate reality and urban game art theories. 

Scholars such as Salen (2005) and McGonigal (2006) identify today's world as a 

game space. In these new playful public spaces, play is a factor of an improved 

empowerment for agency. It allows posing questions about hidden ideologies inherent 

to present technologies of everyday life. 

Play principles can serve as a vehicle of practical intervention. As consequence of the 

observation of contemporary cultural techniques, it can be suggested that play no 

longer stands for a symbolic action alone of larger issues in life. Rather, the larger 

issues in life have become play themselves, as a principle in economics and politics as 

well as in social interactions. Based on this chapter's survey, it is possible to identify 

a need to consider playfulness in relation to social hierarchies of everyday life. In 

contemporary worlds, this approach of revisiting playfulness as relational play on 

social status will subsequently be examined as inherent to the structure and 

requirements of technological objects. As a reaction to the growing number of mobile 

gadgets, the seductive power of playfulness leads to an ongoing desire for consumer 

electronics, neglecting evident restrictions of individual freedom. 
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As a solution, a new critical sensibility with an emphasis on playfulness as a research 

topic will be introduced in the course of the following chapters. This will draw on 

conditions of playfulness technologies in physical and social realms of everyday life. 

The dimension of consciousness foreshadows what can be identified in the following 

chapters as quality in the relation and agency of the player. 

A distinct analysis of the field identified a lack of attention for the technological 

object as toy within games studies analysis. The toy has so far largely been excluded 

from the discourse. The next chapter aims to introduce a strong focus of interest on 

the technological object materiality as toy and political thing. 
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2.0 Technology, Materiality and Affordances of Play 

A synthesis of the contemporary field of study 

The theoretical intervention of this chapter is nourished by a practice-informed 

analysis of technological objects of every day life, the mobile gadgetry of ubiquitous 

computing, as for example smart phones. Global Positioning Systems and game 

consoles with network features. Building on the survey of technological evidences and 

its theoretical analysis, the practicesofthe use of technological objects will 

demonstrate that new requirements for agency emerge through the particular 

materiality of the new electronically networked gadgetry. This chapter coins these 

material requirements as „play affordance " in regards to technology. As basis fort 

his argument, the concept of 'affordances' in design studies in relation to the 

particular materiality of technological objects are investigated in this chapter It will 

address the question: 'what is play affordance?' by highlighting a particular relation 

of materiality and play through the original definition of 'affordances' by Gibson 

(1977), which describes interaction possibilities of an object in relation to its user. By 

analysing the concept of affordance, this chapter puts a focus on theoretical and 

practical aspects of the inquiry of technologically enhanced playfulness and considers 

player interactions. From this angle, it aims to question materiality as such. Starting 

from an outline of some key definitions of materiality in cultural theory, this analysis 

will open up the meaning of materiality for playful interaction and contemporary 

technology. This allows a richer understanding of the strong presence of a new 

category of 'play affordances' in everyday life and media based arts. 

Drawing from the differentiation of game and play in relation to technologies in 

chapter 1.0, this chapter shows, how a closer observation of developments of 

consumer technologies over the last decade has led to a dominance of play in 

interaction with technologies. This observation is introduced in the analysis of 

contemporary case studies of „Factual Play Objects" in the following section. In a 

comparative field study, toy-like technological gadgets are identified to intrinsically 

establish play as a predominant condition of contemporary life. Accordingly, the 

sources for a new categorisation of play consist of the social qualities and political 

inscriptions of technological objects, interplayed with materiality. This hypothesis 
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will be tested by an analysis of technological evidences in the following section. 

2.1 Factual Play Objects in Public, Private and Hybrid Play 

Evidences of technological play objects in everyday life 

The classification requirements for the following evidences of play are taken by 

means of how the objects are used, in public, private and hybrid play situations. 

Public and private overlap sometimes, in the use of factual'" objects, which the 

following examples will demonstrate. An effect of the everyday use of the 

contemporary technological objects is an increasing „anthropomorphosis" of play 

objects. This occurs when human (Anthropos is Greek for human) qualities are 

imputed to the raw material of technological gadgets, such as the iPhones or other 

ubiquitous computing devices, which connect with electronic networks through 

playful engagements. Through the objects play afifordance the „smart" object is 

emotionally transformed („morphed"). 

The category of public play introduced in this section concerns factual objects, which 

are used in department stores and supermarkets, the RFID, Radio Frequency 

Identification tags for commodities. According to the Fraunhofer Institute' , RFID can 

be understood as one of the most influential hybrid technologies, which connect 

materiality and immaterial databases. Its impact lies in relation to its commercial and 

expected future economic applications. Since then, electronically networked objects 

are extended into virtuality. The virtual intrudes physicality, in terms of a ubiquitous 

potential for electronic detection. The technology was developed to make goods 

electronically detectable, in location and history: 

A radio wave is sent to a transponder - more commonly cidled 'RFID 

tag' - , which (...) consumes the energy of the initial radio wave and 

sends back data to the sender/receiver unit. Through the 1950s to 1960s, 

•" The adjective factual is used in this section in order to explain how a particular materiality of 
technologies is charged with the ability to constitute reality. 
•' In a publication as consequence of a workshop in 2006 entitled How I learned to love RFID, ed. 
Hartware Medienkunstverein Dortmund. Representatives from Fraunhofer Institute Germany in 
dialogue with artists speculated and presented facts about the economic interests in RFID technologies. 
See particularly page 15 and following of the publication. 
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this concept was developed into electronic anti-theft devices that were 

in fact 1-bit RPID tags. They could be set either on or off and would 

signal if a person has paid and the cashier did subsequently deactivated 

the tag. So, the theft alarm devices that are positioned on each 

entrance/exit of shops are very basic RFID readers. (Hartware 2006:15) 

The complete electronic surveillance of all facts associated with a physical object is 

enabled by the technological materiality ofRFID. RFID is a technology used for 

tracking objects. In this way, facts are embodied into materiality, which is used in 

public configurations, and objects become factual objects in a very literal sense. The 

connection of physical commodities to electronic networks is increasingly made 

possible by RFID based ubiquitous computing devices. An example of such a factual 

object, influencing public play, is named NFC, Near Field Communication^^ enabled 

mobile phone. NFC, basically, means that a RFID reader is built into a mobile phone. 

In a commercial context, Nokia, for example, released NFC handhelds and describes 

their aim on the mission statement of their research page as follows: 

Touch is a research project that investigates Near Field Communication 

(NFC), a technology that enables connections between mobile phones 

and physical things. We are developing applications and services that 

enable people to interact vvdth everyday objects and situations through 

their mobile devices. (Nokia 2008:1) 

By contrast, the activists Rob van Kranenburg investigated the RFID critically. He 

introduced these technologies as enhanced states of public surveillance. The sensual 

dimension of objects, as observers were the subjects of his inquiry. He subtitled his 

analysis of ambient technology the All-seeing Network ofRFID in 2007. His practical 

investigation can be seen in the tradition of critique on technological objects, 

expressed in an activist's description. In this perspective, the RFID technology, which 

he declares as synonym for the Internet of Things, declares each commodity and each 

'^ On the Nokia research page commentaries on the planned use of NFC in public space are posted:" 
NFC is discussed as being immediately suitable for developed markets where there is infrastructure 
already in place (such as RPID ticketing and credit card systems such as Oyster and Visa Wave)." 
http://www.nearfield.org/2008/05/thoughts-on-nokias-nfc-developments [Accessed: June 7,2009] 
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object as an elaborated entity with its own history and traceable time and way of 

nascence. The conscious shift of personal empowerment over the world of things is 

altered in this way. These personalised worlds of things change the role of the 

subject/object dualism. The important point is how electronically marked things 

influence the shape of society by play as practice, and how critical practice and 

discourse can alter the given condition of factual objects by play. Accordingly, the 

key aspect emphasised in this chapter's analysis is to exemplify how a factual object 

is used in order to demonstrate the advantages and dangers of play in technological 

objects. 

The effects of factual objects on society can be subsumed under the following 

perspective: In RFID equipped stores customers are permanently under suspect. 

Control of the subject by ubiquitous traceability is established by the networking 

ability of this technology. Furthermore, the possibilities of drawdng conclusions from 

patterns of movements of both objects and persons give another meaning to the idea 

of leaving their mark on an object. However, as counter-reaction to this trend of 

surveillance, for example the RFID theft protection is inverted by its public use on 

subjects. In reference to the public play with RFID technologies, the following quote 

expresses, how the original intentions are inverted. The aim to produce a smart supply 

chain that thinks, responds and adapts, can become a playful target of public play, as 

IBM representative Hesseldahl (2004: 6) had to admit: 

All the things that radio frequency identification technology was 

supposed to do for retailers, simplifying inventory management and 

supply chain issues, (...) creating a new type of theft weren't one of 

them. But that is exactly what could happen. 

Through this observation, we can draw the conclusion that only creative play will 

change the commercial object into a public object, which redirects suspicions. In 

opposition to rigid technological features of commodities tracking technologies, an 

activist play-scene around electronic tagging technologies evolved. With the arts 

performance Evening of the Ludic Society (Jahrmann 2007), as presented at the Ro 

theatre Rotterdam at the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival 2007, the RFID (and NFC) 

technology was used for a subversive arts play with mobile phones as factual objects. 
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As described in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice this work tests the category of public play 

and the concept of factual objects. 

Evidences of inversion of surveillance technologies are to be found numerously on the 

online Hackers Guide to RFILr . An enhanced awareness about surveillance qualities 

of RFID, at least among those who play with the technology, becomes evident in 

these online forums. They describe how to use the technology as gadget for public 

play. Supported by the availability of industrial technologies online, RFID-tags, -

readers and technological process instruction, explain how to program a new 

autonomous usage of industrial technologies in a playful Do it yourself way. The 

introduction of this specific use aims to provide an imderstanding about the 

advantages of play with factual objects in everyday life. The example demonstrates 

how a playfiil use of technology can change the consciousness about the materiality of 

technologies. 

The second category introduced in this section is private play. It concerns electronic 

objects, which were constructed and sold for play in the private realm, but which are 

frequently used for other means, as it is the case with game consoles for example. The 

use of game consoles in accordance and in certain moments in opposition to the 

category of private play is exemplified in the author's artwork Objects of Desire, 

2007, presented in chapter 5.2.7. Private play enables a certain 'otherness in use' of 

highly critical industrial technologies, as game consoles. Game consoles are sold as 

toys for private use in order to consume games, but by closer examination, it becomes 

clear that the technological toys are fiiUy fimctioned networking computers "*. This 

smart materiality allows a use beyond gaming, which induces a metamorphosis of 

these toys into creative play objects. For example, the Wii remote game controller can 

be identified by its intended use as a private play object. It was promoted by the 

producing industries as a revolutionary new kind of interface, which allows the 

private use of advanced technological sensor developments for free movements to 

interact with the game console, which was before only accessible in public arcades 

'̂  Hackers Guide to RFID is a very accessible site, describing the public play with RFID. 
http://www.forbes.com/2004/07/29/cx_ah_0729rfid.html [Accessed: May 12,2009] 
'* Although built for private use, the features of game consoles, as the Nintendo DS, allow a ubiquitous 
Internet access, http://www.akkit.org/dswifi/ [Accessed: May 12,2009] 
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and controlled environments of technological institutions. However, the privacy of 

use opened the possibility to deliberately recognise the ambiguity of technological 

smart materiality by trial and error, which allows a wider range of appUcations. For 

example, Lee (2008) changed the toy into a cheap gesture detection device. As a 

developer of interfaces as derivates of game console technologies, Lee (2008: 

online^^) argues in a DIY (Do It Yourself) description of his experience: 

Using the infrared camera in the Wii remote and a head mounted 

sensor bar (two IR LEDs), you can accurately track the location of your 

head and render view dependent images on the screen. This effectively 

transforms your display into a portal to any virtual environment. 

This DIY instruction caused a rush of hardware manipulation of the game interfaces 

in a new form of creative private play. Nerd pages as the Spark fiin webpage'*' give 

evidence of this rush of the private play of game consoles for other means than 

playing only games, as which these game console interfaces are sold by computer 

game industries. This example of private play addresses the materiality in itself, 

which makes a big difference in empowerment with regards to terms of the conditions 

of the media. According to the analysis of the use of factual play objects, a 

communication of experiences made with the object allows it to shape shift a user's 

dependency from technological materiality into a player empowerment. This 

technological play is identified as outcome of private play in this section. It is based 

on the pleasure and attraction of the machine, where the engineer Johnny Chung Lee 

(2008) demonstrated a participatory use of the game controllers material abilities for 

movement detection. Lee inverted the use of this interface, also in terms of cultural 

direction, from a focus to control the body, to a focus on the consciousness about 

being controlled by the interfaces. 

The third category introduced in this section is hybrid play. It demonstrates that 

aesthetically shaped technological objects can become tools of economic and 

"' Such a Nerd-Page contains textual DIY instructions and images, which shows systematically how to 
modify a game controller, http://iohnnvlee.net/proiects/wii/ [Accessed: May 12,2009] 
*̂ The creative practice of changing technologies is described on the Spark fun webpage. 

http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/tutorial info.php?tutorials_id=43 [Accessed: May 15, 2009] 
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technological power. The hybrid play concept of an aesthetically anthropomorphised 

technological object is tested in the artwork Ludic Wheel, 2007, in chapter 5.2.5. 

Hybrid play addresses the personal identification with the technological object as 

addition to the way of the use of factual objects materiality, as addressed in public and 

private play. The playful identification with a technological object as hybrid between 

the private and the public goes so far, that it conceptually changes the object into 

another being. The physical materiality of the technological gadget and its seamless 

integration to network coimectivity in order to support the players identification with 

the object is identified as main indices of hybrid play. This relation is demonstrated 

through the press release text of Apple's iPhone in June 2008, praising its global 

positioning abilities and promising the possibility to the users to always remain in 

contact with their friends, if one is represented through the technological object, 

which further demonstrates the power of factual objects. The T , in other words the 

self, becomes a part of the objects' name „i-something". This message is very clearly 

communicated. The personalised iPhone is the subject of anthropomorphosis. The 

iPhone's touch screen with its gesture sensitive interface draws on the tangible 

quality, which enforces emotional ties caused by playful interaction. The 

"affordances" of the gadget include stroking the touch screen, giving names and 

personalised access to the object, direct connections to personal data and person 

related data. Similarly, the application Nintendogs, on the Nintendo DS exemplifies 

these principles. The player has to stroke little puppies on the screen which would 

react. These touch applications express the discovery of materiality of the 

technological object by industries in order to build on the mutual exchange of the 

principals of interaction afifordances and an emotional immersion of self-identification 

by technological objects. The gadget transforms then, as fmal surplus, into a hybrid 

play object, enhanced by ubiquitous network availability for a selected social status 

group, which supports the physical location of the identity of the player. Here the 

Google Latitude '̂̂  program comes into play. The ubiquitous computing gadget detects 

the geographical location of the user, of fiiend's online on the fly. As consequence of 

the technological materiality, the user's social status develops by the instantaneous 

'^ The PR text from the official Google website features a social use of the phone as gadget to connect 
to a community, http://www.google.com/intl/en_us/latitude/intro.html [Accessed: June, 6 2009] 
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rating of presence^*, which can be identified as a practice of hybrid play, between the 

private and the public play. The individual is shifted into a forced competitive play 

mode, including negative connotations of pressure and loss of decision-making. From 

an angle of privacy, the permanent monitoring of an individual's presence forces 

subjects to become public objects in hybrid play^^ in order to connect real and virtual 

movements and activities, to support an anthropomorphic identification with the 

„smart" object. 

2.1.1 Introducing Smart Materiality 

Contemporary networked data are characterised by what could be called "smart 

materiality". Following such an understanding of smart materiality, as a dimension of 

networks, these technological objects can be defined as fact-holders, supporting the 

factual power of things, which affects the consciousness of the individual player. The 

cultural theorist Richard Senneth (2008: 119) introduces what makes objects 

interesting: 

Rather than get lost in this philosophical forest, it might be better to 

focus on what makes an object interesting. (...) We become particularly 

interested in the things we can change. (...) People invest thought in 

things they can change, and such thinking evolves aroimd three key 

issues: metamorphosis, presence, and anthropomorphosis. 

Drawing fi-om this observation of Senneth, the factual materiality of "clay^"" can be 

taken as an analogy with the smart materiality of current technological objects in a 

contemporary context. In this kind of smart materiality, the player's consciousness 

merges with the technological material. This kind of „anthropomorphosis" is 

registered by leaving a mark of,,presence" in the object — through a personal login to 

•̂  This particular kind of social surveillance appears as opposed to DIY cultures, which were described 
as practice of independence from the objects' technological materiality in the last section. 
"' The hybrid is often used as metaphor in games. Examples are monsters. She-devils, griffins. TTiey 
can be identified as anthropomorphised hybrids of technology and medieval symbolism. Such 
examples are given in computer games, which use medieval aesthetics but also combine with hybrid 
monsters: Elexis Sinclair, SiN, Ritual Entertainment (1998), Resident Evil (2003), Mary Sheeva, 
Mortal Combat (1993), Final Fantasy X (2006), Second Life Furys (2004). 
"" Senneth describes these attributions to the material among craftsmen working with clay. 
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the connected networks. The change of the object into a personal object is registered 

as "metamorphosis" in the factual object. By focusing on the material as power 

structure, as Senneth termed it in the quote above, the pure utilitarian aspects of the 

technologies are faded out. This is what makes its substance culturally consequent. 

This personal marking of the electronic gadget, like spray-painting, is identified as a 

political act of "anthropomorphosis", in order to reclaim the object by the ciiltural 

practice of re-engineering. 

The cultural act(ivity) of customizing objects finds its expressions in technological 

DIY (Do It Yourself) practice. A whole culture of DIY attitudes evolved around the 

technological objects of everyday life, describing the possibilities for change of these 

objects with images, software and hardware manipulations. This cultural practice of 

manipulation also informed the author's artwork, as exemplified in chapter 5.2.8 

Nybble-engine-toolZ, 2004, which was based on a manipulation of a computer game 

engine. The ability to alter the private technological toys of computer game 

technologies, introduced a new critical dimension to the technological positivism 

common around technological toys. The 'factual' activist dimension of subversive 

DIY activities cannot be underestimated. It means that personal identification with the 

object serves as an opening to an independent use of technologies in general. The 

observed connection to practical implications of these smart materiality of 

contemporary life give ground for a theoretical intervention on techno materiality 

itself 

As consequence of the analysis of these examples of the use of present technologies, 

newly informed conclusions about the materiality of play are possible. The examples 

suggest a turn towards the physical in a new culture oifactual objects and hybrid 

play, which in the following will be situated and grounded in theoretical models of 

materiality (Miller 1998). Through the acknowledgement of agency the observations 

which Gibson (1977) termed „afiFordances" comes into sight. The above discussed 

case studies support a deeper understanding of play in relation to technologies and 

every day life as an emerging element of art, design and creative endeavour, which 

finds a critical reflection in the new idea of play affordances, as suggested in the next 

section. 
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2.2 Introducing Play Affordances 

The analysis of subjects and technological objects materiality sets up the platform for an 

introduction of a particular discussion of interaction design studies in this section, which 

connects factual play objects and agency, drawing on the analysis of objects of the 

everyday. The interaction design theory of'affordance' is discussed in contemporary 

usability theories (Gaver 1996, Hartson 2003), but was originally introduced as 

psychological model. The following brief excursion into an application of a psychological 

perspective to interactivity in design practice connects with the analysis of play objects in 

the previous section and will be tied to the insights gained by material studies, which will 

follow a short introduction to the origin of the idea of afifordance. 

The perceptual psychologist J. J. Gibson introduced „The Theory of Affordances " in 

1977. In this work, Gibson points out that perception drives actions related to things. 

He refers to actionable properties between the world and an actor. Originally, Gibson 

defines object possibilities for action, which can be seen as objective properties of 

things. Additionally, he reminds us that a subjective dimension — perception, drives 

actions related to things. Gibson claims that the physical quality of objects can be 

understood as the most relevant aspect of an analysis of materiality in the context of 

psychology. He is explicit in stating that this insight of the relevance of how the 

physicality of an object is perceived had previously been overlooked in psychology. 

Gibson (1977: 129) argues: 

An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-objective and 

helps us to understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the 

environment and a fact of the behaviour. It is both physical and 

psychical, yet neither. 

The design-theorist Donald Norman (1988) applied Gibson's concept of afifordances 

to the way designers could address the user's engagement with design objects with his 

influential work The Psychology of Everyday Things (1988). He understands 

'afifordances' as action possibilities as being posed by objects in the context of the 

everyday. In his study, Norman draws on the perception of the interaction with an 

object as a property of the thing. Norman (1988: 43) details: 
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AfFordance refers to the perceived and actual properties of the thing, 

those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could 

possibly be used. (...) Affordances reflect the possible relationships 

among actors and objects: they are properties of the world. 

In the second edition of the book, he changed the title into The Design of Everyday 

Things (1990) and prepared the ground for practice oriented design theories in the 

1990s, which focused on the peculiarities of electronic interaction. These theories of 

design tried to make affordances pragmatically usable for computer interface design. 

In the course of the reception of his studies, Norman himself tried to differentiate, that 

besides focusing on conceptual ideation and the role of constraints, he especially was 

interested in "talking about perceived affordances". In the second edition of his book 

Norman (1990: 39) states: 

In graphical, screen-based interfaces, the designer primarily can only 

control perceived affordances. The computer system already comes 

with built-in physical affordances. 

Norman's concept of affordances is influential for new approaches to studying and 

designing interaction in New Media. Later on, in his online published essay 

Affordances and Design (2001), he explains the theoretical concept of affordances 

through his observations of contemporary design practice in the technologies: 

The computer system, with its keyboard, display screen, pointing 

device (e.g., mouse) and selection buttons (e.g., mouse buttons) affords 

pointing, touching, looking, and clicking on every pixel of the display 

screen. All screens afford touching: only some detect the touch and are 

capable of responding. But the affordance of touch ability is the same 

in all cases. (Norman 2001: 2) 

Norman's approach towards the materiality of technological objects did not consider 

the playfiil aspects. This particular affordance will be introduced in the following 

section, according to the observations of everyday use of technologies, as analysed in 
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the introduction of this chapter 2.1 Factual Play Objects. In this chapter's application 

of affordance, theory the play is unravelled as crucial in order to develop individual 

uses of technologies. This differs from Norman's approach in terms of the option for a 

free decision to be made by the active player, in relation to technological affordances. 

Therefore, it is necessary to take a critical position to this theory of affordance, 

particularly since it only constitutes one, although a key, component of a more 

complex network of relations of use and materiality. The object of investigation is not 

to be understood as the process-related affordance alone, but also as its inscription 

into the materiahty of the physical objects. In summa, affordance theory is important 

in relation to play objects, because it ties the play quality to the contemporary 

dimension of the player's engagement with technological objects. This proposition 

needs to be first situated in the context of the material studies of objects, which 

followed ten years after Gibson's seminal work. The following discussion will draw 

on the material culture discourse and synthesize it with particular evidences of 

technological play objects. 

In the following section it is argued that attempts to theorise materiality are crucial for 

the aspect of the efficacy of play with materiality, which will also be tested in relation 

to art practice in chapter 5.2 Overview of Arts Practice. The author's position towards 

affordances as design theory is especially exemplified in her arts practice, which 

considers play as inherent quality of technologies. These exemplary experiments 

through arts practice take player interactions by free will into account, which are not 

forced or predetermined by the materiality of the design object. The practical inquiry 

of electronic objects by the author's artwork emphasizes how the study of objects not 

only contributes to an understanding of artefacts but to effective means for studying 

social values and contradictions in contemporary electronic cultures. The joint 

reflection of theory interwoven with arts practice of the author is elaborated in the 

interpretation of the individual artworks in chapter 5.1.3 Reflections upon Arts 

Practice. This evidence of artworks makes it necessary to bring the fields of 

affordance studies in design together with the (ethnographic) study of material 

culture, in particular under the aspect of the material culture discourse by Miller 

(1998). 

Daniel Miller (1998) laid out the idea of a contextually informed material culture. He 
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proposed this new wave of analysis of artefacts of everyday life in the second wave of 

material studies in the late 20* century, in order to constitute a relational model of 

artefacts. From this perspective of the mutual contextualisation of material worlds, 

play affordances address relational models, which reflect the conditions of the social 

interaction within a networked technological materiality. This appears as valuable in 

correspondence to practical artwork, as tested in the case study 5.2.1 Plymouth Play, 

2007, because this art work includes claims to transcend materiaUty and subject-

object relation. Miller argues (1998:3): 

The volume demonstrates what is to be gained by focusing upon the 

diversity of material worlds, which becomes each other's contexts 

rather than reducing them either to models of the social world or to 

specific sub disciplinary concerns. 

The observation of new technological materiality and its play afifordances inevitably 

requires "a theory that claims to entirely transcend the dualism of subjects and 

objects" (Miller 1998: 13). The observed and analysed objects serve as placeholders, 

for example, of virtual figures of self-representation, as it is the case with 

technological toys of the present. In that sense, the technologically defined materiality 

of new objects of everyday life can be seen as a 'transcendent materiality'. It shifts 

between the status of the subject and the object, which is expressed in a specific 

'smartness' or more or less intelligent technological identity of the object. It follows 

that technological materiality as cultural dimension inherently holds play instructions. 

As a logical consequence, the practice of play will affect the meaning of the objects 

materiality in the interaction with electronic objects. 

Miller and his school aim to answer the question: What is materiality^'? Miller draws the 

surprising conclusion that, "objects are important, not because they are evident and 

physically constrain or enable, but often precisely because we do not see them" (Miller 

1998: 18). This viewpoint appears to be most relevant in mediated worlds of playfulness 

"* Miller also draws on The Sense of Order by the art historian Gombrich (1979), on which he argues 
that Gombrich focused not upon the artwork, not the frame in which the artwork was set. His source is 
fi-ame theory, as coined by the sociologist Goffman (1975). He argued that much of our behaviour is 
cued by expectations, which are determined by the frames and this constitutes context of action. 
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such as electronic online environments as Second Life (2004), for example. The 

Whitenoise Morphosis (Moswitzer 2008) Second Life artwork and video at Golden Thread 

Gallery/ ISEA 2009 Belfast and the Semiautonomous Puppet Architectonics^^ exemplified 

the subject-object relations^^, which open these environments as field for a new kind of 

„play affordances". Second Life art works often deal with invisibility of the objects of 

desire, which are just represented by avatars. These collaborative virtual environments 

technologies become increasingly accepted, and ubiquitously useable through mobile 

electronic objects, which inevitably require a reaction on their intrinsic play affordances 

from the user. As the evidences demonstrate, the interaction with the object's affordance 

evokes a multiplicity of uses and effects, which facilitates a new practice of technological 

critique not merely in terms of industrial applications but also from a critical 

understanding of play as a subversive, creative process, as demonstrated in selected art 

works by the author in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice. Consequently, this section will provide 

a new classification of play affordances, which will serve the fiirther discussion of social 

and political dimensions of art practice, 

This chapter coins the term „play affordance" in order to describe the playful qualities 

in relation to technological materiality. These qualities were up to now hardly 

considered in the theories of affordances. One of the few exceptions found in the 

culture of material discourse, which reflects play as a dimension, which can be related 

-to affordances, is critically reviewed as follows. This critical review is necessary in 

order to see the requirements for a new play affbrdance. This was also left out by the 

theories of Kudrowitz (2009), which discuss a classification of toys and creativity. 

Based on a qualitative study of toy objects, the MIT based researcher Barry 

Kudrowitz (2009) published TTie Play Pyramid: A Play Classification and Ideation 

Tool, in 2009, He developed this study based on practice of toy design at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT Toy lab̂ "*. Mechanical Engineering 

"' Subject-object relations, as detailed by Miller (1998: 13), are exemplified in the artwork of 
MosMaxHax. This Second Life art work is based on a huge number of Alternate Avatars, 
^̂  Both artworks were exhibited at Odyssey, a gallery and repository in Second Life, dedicated to art 
and performance and at IDIA (Institute for Digital Intermedia Arts) Artists in Residence Exhibition, 
For a play with particular Second Life objects see as reference the ars electronica Second Life 
Architecture Award 2007, awarded to this artist, http://mosmax.wordpress.com [Accessed: September 
21,2010] 
^* The MIT analysis aims to clarify whether a potential toy product has play value, which mainly is 
evaluated in terms of commercialisation. It can be said, that in this play affordance definition the 
materiality of an object is recognized a as main anchor to define "play value" for an aim, which seems 
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Department, Boston. This link to the practice of object design makes this study 

relevant for the development of this chapter's theoretical intervention of play 

affordances, which is tested in the arts work which considers toys of everyday life in 

chapter 5.2.7 Objects of Desire, 2008. 

Upfront of this critical review of The Play Pyramid it needs to be pointed out that 

although this study integrates arguments about play, psychology, the materiality of the 

toy and affordances studies still is excluded as well as the analysis of play effects of 

electronic materiality. However, some of the categories presented by Kudrowitz 

(2009) on the creative effects of play on children are usefiil for the arts research. The 

aspect of creativity in play, which he pointed out, can be further developed towards an 

explicit acknowledgement of the concept of agency according to the particular 

conditions of play with technological materiality. First, however, it is important to 

understand that Kudrowitz distinguishes four different play types in his analysis, 

which he names Construction, Fantasy, Sensory, and Challenge. The classification's 

functioning mechanism is best highlighted by an example from the writing of 

Kudrowitz (2009: 5): 

Guitar Hero, a video game developed for PlayStation 2, is perhaps a 

good example of a successful and award winning toy that could be 

placed near the centre of the Pyramid. This is a game in which the 

player uses a Mini Gibson SG Guitar controller (Fantasy) to create 

(Construction) music (Sensory) to match the notes that are presented 

on the screen (Challenge). 

Kudrowitz interprets play in relation to consiuner toys. He sees the limitation by 

materiality as chance, cotmting on an endless number of affordances (of play) for any 

given product. In general, the Play Pyramid concept of Kudrowitz draws on the 

developmental psychology of the mind of children, and applies the insights taken in 

this discipline to the whole Ufe span of a human. The classification model borrows 

heavily from Jean Piaget's (1972) four stages of cognitive development. The 

to be highly critical - : the operationaiisation of creativity in design by play. The courses at the Toy lab, 
modelled on the systematic investigation of toy and play, aim to find a contemporary canonisation of 
the fiinctionality and design of toys materiality, focusing on the industries. 
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categories introduced are normally adjectives to play, such as 'social' and 'active'. 

Kudrowitz alternatively speaks of "sliding scales of play". By using this thinking 

figure, he aims to describe a slide between the poles of Involvement, Social 

Involvement, Level of Restraint, Mental/Physical, and Gender. These poles are 

amplified by corresponding terms, informed by the physical process of play; Sensory 

(from sensory-motor); Fantasy (from pre-operational); Construction (from concrete 

operations); and Challenge (from formal operations). The main category of sensory 

play in this model draws on a dimension of play, which previously w£is already 

located by Huizinga (1938) in musical and plastic arts. As this relation was not 

published in his paper on play, Kudrowitz answers the following question in an 

interview, conducted by the author at the „Toy-Lab" of the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (2009: April 12): 

Musical instruments and toys both involve play. In Huizinga's book, 

the Homo Ludens there is this one line, which says, when we sing we 

do not call that play, but when it involves musical instruments, and 

then we say it is playing. His reasoning was, when it involves 

movement of hands (i.e. interaction with an object) then it is called 

musical play. That is, why we focus on physical play in the 

development of new toys. 

Notably, he remarks that up to this point, the historic classification of play by 

Huizinga was not sufficient for design issues. Accordingly, Kudrowitz' classification 

includes an imderstanding of 'transformative play'^^. The view on this newer 

classification of play serves the purpose of industrial toy design production very well. 

This is expressed in the following statement of Kudrowitz (2009:1): "A toy is in the 

mind of the user, but a toy product is in the mind of a designer." But this approach 

appears to be too simplistic^^ in a research focus beyond gaming, which has to 

^̂  This observation, of course, draws on Salen/Zimmermann's notion of creative free form play, which 
they named as 'Transformative Play' (Salen 2003:13). 
*̂ As visiting artist guest critic at the 'MIT Toy Lab' in April 2009, the author met industries 

representatives, from US companies such as Hasbrow or Mattell, who were constantly involved in the 
student research and development process. In short, the methodology applied: 'Toy Product Design, 
Mechanical Engineering course, is a hands-on, project based introductory course in product design 
tai^eted at freshmen at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In this course, students work in 
small teams of 5-6 members to design and prototype new toys.... After each team proposes a toy 
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proceed from the observation, that in the course of the 20* century, the uses of media 

technologies have increasingly manifested as creative practice through playfiilness. 

Through the qualitative analysis of technological materiality in this chapter, it 

becomes evident that, for example, material interfaces and gadgets connect and shape 

the online worids. This inherently asks for play as 'modus operandi', which this 

section suggests to translate as play afifordances as 'mode to interact' with 

technologies. 

By practice and observation, this chapter's systematic analysis of technological 

materiality and agency in relation to play identifies the change of acknowledgement 

about object materiality and immaterial networks in the last decade^^. 

This entanglement of the materiality of the technological object and the irrmiateriality 

of the immaterial economies provides the economic necessity for the theoretical 

intervention of play aflfbrdances. It is grounded in network technologies economic 

history. The first emphasis on networked play worlds as immaterial economies to 

generate material capital in the 1990's, prepared the groxmd for a practice of play as 

condition of everyday life, as discussed in the author's art work in chapter 5.2.8 

Nybble-engine-toolZ, 2004. The critical net arts practice culminated a better 

understanding of the entanglement of play, economic immateriality and materiality. 

Economic viewpoints on the immaterial networks, which allow generating material 

capital through its „play affordances", as it is coined in this section, were introduced 

into the critical theory discourse in the book Ludocapitalism (Dibbell 2007). The 

report built on a one-year experiment of the journalist Julian Dibbel. He lived during 

this time exclusively from money that he had generated in playful online 

envirormients. Mainly by trafficking virtual goods of the classic MMO, Massive 

concept in the form of a poster, they are asked to review the Play Pyramid and Scales of Play to see 
how they can alter their concept to suit different audiences or enhance the play." Available online from: 
http://web.mitedu/sp.778/www/pages/toylab.html [Accessed: March 3, 2009] 
^' The wide reception of immateriality led to a higher commercialisation of networked technologies. 
This insight is supported by the Dark Fibre book of Geert Lovink (2002): The Califomian digerati of 
Wired replied that the Internet was destined to multiply the power of capitalism, to open vast 
immaterial markets, and to upset the laws of the economy, which predict crisis and delays and 
decreasing incomes and falls of profit. (Berardi 2002: 2) 
^̂  The broad advent of network technologies in the 1990's, the immateriality and its economies were 
highly celebrated: Underpinning the new economy, is what one could call an ideology of immateriality. 
It says that the privileging of the immaterial over the material is a necessary, technology-driven process 
that will reconstitute society to fulfil our true human potential. (Felix Stalder 2000: nettime reader) 
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Multiplayer Online Game called Ultima Online, the journalist drew conclusions about 

the relation between immaterial object trade and the generation of material capital 

through play. Dibbel (2007: 24) argues: 

In the strange new world of immateriality toward which the engines of 

production have long been driving us, we can now at last make out the 

contours of a more familiar realm of the insubstantial—^the realm of 

games and make-believe. In short, I am saying that Marx had it almost 

right: Solidity is not melting into air. Production is melting into play. 

This kind of economic materiality was not yet understood as it was tied to the play 

affordance of online worlds. As a backlash to this discourse, synthetic electronic 

worlds are identified in this section as technologically enhanced materiality. From this 

point-of-view, the quality of play is based on its connected perception as a 

requirement of a technological materiality. It can be, or affect, both materiality and 

immateriality. In order to understand this relationship better, we need to look into a 

purposefiil systematic analysis of play affordances and its objects. In the following 

section, a systematic of play afifordances in relation to technological artefacts and 

immaterial networks is introduced. 

2.3.1 Anthropomorphosis through Smartifacts 

This section emphasis the observation of „anthropomorphosis" of electronic networks 

and its objects that deal with the particular quality of play affordances. It classifies 

networked objects through distinct examples of the qualitative use of technological 

gadgets in contemporary everyday networks. Today, networked objects of everyday 

life are encoded as cultural artefacts and filled with technological abilities. By 

recognizing the spectacle and the absurd demands of these objects, a form of 

resistance is introduced via materiality and changes the technological object into a 

Ludic Interface. The agency achieved with anthropomorphised smart objects as a 

practice in the arts shows us how to develop strategies of resistance by the play with 

the electromagnetic worlds as parallel network. 

The interaction designer Harry Vertelney (1986) talked about technologically 
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networked objects as ''Smartifacts'. A view on the networked materiality of 

technological objects demonstrates how these objects inherently afford play. Physical 

technological means generate social virtual spaces out of databases and networks. In 

the following analysis, play appears as ramification of these kinds of networks made 

fi-om personalised objects. This concept continues to draw on practice-based 

observation and on the significantly different modalities that those technological 

objects afiford fi-om the user, which directly contain memory and networked data. 

A transcending of subject/ object dualism in technological objects can be recognized 

as an identification category for particular anthropomorphised Smartifacts. The 

following section's arts related analysis of the concept of the networked Smartifact 

goes beyond the common technological definition oi Smartifacts by Vertelney (1986). 

It combines fictional ideas of technological networked objects with the performance 

aspects of intrusive technologies, which invade the human body. The science fiction 

author Sterling (1986: 6) argues: 

Tech [that] sticks to the skin, responds to the touch...pervasive, utterly 

intimate. Not outside us, but next to us. 

This fictional concept of an intrusive smart networked object technology is 

exemplified in the RFID syringe performance artwork in chapter 5.2.1 Plymouth Play, 

2007. A view on conceptual evidences of Smartifacts^^ supports the identification of 

them as fictional play objects in the beginning of Cyberpunk era in the 1980's. 

Cyberpunk'*^ science fiction texts of the 20* century spoke of a new material fetish 

with the qualities of networked entities. The Cyberpunk genre during the 1980s 

served as mantle to investigate technologies of the present and near future, which 

made these texts into seminal subjects of emerging cultural shifts and into blueprints 

^' This footnote aims to give a particular view on Smartifacts as Devices of wonder (Stafford 2007). 
The historic term 'philosophical toy' addressed harbingers of the cinematic apparatus and mechanic 
androids of the 17th century. Such sensational machines find their contemporary equivalent in 
Smartifacts. 
'"' The coinage 'Metaverse' by Neal Stephenson (1992) published in the novel Snow Crash gives 
another well traceable example of a case how fictional arts concepts of networks, of the immaterial 
worlds, the synthetic worlds transfer and exchange inspirations regarding an immaterial world, which 
has material effects in real life. 
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for further technologies'*'. In retrospect, the fiction writing influenced reality. The 21^' 

century brought Cyberpunk visions to fruition. The Cyberpunk key writer Bruce 

Sterling (1986) focused on a shift of network principles and social networks, caused 

by technological materiality. In the preface to Mirrorshades, the cyberpunk 

anthology, he spoke about a vision of something, which we can identify today as 

Smartifacts. Tied to the factual technological developments, he further paired his 

observations of contemporary technologies with his weakness for neologisms. He 

discussed and presented his poetic concept of Spimes ''̂  at media arts occasions, such 

as Ars Electronica 2005. Sterling's coinage addresses the equivalent of 

technologically enhanced Smartifacts. Sterling (2005: 77) argued: 

The Spime is a set of relationships first and always, and an object now 

and then. The key to the Spime is identity. A Spime is, by definition, 

the protagonist of a documented process. It is an historical entity with 

an accessible, precise trajectory through space and time. A Spime must 

therefore be a thing with a name. 

More evidence for cases of anthropomorphosis of technological objects by the 

practice of play, which includes fiction as practice of arts, comes from the other end 

of the spectrum of playful agency. In wearable technologies, smart fabrics monitor the 

wearers pulse, feeling, and behaviour and expose the most intimate information about 

an individual publicly. These intrusive technological qualities are mainly 

unquestioned as features of wearables''^ in order to serve economies. The scholar 

Seymour (2009) presented examples of these Fashionable Technologies in good 

commercial overview, but follows a simplistic view on technologies without any 

critical distance, and serves industries without question. By contrast, the practice 

chapter 5.2.2 Pong Dress, 2006 and 5.2.3 Sema Dress, 2009 will provide two 

examples of wearable artwork by the author, which apply game principals to solve the 

superstition of the techno material fascination of wearable items in a category, which 

•" The science fiction affinity of technology developers were referenced by the paper Labyrinth of the 
Web3D developers Marc Pesce and Toni Parisi (1997) anticipated projects as VRML or Second Life. 
*^ Sterling spoke at the 2005 Symposium Hybrid- Living in Paradox, which was extensively covered 
by Roger Clarke online. Available from: http:/Avww.rogerclarke.com/SQS/HAH0505.html [Accessed: 
June 9,2009] 
*^ For a glossary of companies and names see the compendium of the status quo in Fashionable 
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the author coined as 'game fashion'. 

According to observations made in the author's arts practice chapter 5.0 Ludic 

Practice, the irony of play and games can serve as ironic vehicle to overcome the 

connotations of control by Smartifacts. This evidence of understanding the Smartifact 

departs from contemporary issues of a new anthropomorphised materiality of 

technological gadgets - informed by its practice based activist re-use. Smartifacts 

mount the efficacy of play in relation to affordances of technological materiality, 

which the next section will discuss as Ludic Interfaces. 

2.3.2 Agency through Ludic Interfaces 

This section aims to clarify the role of play avoidances for the playful interface as tool 

for agency in the arts and in everyday life. Throughout this following analysis, the 

new coinage of Ludic Interfaces by Gunalan (2008) and Fuchs (2009) is critically 

reviewed. 

The artist and researcher Mathias Fuchs (2009) describes prime examples for such 

interfaces from the field of so called game arts, referring to Mary Flanagan's Giant 

Joystick (2004), Leif Rumbke's Wargame (2005), Jess Kilby's Center of the Universe 

(2007) or to the authors work Pong Dress (2006). However, the playful contemporary 

electronic gadgetry informed, a decade ago, the identification of a paradigm shift in 

regards to interests in the arts around computer games from the modelling of rule-

based systems toward haptic interfaces. Obviously, the description of this shift also 

informed Fuchs's own arts practice'^. He argues: 

Ludic Interfaces take the best from computer games, artistic 

Technology: The Intersection of Design, Fashion, Science, and Technology by Sabine Seymour, 2009. 
"" As artist he was active in the beginning of the so-called game arts genre, mainly with electronic 
game mods, and not so much with the interface itself, although integrating the aflfordances of social 
interaction in play. He answers a question about this relation to his own body of arts works as follows: 
„ I am extremely interested in playfulness - as a musical method applied to non-musical fields. I think 
that processes happening in improvisation - guiding and misleading- catching someone in a trap -
fighting against each other - silence - imitation and mockery make a lot of sense when done in the field 
of gaming, of scholarly investigation, or of other conceivable activities. 1 use to play with DJs, 
musicians as a game artist and watch how we play together, some of us on turntables, others on 
computers." (Interview by the author with the artist Mathias Fuchs, 2009) 
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experiment, interactive media, media conversion, social networks and 

modding cultures to offer tools, which are adaptive to cultural specifics 

and cultural change, are sensitive to gender-related, age-related and 

ethnic specificities. (...) Playful, rich in connotative power and surprise, 

custom-built, aware of locative aspects, low cost, critical, inviting co-

creativity, and user-generated or user-driven content. (Fuchs 2009: 2) 

Fuchs discerns Ludic Interfaces from traditionally engineered systems by identifying 

properties of concepts, tools and installations, but due to the limits of arts research, 

excludes the consumer gadgetry toys. By contrast, this chapters analysis of evidences 

of technological play objects in everyday life in chapter 2.1 Factual Play Objects in 

Public, Private and Hybrid Play supports the identification oi Ludic Interfaces as 

present not only in 'game arts' but also in consumer gadgetry in this section. This 

quality was imseen and only became clear, when it came to the creative re-use of 

electronic materiality in everyday life. The investigation of electronic 'toys' offers a 

chance to understand radical interventions in consumer oriented use and market 

mechanisms and the 'playfiil' use of such gadgetry allows an individual shift towards 

creativity. A proof of evidence for these functions of particular Ludic Interfaces is 

given through the presentation of electronic circuit board designs as aesthetic objects 

in art exhibitions, which were since the late 1990's exhibited in Device Art Shows^^. 

Numerous artists create artefacts by merging the user interfaces and the virtual by 

applying differing qualities of hybrid play, the intrusive technologies and 

performance. For example, the American media artist Amy Alexander (2009: 

Interview by the author) describes her playful strategy in relation to electronic 

materiality, arts and performance in the following words: 

But maybe here is that questions of whether it is art intervening into 

play culture or rather just naturally intersecting. I should also mention 

that my earliest background is in music performance. As I mentioned 

above, I brought game instruments into my VJ performances partly as a 

conscious reaction to clerical style computer performance. One part of 

45 Compare a recent exhibition of Device Art, 2006. http://www.kontejner.org/monowheel~and~ 
goape-chindogus-new-bachelormachines-english [Accessed: September 23,2009] 
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this awkwardness is the business paradigm (typing) that computers 

bring to performance. Unlike traditional mechanical musical 

performance, there is usually not a direct connection between gesture 

and instrument response in computer keyboard based performance... 

So the gadgets I use in my VJ performance are not only visible 

interventions (game pads, dance pads, air mouse, etc.) - they are also 

functional. They allow me to design a more gestural performance, 

which is helpful for me as someone who was trained as a non-computer 

musician. Lately gestural controllers have become more mainstream in 

both musical and visual performance, so some of my gadgets, like the 

game pad, are becoming commonplace as performance instruments. 

On the other hand, lately I am discovering that the humble track pad is 

useful as a gestural controller. 

This point of view corresponds to the author's practice as discussed in chapter 5.0 

Ludic Practice, which heavily draws on physical interfaces. There, the Ludic Interface 

is best described by using examples from everyday gadgetry. Ludic Interfaces as 

phenomenon of techno cultures and contemporary forms of play bridge emotional 

involvement technology. Under this angle, the concept of Ludic Interfaces can be 

equally reshaped by a consideration of present arts practices and the practical use of 

everyday Ufe. In regard to the everyday use of consumer gadgetry, arts and popular 

culture inform each other in play. The understanding of Ludic Interfaces can be 

extended by observing the methods, which are used to change interfaces of control 

into artefacts of individual freedom. The Ludic principle is adapted to an interface in 

order to achieve certain targets as intervention to given technological conditions. This 

sections synthesis informs a third category in play affordances, described as semi

synthetic play in the following section. 

2.3.3 Semi-Synthetic Play 

This last section elaborates the theoretical concept of play affordances by the 

embracing of play and a critical consciousness of materiality. In order to support the 

handling and shaping of our technological realities according to a self-responsible life, 

a new understanding of play between the materiality of technological objects, the 
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anthropomorphisation of gadgets and the subversive quality of Ludic Interfaces 

appears as consequence of practice and analysis of the permeability of synthetic 

dimensions and materiality. This section's philosophical grounding of the play 

affordances model is informed by the idea of the semi-material (Punt 2008). The 

philosopher and artist Michael Punt introduces the idea of the semi-material^^ as a 

fetish-like dimension of memory, driven by affection with a media-object. He 

describes a particular understanding of how the meaning of a technological artefact 

for individual memory is produced. He historically analyses the synchronicity as 

quality of the power relation between the human and to the technological 

arrangement. Punt (2008: 226) argues: 

The fact that technologies rapidly become associated with a class of 

objects that are fundamentally material should not deflect our attention 

forms the semi-material: another class of objects that emanate in our 

fullest relationship with the world as necessary mnemonics to our 

affective dimension. 

The affective dimension of early media objects, as photography or film, as described 

by Punt, can be compared to the affection induced by the networked smart materiality 

and Ludic Interfaces of the present. Consequent on a closer observation of immaterial 

networks and materialised networked objects, both appear as 'semi-synthetic', 

because they are synthesised by the technological affordances and their implied 

memories. This can affect the player and have consequences on the life of the users 

beyond play, in terms of surveillance and engagement with technologies as a basis for 

life in contemporary societies. 

For example, the engagement with a play currency, as Lindendollars (from the known 

social online environment of Second Life, 2004) affects the individual players 

personal memory. This phenomenon was exemplified in the author's artwork 

discussed in chapter 5.2.9 Ludic Society, 2006-2008. In the course of these series of 

** The idea of the semi-material was presented in the context of the Consciousness Reframed 
conference Vienna 2008. The paper was published under the title 'Synchrony and the Semi-material 
Object') in the book New Realities: Being Syncretic edited by Ascott, Bast, Fiel, Jahrmann, Schnell. 
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art works the Linden Dollars currency^^ was handed out to visitors of the Dutch 

Electronics Arts Festival in order to establish a personal memory fetish fort he 

evening — or to pay for their dinner. For this evening, the play currency was accepted 

by the festival caterer. This evidence demonstrates how the synthetic is shape shifted 

by an increasing materialisation of virtual realms, into a semi-synthetic materiality. 

The player experiences, on one side, a tangible objects appearance, and on the other 

side, locates its memory value in immaterial networks. In extension to the two above-

mentioned concept of the semi-synthetic, the addition of play afifordances to the 

model is suggested in this sections conclusion. The combination of both ideas 

supports the imderstanding of reality and memory constituting effects of the play with 

smart materiality. The proposed theoretical concept semi-synthetic play targets the 

social importance of play in synthetic environments and in material objects as 

memory objects of these environments. Semi-synthetic play is an expression, which 

subsumes the affordances of play in the specifics of technological materiality. It 

draws on the philosophical model of the semi-synthetic as a concept that is enabled by 

the technological smart materiality, but which is made manifest in the artefact. 

This understanding of semi-synthetic play as category of play affordances directs 

towards the aspect, that technology can be seen as the basis for the investigation but 

not as its conclusion. The theoretical intervention on the affordances of play 

combined with the critique of the technological object, sheds a light on another aspect 

of materiality: the plaĵ ful and creative use of materiality in subversive manners, 

against certain aspects of control by technology. Semi-synthetic play as creative 

practice can be equally identified as political behaviour in everyday life and in the 

arts, as the driving force for change of the negative aspects inherent to technologies, 

such as surveillance or suppression of individual creativeness. This trajectory 

precedes the efficacy of semi-synthetic play between two positions, which address the 

electronic object as 'middle-thing' between a social and anti-social gathering place, 

related to electronic social networks and real life, in order to identify the advantages 

and dangers of ^ency of play - leading to the idea of a particular poUtics of play. 

*^ In issue 5 of the Ludic Society Magazine, which corresponds to the artwork „Evening of the Ludic 
Society",Castronova (2005) describes the economic relation of the synthetic and the real as process of 
play. He draws parallels to the political consequences of the economic crisis of the 1920's to the 
contemporary online play currencies wealth and immaterial virtual worlds economies. 
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3.0 The Politics of Play 

How practices of play inform potential revolutions 

This chapter draws on the insights on affordances (Norman 1988: 43) of play inherent 

to technologies, as gained in chapter two, in particular in the subsection 2.1 

Introducing a Taxonomy of Play Affordances. Evidences of technological play objects 

in everyday life. Drawing from this understanding of affordances as impact on the 

behaviour of the player, this chapter introduces a dimension of play, which 

consolidates agency. It suggests to understand play with artefacts of technology as 

inherently political. Therefore, this chapter examines historical evidence of such 

immanence of political agency. This inquiry is informed by creative practices of play 

that treat technological things as expressions of inherent political tensions in current 

technologies. Evidences of creative play with technological artefacts and of activist 

play, can be found in various times of political suppression, from the 17th century to 

the present. The historic evidence unravels the deeply masked political aspect of the 

practice of play. In pervasive computing and electronic gadget culture appears the 

politics of play emerges as possible solution to the actual aspects of surveillance and 

control. 

In order to provide a theoretical grounding to the argiiment of play as powerfiil 

practice, precedents of play politics are traced back to the times of medieval crusades, 

the Baroque, German Romanticism, 19th century concepts of real politics and 20th 

century thing politics (Latour 2005). According to the historic evidence, the attraction 

of play can be exploited as both a suppressive negative, and as a positive deliberating 

practice. A particularly critical perspective defines the practice of play as political 

thing. This chapter describes theoretically how contemporary social web applications 

like the Web 2.0 art works presented in chapter 4.2.2 Public Intellectuals and Minor 

Media Operators in Web 2.0 must be critically reviewed as competitive plays of 

oppression,. This review identifies play as a contradictory strategy in relation to the 

technological artefact. However, this chapter's analysis will result in shaping a 

positive possibility of play politics as a basis for a future critical social Utopia, which 

is aware of an emerging material consciousness in the player. Based on such 

observation and experience in arts it can be argued that in the trajectory of historic 
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and contemporary Avant-garde practices, politics plays a crucial role; a role, which is 

embedded in the materiality and sensations of objects. Technological materiality can 

be identified as politically charged, according to the qualitative historical analysis of 

the use of these technological objects in history, they can be considered as objects of 

'Playfare' (Home and Mannox 1991). This term originally excludes the technological 

dimension, and was introduced in relation to performance by arts activists in the 

1980s. The concept is understood as wordplay on warfare, which refers to distinct 

practices of play as tools for powerfiil social intervention. The artworks Blitz Play 

Bergen (Ludic Society 2008), or as Constraint City*^ (Gordan Savicic 2007) can be 

seen as influenced by the author's artwork discussed in chapter 5.2.1 Ludic Category I 

Perceived Agency: Plymouth Play, 2007 and 5.2.7 Objects of Desire. These artworks 

integrate contemporary electronic toys as a new kind of ironic Play fare objects. The 

aim of this emerging genre of contemporary performance artwork with technologies is 

to fight surveillance dimensions in the electronic realm of wireless communication 

and interaction. 

As investigated in the previous chapter 2.0 Technology, Materiality and Affordances 

of Play, technological artefacts very directly afford play as a method of interaction. 

Similarly, it is observed in this chapter, that the process of agency, which is required 

to handle electronic objects, evokes political interventions. By revisiting selected 

historic moments, which dealt with technological objects, the highly consequential 

interrelations of politics and play can be discussed. Such striking relations between 

objects, subjects, play and politics can be identified as a time continuum in western 

culture. This media archaeology (Zielinski 2002) analysis necessitates a new political 

interpretation of historic technological toys and contemporary technological artefacts. 

It examines how an introduced discourse of artefacts can be situated within the 

contemporary context of technology-criticism and the playful re-creation of artefacts. 

The historical evidence of political agency in technology permits the unravelling of 

some of the tensions and convergences of present ideas about play cultures. For a 

^ Constraint City, http://pain.yugo.at/, reacts to open or closed wireless networks. A simple corsage, 

worn by the artist in a performance regulates the tight lacing. In 2007 this work was a final degree 

work of the University of Applied Arts Vienna, Visual Media, where the author teaches since 1998. 

Read the article in the first folder to the project (Jahrmann 2007). 
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better understanding of these, the following section will re-examine historic 

technological objects in relation to play. 

3.1 Evidences of Play Politics 

Historic Ludic Interfaces and real politics 

In this section, a comparative study of historic and present day objects of play 

identifies a shift towards playful agency. This assembly draws on the concept of thing 

politics, as developed by the cultural theorist Bruno Latour (2005). It identifies the 

symbolic level of play for agency by regarding the relation of technologies and things. 

This insight is driven by an inquiry of materiality of technological artefacts and toys. 

On top of that, a qualitative analysis of historic proto-computational objects suggests 

to regard selected historical artefacts as precedents of contemporary technological 

gadgets, which can be considered as equally politically effective as the discussed 

historic political „toys". 

An analytical inquiry of past prestigious technology supports the understanding that 

many of the processes and discourses of present emerging fields of play materiality 

are charged with political intentions. Aspects of intervention for political purposes can 

be found in historic technological artefacts, as made by the Catalan monk Raimundus 

Lullus, also known as Ramon Lull (1232-1316), in the 12* century. He constructed a 

logical play object, in order to prove the existence of god and to persuade the Muslims 

about the validity and political dominance of Christianity by means of logical 

stringency. The aim was to achieve hegemonic power through a dominance of 

science. These artefacts can be newly interpreted as a tool for political intervention. A 

technological website describes the political play aspect of the object as follows 

(http://history-computer.com/Dreamers/Llull.html. Accessed September 12 2010): 

Imagine the strategic play of Lullus, bearing in mind the inscribed 

words of the Prima Figura. These nine words are none other than the 

attributes of God. Combined with a table of nine questions, it is 

possible to construct the skeleton of the so-called Proofs of God. The 

machine shows all possible statements and declarations on this subject. 
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P R I M A F I G V R A . 

Figure 3.1: Ars Combinatoria. Combinatory Wheel, Lull (1232-1315) 

According to the literature survey, the artefact can be described as proto-

computational 'Thinking Wheel', constructed from rotating wheels. By the 

construction of the object, a playful logical combination of the wheels to each other 

was enabled. Werner Ktinzel (1986) sees this material object as the source of 

computation, which is rooted in the antique concepts of a logical art nsmcdArs 

Combinatoria. Kunzel describes the object (1986: 34): 

LuUus condensed the bible's principles to nine essential key terms (as 

eternity, magnitude, etc.) and related nine single letters from B to K, 

excluding J. Five different modes can be used to differentiate the key 

terms, and to relate the 9 letters in all possible combinations. Lullus^' 

painted the nine letters, which contained the deeper hidden meaning 

49 Lulls combinatory is based on nine divine principals, divine inspiration, but more traceably 
influenced by Kabala. He draws on 13th century Spanish ecstatic Kabala to develop an objective 
formal-computational system of composing and deriving philosophical-theological statements. In 
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and combination possibilities, on two concentric bands and one spinner 

disc. This mounting around one central axis allowed a counter wise 

rotation. 

Kilnzel considers this historic play wheel of Ramon Lull as first known object-

oriented logical thinking machine of Western culture. In this thesis, these artefacts, 

due to their inherently playful force to think, are referred to as Thinking Wheels. 

The artwork presented in chapter 5.2.5 Ludic Wheel tests this theoretical idea of 

intervention as hypothesis in the contemporary context of new artifice electronic toys. 

Raimundus Lull's object anticipates the tactical spread of objects that express the 

belief systems of their producers. From this perspective the Thinking Wheels forced 

its users to accept a dominant religion as power structure. Comparably, the historic 

evidence can be seen as a synthesis of the art of logical combination and 

interpretation, and the effort to make the complex text of the bible universally 

accessible to all cultures. According to numerous authors, (Kiinzel 1986; Zielinski 

2002) LuU's combinatory wheel was considered a weapon for Christianisation at this 

time. The objects created to implement a belief system were indeed made with a 

specific political intention. According to the theoretical discussion, 12th century 

Thinking Wheels were used for serious political aims. 

In the light of this analysis of play objects as carriers of belief systems, it can be seen 

that the historic Thinking Wheels enabled the construction of a total world. This 

totality cane compared to the thinking systems of contemporary technology. The 

statement on the Kroatian exhibition text fort he 2006 show „Device Art" 

contextualises the artwork discussed in chapter 5.2.2 Ludic Wheel. The director of the 

gallery publishes online (http://www.kontejner.org/monowheel—and—goape-

chindogus-new-bachelormachines-english. Accessed 12 November 2020): 

The Monowheel Reality Engine Device, built for the playing the game 

- and the reality engine either-way, the Ludic-Society Monowheel 

straps down a 3-axis micromachined accelerometer for keeping balance 

Hebrew, letters and numbers are mapped into the same notation of the "alefbet". (Cramer 2005: 29) 
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on the one hand; then again slipping in its spiral-curved printed circuit 

board layout, it unhinges the player as well as the engine, rotation. 

In comparison in with the help of the historic toy-like wheel-objects, the totality of 

religious beliefs were expressed. The need to publicly express these beliefs, formed 

the basis for the advent of such think toys. In contrast to the common interpretation of 

the combinatory objects as proto-computers^", this section's understanding of these 

logical proto-computational objects as playful Thinking Wheels explains the long 

lasting interest and force of conviction attributed to these objects. According to the 

literature, the combinatory wheel was built as a strategy to convert Pagans to 

Christianity through the artifice and excellence of technological objects based on 

algorithms and mathematics. This historic relation also sheds a different light on 

contemporary game scholar's views on technological gadgets as weapons. 

Comparable to the historic evidence of the Thinking Wheel, contemporary 

technological object's artifice and excellence seduces users to accept the capitalist 

principles of requirements of constant renewal of technological materiality. In the 

historic example of the crusades, the strategy applied was to change morals through 

play. Following this observation, the modem Ludic Interfaces can be identified as 

Thinking Wheels, in the sense of political objects. These new electronic gadgets are 

used for serious games^' in its original military meaning. Analogous to the historical 

evidence, the actual living worlds of augmentation, hybrid reality and pervasive 

gaming require semi-synthetic play as practice. Most importantly, compared to the 

tendencies of pervasive games and computing in present times, their functions were 

^° The enjoyment of ideas by play is almost ignored in the common analysis of these objects. Among 
others, the contemporary German media-analyst Florian Cramer (2005) talked extensively in his 
research about algorithmic poetry and literary machines of the 12th century. In his anthology on the 
combinatory wheels as proto-computers Cramer calls the syntax and code of such machines tools of 
Computations of Totality (Cramer 2005:2). To closer identify the relations of the algorithmic artefact 
culture and its construction motives Cramer hints to principles of Ecstatic Kabala, which were extended 
by the political intention of the wheels. New in this Christian use of Kabala was the missionary 
purpose, which is as such unknown in Jewish tradition. 
' TTie attribute serious was introduced in 1970 to indicate a strategic military meaning to games as 

battlefield simulation. According to the U.S. Department of Defence researcher Anne Derryberry 
(2007), the relation of toys, weapons and simulation was suggested to be considered, with the aim to 
give a positive impression about clean technologies in warfare. Although nowadays mainly educational 
and health supporting games are addressed with the term serious games, the U.S. Department of 
Defence coined the expression serious games in its public communication with the congress. This 
public communication originally targeted the use of war games, either as recruitment or training tools 
for the battlefield and interfaces as remote controlled video game like shooters. As evidence see the 
white paper of Anne Derryberry from 2007. http//www.imserious.net. [Accessed: June 6,2009]. 
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physically implemented by means of a tangible interface with the aim of tactically 

convincing opponents in religious questions. The physicality of these objects appears 

as crucial in this analysis. The embodied artificial intelligence of smart objects 

implements and executes political issues by algorithms inscribed into materiality. 

Thus, an analysis of historic logical toys helps to identify a political dimension in 

contemporary playthings, and these playthings of everyday life can be recognised as 

political 'things'. 

A better understanding of the historical use of technological toys as tools to assert 

political interests can be achieved by an application of the concept of Archaeology 

and Variantology of Media by the German media philosopher Siegfried Zielinski 

(2005). The idea of Variantology addresses the purposeful variation of media-object 

in order to affect its meaning in society. By concentrating on what Zielinski calls 

"deep time of media" (2006: 12), and what a cultural analysis of the history of 

artefacts means, one can draw concliisions from present network sociologies. An 

insight on the deep time of media allows for the undertaking of a comparative media 

study at particular moments of political brisance, as distinct from the comparison of 

different media systems of one particular period. Accordingly, in the next section the 

appearances of Thinking Wheels over time in relation to other historic technological 

objects will be compared to present day artefacts. 

In the times of the Baroque period the combinatory wheel was newly interpreted and 

factually remade. In poetry-communities in the 1700s combinatory wheels were used 

under the name Denckring. In the following, this reassembling is identified as a 

playfiil creative project, to result in a distinct process of socio-political execution of 

art by play, which supports the theory about agency in earlier described contemporary 

technological playful interfaces, as discussed in the example catalogue of chapter 

2.1.2 Agency through Ludic Interfaces. Playful processes, supported by the 

affordances of a physical object, are interpreted in this section's analysis as a political 

statement for the equality of individuals, in a time of a general political suppression of 

the individual. According to the media archaeology studies of Zielinski (2005), an 

Italian philosopher of the 17* century, named Delia Portas re-engineered and re-built 

the logical combinatory wheel of Raimimdus LuUus. He distributed the wheel, printed 

as inlay with two connected wheels, in a publication of 1663. The user could lift the 
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wheel, which was mounted on a book page. By doing so, the reader became a player, 

as this chapter suggests, and completed the object. The baroque individual received a 

three-dimensional ciphering and deciphering machine, in order to think of further 

possible uses for this technological toy. Zielinski describes (Zielinski 2002: 105): 

Two details of a playful ciphering and deciphering machine by Portas: 

The cenfre wheel is movable. It can be lifted with the help of a golden 

thread. The wheel is mounted via the image of a cloud with the finger 

of god, to the page of the book. (Author's translation). 

When Zielinski speaks in the above quoted playful tone about combinatory wheels, he 

is one of the rare media-theoreticians to identify a playfiil aspect as a reason for the 

growing contemporary fascination for these logic machines. He describes the 

combinatory wheel not so much as a logical and computational machine, but as an 

object to be played with. Although he did not call the user a player, he insists that the 

individual would playfiiUy gain insights about the world by the physical interaction 

with the wheel as a tangible interface. This viewpoint emphasises the particular 

quality of experiences gained by the play with the tangible construction and 

technological use of the object The shifting of wheels from one to another in a certain 

manner was the physical instruction of how to combine the databases, which were 

organised by a formal logic. But this known peculiarity of the wheel objects is now 

extended by the increasing purpose of creativity. The play is considered as part of a 

creative act. The prestigious technological object has become a logical toy for private 

use, but it still has serious effects on belief systems. 

The re-print of the Thinking wheel of the 12th century as playful poetic or 

cryptographic wheel can be understood as a Variantology to its original materiality, 

which extended and shifted its meaning. In the mediated print publication, the wheel 

was made from paper and tied together by a golden thread. Conceptually the Thinking 

wheel appears in a Baroque remake as re-charged with play affordances in order to 

reflect on creativity, arts and political dimensionality. In order to point out a 

dimension of further intrinsic elements of play politics in the use of the Thinking 

wheels, the effects of new classification systems on society will be briefly considered 

in the following section. 
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The Thinking wheels offered a new way to classify and organise categories. This 

aspect can be seen as politically relevant in relation to hierarchical systems in society. 

The logical toys offer a neutral way of classifying contents by logical structures only. 

The combinatory principles of the wheel offered an option for knowledge 

classification, by secularising an originally theological device, the bible, by a rational 

method. Historic combinatory objects became rationally oriented analogue computers, 

which organised contents - although often in a contradictory manner. The cultural 

theorist Florian Cramer (2005) concludes: 

In the 17th century, the joining of opposites became a principle of witty 

or conceited poetics and poetry. This literature later became 

historicized as anti-classicist, maimerist or baroque. Wit, or acumen, 

was a part of rhetoric and poetics since the 16th century. It became 

systematically taught in Jesuitical academia. (Cramer 2005: 22) 

The combinatory poetry concept was played and exercised with the combinatory 

wheel in Baroque associations, as Cramer reports. Nevertheless, combinatory play as 

principal was conceived by the clerical educators of the time. This practice of an order 

determined by logics instead of god — or an emperor - had to be covered as arts or 

play, and not as a principle, that expresses a possible political order of society. 

The Baroque poetry plays with the technological wheels had traceable effects on the 

thinking system of state and philosophy^^. Formal strictness appeared at that time as 

opposed to the sense making of subjective or content wise categorisation. 

Classification systems, however, also followed a cosmological order, which was still 

used, until the advent of encyclopaedias by alphabetic order. The following section 

will consider how radical shifts in the organisation of knowledge followed, providing 

evidence for the efficacy of play with combinatory wheels. 

^' Media Archaeology researchers, such as Zielinski (2002), and from a socio-political angle Senneth 
(2008), direct towards a political paradigm shift, caused by the materiality of technologies. Empiricism 
with the radically new concept of research by observation as new leading orientation was based on the 
interplay of observation and technological artefact Thinking in rule systems was then declared as 
obsolete. Observation with the help of the apparatus, was increasingly considered as only valid 
principle; formulas became empirical devices in order to describe natural phenomena. 
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The development of the efficacy of play with combinatory objects on systems of 

hierarchy and politics, foxmd its strongest impact in the late 18th century 

encyclopaedias, which presented knowledge by following an alphabetic order. In 

relation to the meaning of the alphabetic encyclopaedia as rule system, Sermeth 

(2008) notes, that the political dimension opened up with the introduction of this new 

classification system. As a consequence of the newly introduced alphabetic order, a 

certain anti-hierarchical order was introduced, in contrast to the subjective 

classification systems of science and power of former times. This chapter identifies 

this paradigm shift as being introduced by the playing with a Variontology of 

technological objects. 

As identified in this section, this new order of knowledge was introduced before the 

encyclopaedia; with the appearance of the wheels and combinatory play as its 

afifordance. The play of contradiction as principle was in particular promoted by the 

use of the combinatory wheel for creative production. The paradox carries 

explosiveness in terms of political agency. Play is unmasked as a political process, in 

the moment when the Thinking wheels generate nonsense and useless poetry. The 

combinatory principals create art and this particular kind of art, which resulted from 

the play with the technological artefact. The self-sufficiency of agency is the first 

political aspect of this production principle. The second is a growing dimension of 

equality, enabled by the vehicle of the toy, because by using the combinatory wheel 

art production became accessible to everybody. In order to understand this dimension 

of the political efficacy of play with technological objects more fiiUy, a further 

investigation of political interventions tied to the objects as tools for creative practice 

is necessary. According to the literature (Kiinzel 1990: 65), the playful combinatory 

objects have been neutrally understood as expert systems, although the wheels were 

also used for early physical cryptography and as playful creativity enhancers for 

poetry in the Baroque period. At this time, the very particular use of these objects as 

poetry tools was common in play affiliations. These historic play societies became 

associations for poetic and political revolutions, which have put forward the ideas of 

the enlightenment. 

The literature survey demonstrated, that although the practices of play promoted in 

Baroque associations were focused on poetry, the social configurations around the 
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think toys were exphcitly of political interest. Around the use and creation of 

algorithmic toys in the 1700s, specialists' associations were founded to discuss and 

practice the new technologies of the time. The historic brotherhoods formed around 

the use of Thinking Wheels in the Baroque period stood in stark contrast to harmless 

poetry. As associations, they followed very distinct political interests under a 

particular emancipator perspective. However, they formed aroimd technological 

artefacts of the time, as described below. 

Figure 3.2 Funffacher Denckring, Harsdorffer (1617 - 1680) 

The Five-fold Thought Ring of the German Language (German: Fiinffacher 

Denckring der teutschen Sprache) was a physical object made by the Baroque poet 

Harsdorfifer. It was mainly used in poetry associations in the 17th century. According 

to Ktinzel, it was created under the premises of artists' society of the time, the fruit 

bearing society, which gathered from 1617 to 1680 in Niimberg. This is how the 

Denckring was constructed: 
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Stem words, one-syllable words, were compressed on to four 

concentric wheels. In the way they were mounted, all possible 

combinations of words were offered. The object should permit anyone 

to generate all existing and potential words of the German language by 

the combination of syllables. As the German language is based on 

stems, they could be endlessly combined to new words. (Author's 

translation of Kiinzel 1990: 91) 

This kind of hardware computer was a play device for inventing word-play poetry. It 

took shape as a serious game, played with a thing, with the aim to create poetry. The 

Thinking Wheel had become a creative poetry wheel. As powerful extended 

combinatory wheel the object was publicly used as a poetry machine. The use of 

combinatory objects as poetic toys was cultivated in the society gatherings, which 

meant that everybody could become a poet by playing with the wheel. As this 

evidence of play politics demonstrates, play was equally valued as method for poetic 

creation as well as a method for logical research. A separation of methods for research 

or arts did not exist The creator of the Baroque German Denckring never considered 

such a separation of play and method. The author broached this idea in 

correspondence with Cramer: 

For Harsdorffer there was no difference between playing and 

researching, no difference between linguistics, the scientific study of 

language and poetics, the artistic use of language, between machine 

and play, research and play. (Interview with Florian Cramer, 2009)^^ 

At the time of the Baroque, the Denckring was clearly understood as a logical 

combinatory toy, with the outcome of art. With the help of a logical toy, everybody 

could do poetry. Inside the 17th century play association; Harsdorffer was called 'Der 

Spieler', which translates fi-om German as 'the player'. This alter ego for the creator 

of a technological play object expresses that the value of play for creativity was 

^̂  In June 2009 the author conducted an interview with Florian Cramer. In tiie interview's progress, 
issues about insight potential of art and play as method, about immanent politics of play, and the role of 
historic logical toys, as early computation devices, were broached. 
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recognised highly, at least at the same level as scientific research. In the Baroque play 

associations, poetry and creative act were completely based on the playing with a 

technological object. Its egalitarian political efficacy was made evident by public use 

in a protected affiliation, a society, where everybody could take the role of the poet 

and communicate his or her results to the social peer group. Considering the previous 

section's discussion on the efficacies of these societies, it can be suggested, that a 

historic democratisation of poetry is exemplified by this equation of arts, technology 

and creativity. This perspective appears as precondition for the use of contemporary 

computational toys as acts of political play, as discussed in chapter 4.2 Evidences of 

Political Role Play in Activism, which elaborated in particular the use of technological 

gadgets in international contemporary artworks in chapter 4.2.2 Public Intellectuals 

and Minor Media Operators in Web2.0. 

According to the observations of the shifting appearances and uses of Thinking 

Wheels over time, it can be argued that they transport an inherent political efficacy. 

This section expands this idea by putting an emphasis on the social use of the artefact. 

Informed by the historic evidence it can be argued, that the creative aspect in play is 

considered as productive category in the moment when the technology is socially re

used with new editions of the object, as it was the case with the Thinking Wheels, 

which have become poetry wheels in the 17th century. Affiliations served as an 

organisational form to strengthen the political efficacy of the practice communicated 

by the object's use. Accordingly, a social knowledge transfer for creativity can be best 

achieved by play with the technological artefact. This creative and autonomous aspect 

of use was not intended before, when the technology itself first appeared, neither in 

the historic evidence, nor in the contemporary artefact, as described in the previous 

chapters analysis of play affordances of technological gadgets. 

As conclusion of a view on these historic evidences of political play with 

technological things, a drift of cultural meanings of play objects can be observed over 

time. According to the historic survey of this section, the intentions charged into 

objects can be altered according to the dimension of enjoyment and play in social use. 

This shift of meaning of play developed fi'om the 12th century to the 17th century, as 

expressed in the example of the Thinking wheel. The plaything was used in the 

beginning for fomenting political goals but moved towards a poetic practice in the 
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Baroque period. Surprisingly, the less activist attitude towards the use of the object in 

the 17th century poetic play practice can be identified as more effective on crucial 

questions of creativeness and social properties. It implied efficacy by the purposeful 

agitator use of technological objects, which proved the theory of play politics as 

inherent to technological objects. By extending historic inquiries, this section's 

analysis combines the historic observation with the insight gained in actual media 

theories and experiences made in contemporary arts practice. According to the 

previous historic survey it can be further argued, that, in the moment of the re

building of things, the reverberation of a concept follows. For example in the 17th 

century, playful method and behaviour were socially accepted. The same practice was 

not considered as play in the 12th century. It can be concluded that the contemporary 

requirements of technologies for play as affordance of Ludic Interfaces and as social 

practice in electronic networks is not the basis for the advent of material objects, but 

its reverberation in time. 

In the context of this practice-based thesis, which refers to nine case studies of the 

author's artwork in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice. Emergence of solutions through art 

practice, the evidence of arts practice will necessitate very particular conclusions 

about the political efficacy of play with contemporary technological objects. This 

section's analysis of historical evidence leads to contemporary discourses of things 

that matter and a new theory of „play poHtics^"'" (Jahrmann 2010). In order to 

establish this conclusion the materiality of play pohtics will be analysed in the next 

section. 

3.2 Materiality of Play Politics 

Reassembling thing politics in technological materiality 

Informed by the appearance of play politics in the previous section's analysis of 

historical evidences of objects, this subsection suggests a move towards the 

conceptual analysis of the political efficacy of play with things. The conceptual 

grounding of play politics in relation to technological objects draws from a new 

^ The concept of Play Politics was published by the author in a chapter in the book on Ludic Interfaces 
Coded Cultures, 2010. (eds.) Supemet, Springer Verlag, Vienna. 
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understanding of the thing, as distinct from the philosophical idea of thing politics. In 

this section, this discourse is situated within contemporary ideas of political agency, 

and detects that these contemporary political theories were informed by earlier 

concepts of real politics from 18th and 19th centuries. 

The understanding of the thing in contemporary everyday life is informed by a 

technological and pragmatic perspective, which is related to the practice of play. Play 

as agency factor shifts the meaning of the technological thing from a passive to an 

activist concept. In the previous chapter, things were already discussed as matters in 

dispute from the vievsqDoint of play affordances, which constitute meaning and 

political consciousness. In this chapter, an inquiry of the material semiotics of'risky 

objects' by the cultural philosopher Bruno Latour (2005) helps to substantiate a 

particular move towards an activist understanding of play, as an intervention method 

in social conditions. The role of the thing for play can be compared to the idea of 

risky objects. According to Latour these objects are intermediaries^^ with silent 

qualities beyond the ostensible. These qualities become operative once they are put 

into certain networked relations, which recognise the thing as equal to the human 

actor in terms of agency. The cultural theorist Latour (Latour 1992: 243) argues: 

[All objects] have taken on another quality: (...) The distinction 

between humans and non-humans, embodied or disembodied skills, 

impersonation or 'machination', are less interesting than the complete 

chain along which competences and actions are distributed. 

In this chapter the conclusion can be drawn, that also historically spoken play "objects 

too have agency" (Latour 2005: 63). A counterpart to an idea of the agency factor as a 

risk for consolidated order in society is recognised in this chapter's analysis by a 

^̂  Felix Stalder as scholar of network theories contextualises the meaning of intermediaries the 
following: "An intermediary is anything that "passes between actors in the course of relatively stable 
transactions." (Bijker, Law, 1992: 25) It can be a text, a product, a service, or money. 
Intermediaries are the language of the network. Through intermediaries actors communicate with one 
another and that is the way actors translate their intentions into other actors. Considering the definition 
of actors as element "which makes other elements dependent upon itself and translates their will into a 
language of its own" (Gallon, Latour, 1981:286), the possibility to command intermediaries lies at the 
heart of action, which is translating an actor's will into other actors." Quote available online fi^om the 
nettime mailing list: http://amsterdam.nettime.org/Lists-Archives/nettime-l-9709/msg00012.html 
[Accessed: December 12,2009]. 
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repeated reference in various contexts to so called Smartifacts. These hybrid risky 

play objects are ubiquitously present and networked in contemporary every day life. 

This agency-based argxament deals with things of contemporary everyday social life, 

where gathering and meeting is no more conceivable without the use of technological 

things. In regard of this contemporary meaning of things, Latour primarily reminds us 

of the original Indo-German meaning of the thing as a gathering place. 

Thing: ORIGIN: Old English, of Germanic origin: related to German 

Ding. Early senses included meeting and matter, concern as well as 

inanimate objects. (The Oxford English Dictionary 2005: 244) 

A physical gathering circle as the thing is defined by objects, which differentiate its 

opposing realities. Considering the ineluctability of the thing in contemporary worlds, 

this reference to the political meaning of the old word thing appears as equally 

important as the concept synthesis of the term thing. A theoretical fi-aming of a view 

on thing as concept builds on theories of Martin Heidegger (1951). Heidegger first 

spoke about a particular nature of the thing. He remarks: 

Thing or dine becomes the name for an affair or matter of pertinence 

matters in dispute — taken as so many issues. (Heidegger 1951: 174) 

An etymological grounding of the term thing in the sense of Heidegger includes the 

meaning of the location, the topos as communicative setting. Heidegger proceeds to 

define thing in relation to the Roman meaning of res, as matter, which includes an 

understanding of thing as matter for discourse. This discussion of the thing 

commences with an obscure fourfold of structural elements of things, of earth, sky, 

gods, and mortals. The system described, reminds us of a relational network, 

especially when Heidegger states, "each of the four reflects the others in its own way" 

(Heidegger 1951: 172). This viewpoint will be key in the critical reflection of current 

game-like playful environments in electronic networks, as discussed in this chapter's 

last section. There the thing's fourfold is informed by the meaning of thing beyond 

physicality in a ubiquitously networked sociology. Drawing on the insights of 

Heidegger, Latour describes the thing by an emphasis on the expression's 

philosophical and etymological sources. He emphasises a tradition that considers 
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politics as operation in the thing. When Latour states, that the Indo-German term 

thing translates as gathering place, which then can be understood as an early form of a 

parliament, we are empowered to give new meanings to the contemporary thing 

which connects people in technological gatherings. The observation of these new 

practices of a playful collective, which is embodied in the things, requires a new 

adoption of the term 'thing polities'. Bruno Latour introduced the expression thing 

politics in the book Making Things Public (2005: 40). The term reflected the relation 

to the problem of the representation of certain conditions by artefacts. In order to go 

beyond this assumption, Latour identified the importance of the materiality of things 

for politics. In his analysis, he looked closer to a classical metaphorical image of the 

state corpus, the Leviathan iconography of Thomas Hobbes. He argues (Latour 2005: 

17: 

But in addition to the visual puzzle of assembling composite bodies, 

another puzzle should strike us in those engravings. A simple look at 

them clearly proves that body pohtic is not only made of people! They 

are thick with things: clothes, a huge sword, immense castles, large 

cultivated fields, crowns, ships, cities and an immensely complex 

technology of gathering, meeting, cohabiting, enlarging, reducing, and 

focusing. In addition to the throng of little people summed up in the 

crowned head of the Leviathan, there are objects everywhere.) 

These metaphors of politics in relation to the meaning of things in society as 

constituting elements of thing politics, serve as inspiration for the suggestion of this 

chapter, which is the idea of a politics of 'playthings', as discussed by Castronova 

(2004). With this turn to an object orientation in mind, it makes sense to compare the 

playful and joyous trade of objects in synthetic worlds markets, as it is undertaken in 

chapter 2.3 Introducing Semi-Synthetic Play. The artworks related to these theories, as 

discussed in chapter 5.2.7 Objects of Desire, 2008 draw on three categories of Latour: 

a- politics is no longer limited to humans and incorporates the many 

issues to which they are attached; b- objects become things, that is, 

when matters of fact give way to their complicated entanglements and 

become matters of concern; c- assembling is no longer done under the 
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already existing globe or dome of some earlier tradition of building 

virtual parliaments. (Latour 2005: 80) 

This listing opens possible comparison to technology and synthetic objects in the 

context of contemporary play cultures. In view of that, it can be said that objects 

become things, in the moment when its complex relations replace facts. If thing 

politics is as well regarded in a relational way, it brings efiBcacies of things and play 

into the field of view. This perspective directly results from a shift of focus from an 

imderstanding of politics as intentionally organised agency towards an experience of 

politics as constant intervention inherent to the affordances of technological things. 

The new contemporary form of ubiquity enforces this dimension of political agency, 

from nation states towards conceptual forms of social live. By acceptance of the 

political reality and social efficacy of things, technological objects and play are piit to 

centre stage of a material consciousness, as introduced in chapter 2.0 Technology, 

Materiality and Affordances of Play. 

The contemporary discourse of conditions of politics in relation to things helps to 

substantiate a rhetoric shift from thing to real politics, as main intervention in this 

chapter. In contrast to Latour this section will show, that real politics is not dissolved 

by thing politics, but needs to be re-introduced as a crucial consequence of thing 

poUtics. Therefore, minor inconsistencies in Latour's theory must be analysed. Firstly, 

the theoretical intervention of thing politics borrows from the software terminology 

the expression object-oriented. However this can be considered as a pure rhetorical 

trope, because the use of the term object-oriented in the context of social analysis 

misleads the understanding of social relations as a dimension of class, which are still 

used in object-oriented programming, as categories to be maintained. Conversely, in 

contemporary technologically defined realities, the real politics effects of an 

orientation towards things, does not affect the role of the social classes as much, as 

the role of the individual. This is expressed in an anti-materialist view on the object. 

In a double bind, the technological object offers viable aspects for a particular use the 

thing in semi-synthetic play, as it was elaborated in the last chapter. Oriented towards 

immateriality, the conception relates actual practices of intervention from causal 

interaction towards unintentional play. 
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Secondly, Latour's analysis of reality can be critically revised. His emphasis on an 

imderstanding of things as constituting elements of a political reality remains limited 

to the clear definition of the borders between materiality and immateriality. In the 

perspective of the semi-synthetic play, these technological borders are permeable, 

which expands constituting dimensions of things for all kinds of realities, virtual, 

immaterial and social. Nevertheless it must be said, that in this concern the 

etymologiced understanding of the thing as gathering place, which is elaborated by 

Latour, is highly useful in a theory informed arts practice, as presented in 4.2.3 Bad 

Subjects and Con-Dividuals in Networks. From this perspective of investigation, an 

emphasis can be put on political aspects of the construction process of society, 

governed by technologies and its representations in the arts field. In a new form of 

object-orientation, which is understood as poUtical concept, this chapter focuses on 

the simple idea of the playful manipulation of electronic artefacts as reality 

constituents, which was earlier introduced in the systems theoretical view on the 

concept play in relation to games as system in chapter 1.1 Play as Form. A brief 

systemic differentiation of playfulness. 

According to the analysis of historic evidences of play politics, those players with 

technological artefacts, who considered their doing as arts, became educated users, 

who were increasingly aware of an objects' inherent political brisance, as earlier 

described by Jahnnann in her article on Wunderkammer toys, published in 

Technoetics Art Journal in 2007. This described purposeful use of toys is applicable 

in present times, considering the observations made in the analysis of technological 

gadgets in the affordances chapter 2.1 Introducing a Taxonomy ofPlayAffordances. 

Evidences of technological play objects in everyday life. A critical awareness of the 

effects of use is burgeoning precisely due to the kind of sophisticated use required by 

the play objects material affordance. It can be concluded, that the material affordance 

of play intrigues consciousness, which leads to an intentional politics of play. A 

consequence is the suggestion to use the passive voice expression agens (Latin: 

acting) in this section, in order to reflect the passive universal principals of play, 

which result in an active agency. The real politics of play is informed by thing politics 

and shifts the understanding of play as a politically passive act to an acceptance of 

play as method for active agency. This agency dimension can be identified as real 

politics of play. A political efficacy of play for the individual is provoked by 
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contemporary technological objects at the border between materiality and 

immateriality, with inherent playfiil interaction affordances. The idea of the passive 

voice agens, which has effects in active agency, equals the force of a driving elan, 

which is tied to the interaction with an object. The role of the player in relation with 

this object constitutes the crucial aspect of this theoretical analysis of the pohtics of 

play. In the arts practice of others, related to these theories, in particular the idea of 

live action role play and of concepts of game figures in arts are discussed in chapter 

4.2 Evidences of Political Role Play in Activism. Subversion and pleasure in play with 

the self as apolitical strategy. In order to explain this relation of player, object and 

the political system in more detail, the particular contemporary cultural theory strand 

of Actor Network Theories is touched upon in the following section. 

Actors Network Theories is abbreviated and referenced in the discourse of cultural 

theory as ANT as a useful relational explanation model of the player as active 

participant in the formation of a social network. In ANT a relational explanation 

model of actors, objects and social networks is introduced. Based on this chapter's 

historic observations of a shift from materiality to politics, this particular ANT view 

of relations is adapted in this chapter's intervention on a pohtics of play, which is 

fiirther expressed in the practice chapter in the art work on the relation of 

technological object and subject in chapter 5.2.8 ToyGenoSonic, 2009. If analysed in 

its political dimension, material afifordances of play find their place in the critical 

technologies discourse context of ANT. This section draws on these relations and puts 

a distinct angle on a new form of object-oriented relational agency found in play 

practice. The thinking school of Actor-Network-Theory evolved most influentially 

from the work of Science and Technologies Study scholars, such as Michel Gallon 

(1986), and Bruno Latour (1987), among others. Gallon concentrated on moments of 

translations, introducing four categories of these, as problematizing, interessement, 

enrolement, and mobilization of allies. According to this classification, networks 

consist of differing elements, as social groups, artefacts, devices, and entities. The 

theory's anchor point is not that these network-constituting elements are treated 

symmetrically but that they are defined relationally. Relations and their representation 

in things are identified as political dimension, as a process of delegation. Both, 

humans and non-humans hold assumed identities as actors in this network. Their 

operative identity qualities are defined during negotiations. In this thinking model the 
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act is associated with all of its influencing factors. This relation of actor and network 

accomplishes the term Actor-Network-Theory. According to ANT, subjects or objects 

may be both, actants, which equally designate symbol qualities to entities and objects. 

This clarification appears as highly relevant for this section's focus on a relational 

materiality as network constituting element in play politics. According to this theory, 

objects imdergo a process of semiotic hybridisation, as expressed by the cultural 

theorist and ANT scholar Bemd Frohmann (1995). He points out (Frohmann 1995: 2): 

ANT's rich methodology embraces scientific realism, social 

constructivism, and discourse analysis in its central concept of hybrids, 

or quasi-objects, that are simultaneously real, social, and discursive, 

developed as an analysis of scientific and technological artefacts. 

Relational network aspects, as described by Frohmann, provide a fertile theoretical 

grounding to this chapter's intervention on the hybridisation of technological material 

and the understanding of semi-synthetic play as practice between the material's 

semiotic and its social use, as introduced in the last chapter 2.0 Technology, 

Materiality and Affordances of Play. These insights can be applied for the theoretical 

intervention of a politics of play in regard to the new technological materiality, where 

electronic things have become social networking devices. The resulting networks link 

together technical and non-technical elements. In that sense, the social network theory 

of ANT leads to the contemporary technological theory of networked things., as the 

artwork 5.2.6 GoApe Chindogus, 2006. The actors between these two concepts can 

apply the practice of play, when it comes to the poUtical. In regard to this 

interpretation of a relational explanation model of play and materiality towards 

politics, the question arises of how far practices of play can be applied to suggest a 

creative re-use of control mechanisms inherent to technologies. As argued in the 

literature survey in the first section of this chapter in the discussion of historic play 

societies, social configurations are influenced and shaped by technological 

materiality. This allows the unravelling of the role of this kind of technological 

materiality, which requires playfixlness from the individual for interaction. The 

experiences made with technological materiality support a formation of a 

consciousness about the individual's potentials for agency in relation to the social 

environment, which informs consequences in real politics. 
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The analysis of mechanisms of play politics under newly traceable conditions of 

technologies in everyday life reveals mechanisms of hegemonic power. These 

political power structures become evident in social network technologies of Web 2.0. 

The social quality of these networks in their new forms of Web 2.0 is based on play, 

evenly distributed in the everyday practice of playful use and in the interventionist 

practice of strategic play with the technologies. Here this relational condition for a 

contemporary play politics is understood in the following meanings: Firstly the things 

are fimctioning as Uteral gathering places, like in electronic networks, which are 

accessed by artefacts. Secondly, this viewpoint is informed by the identification of 

intrinsic afifordances of play in technological artefacts, which increasingly affect 

agency and consciousness dimensions. The identification of such aspects requires a 

new understanding of what it means to be political in contemporary social networks. 

A particular new idea of politics as omnipresent activity with effects in the reality, as 

it is suggested in this chapter by real politics, can be elaborated when it comes to deal 

with networked play, players, gadgets, and electronic things. This new political 

understanding of play is introduced in the following, by going back in a full circle to 

the idea of fi-eedom in relation to real politics in the 19* century. This pragmatic 

historic understanding of politics will affect the next section's analysis of the present 

social networks as a seminal field of real politics of play. 

3.3 Real PoUtics of Play 

Play as a dimension of agency according to Schiller's concept of fi^eedom 

This section's analysis will question which concepts prepared the ground for a real 

politics by play. Accordingly, the idea of freedom according to Schiller's concept of 

'Freiheit' (Schiller 1795) is analysed and will be revealed as a revolutionary 

intervention closely related to the practice of play in western society. This concept of 

fi"eedom was coined as slogan in German times of revolution. Friedrich Schiller 

(1759-1805) defined the concept under the perspective of play. In his understanding 

ofFreiheit, a practical kind of personal freedom of the citizen is shaped by play as 

new form of agency. Play paved the way to self-determined acts, which would not 

require the mechanisms of social control by the state. The following analysis will 

exemplarily demonstrate, how such ideas were developed in a particular moment in 
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history, when Freiheit and play converged. Particular play related historic theoretical 

reflections about the role of art and playful art education, as discussed in the artworks 

of the Ealing School of Art in 1.2 Playfulness in Games studies. In history educational 

play was considered as a vehicle to achieve an ideal political state based on freedom. 

The description of freedom as Freiheit by a revolutionary aesthetic practice of play as 

the core of society can be found in Schiller's Letters upon the Esthetical Education of 

Man from 1795. In this writing aesthetics is defined as relevant to the education of 

independent individuals. This appears in itself as a political act of declaring rights -

for example to education - of the individual. Once the idea of an individual is put 

forward, play and art is considered as statement of sovereign freedom. Here Schiller 

discussed play as strategy for self-education, and derived from educative and arts 

suggestions, a political concept. Key in this concept is the self-conception of the 

active player as creator in a network of relations, as artist and political active entity. 

Schiller states: 

Art, like science, is emancipated from all that is positive, and all that is 

humanly conventional; both are completely independent of the 

arbifrary wall of men. The political legislator may place their empire 

under an interdict, but he cannot reign there. He can proscribe the 

friend of truth, but truth subsists; he can degrade the artist, but he 

cannot change art. (Schiller 1795: 86) 

According to this description, art is like ideal science immune to hegemonic power. In 

the moment when Schiller equalizes play and arts with science, the artist claims the 

right and duty to develop programs for society. In order to evaluate methodological 

principles of play for political intervention, this classification of the artist's role 

relates the freedom of arts to the freedom of play for everybody. The pragmatic social 

Utopia of Schiller did not focus on play as content, but applied play as a practical 

principal for the creation of a world in freedom. He infroduced arts as a political 

condition for the evolvement of an enlightened self in a society of free citizens. He 

then talked about how this state could be achieved and comes to play, in particular to 

a description, how plays affects creativity and self-awareness. According to these 

insights, society can only be changed for the better by self-determined life and work, 
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which is prepared by an aesthetic education that includes play practices. Concerned 

with a Sturm und Drang dictum of fi^eedom, play was considered as method to alter 

society. This radical political program, taken from Schiller, prepared a new form of 

democratic mechanisms as part of the movement towards the project of 

enlightenment. By considering play as practice for arts and education it cleared the 

way for what is called real politics in the sense of present German pragmatic politics 

of agency of the individual citizen. It anticipated the understanding of play politics as 

the contemporary condition of play as cultural practice. This act of play is identified 

as a basis for real politics in the present era of the electronic thing, in its multifaceted 

meaning, as introduced in the quaUtative analysis of artefacts in chapter 2.2 Public, 

Private and Hybrid play in Play Affordances. Factual Play Objects in technological 

realities. 

The idea of real politics was introduced in a time, when politicians tried to replace the 

ideas of social revolutions of the 17fh century. Although the endeavours to create a 

free society through revolution were promising, they resulted, contrary to all 

expectations and hopes, in terror regimes. As consequence, a new pragmatic policy 

was raised in support of the maintenance of the everyday life. The German statesman 

Otto von Bismarck (1815-1898) had to deal with naked power relations, which he 

tried to overcome by introducing instead a certain dimension of social control. He 

coined the term real poUtics, which meant a dimension of pragmatism beyond the 

discourse on ideologies. Latour describes real poUtics in the following words: 

The German language has provided us with the word Realpolitik to 

describe a positive, materialist, no-nonsense, interest-only, matter of 

fact, way of dealing with naked power relations. (Latour 2005: 14) 

This pragmatism was key for the success of his idea of real politics. In order to 

understand the positive implications of pragmatism, its double meaning has to be 

considered. Pragma translates from Greek as thing or as act. These etymological 

implications of the term pragmatism foreshadow the emphasis of this section's 

analysis of real politics of play in relation to things and agency. Were pragma is 

identified as the agency dimension in the practice of play. It embraces agency and the 

thing in play. Drawing on the ideas of Bismarck, the pragmatic dimension of play 
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provides the precondition of politics. Considering the contemporary use of Funware, 

as discussed in this chapter's introduction, even the idea of social control can be 

found in the pragmatic play in electronic networks. This condition of technologies 

must be reviewed critically and according to a material consciousness, under a second 

perspective of play, which is freedom. However, the relation of play and real poUtics 

can be further built on a reconsideration of Bismarck's approach of real politics in 

correspondence to the earlier idea of freedom. This reminds us, that Bismarck 

suggested oppressions in regard of failed revolutions. In contrast, Schiller addressed 

political play with impacts on society as practical intervention. He discussed the role 

of the individual, subjectivity and ideas about autonomous freedom by a reference to 

the practice of play as revolutionary method to shape the individual. 

From the viewpoint of an artist, Schiller emphasised the role of the artefact in order to 

illustrate a political quality of play in relation to individual freedom. His definition of 

freedom as the basis of society, allows light to be shed on a certain understanding of 

play and arts, which demonstrates the issue of agency. This helps to rovmd off the 

argument about agency. Its frajectory moves the understanding of play from a passive 

play modality as leisure seduction into a pro-active activist political agency of play. 

This perspective allows for a new interpretation and the recovering of some under 

explored dimensions of politics and playing in the writings of Schiller. This political 

direction of the scholarly Schiller reception is known, but often ignored in the 

discourse about play, art and politics. Nevertheless, it is identified as key for the idea 

of play politics. German Idealism departs from Romanticism in a straightforward way 

by sfressing the revolutionary aspects of playfulness. Although these writings, which 

refer to games and play as educational tools are frequently quoted in the European 

games studies discourse (Kiicklich 2002), these theories rarely discuss the aspect of 

real politics in relation to play and arts. Schiller identifies this particular 

' Interwinedness' of play and the arts as a necessity in order to prepare political 

revolutions through aesthetic practices. The idea of Freiheit and aesthetic freedom of 

the individual stood in stark contrast to suppressive state systems of the time. The 

political power of play in these kinds of arts writings by Schiller provided a critical 

*̂ Margarete Jahrmann and Christa Schneebauer introduced Intertwinedness, in a book of the same title 
in 1999. The concept expresses a relational aspect of culture, technologies and network practices. 
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momentum to trace play as social practice from Baroque to Romanticism towards a 

contemporary real Utopia — a concept of real poUtics by play. An analysis of 

Schiller's political writing demonstrated that he preceded the concept of real politics 

related to play, which are transported by the artefact, as demonstrated in the practice 

chapter 5.2 Overview of Arts Practice. The main challenge of the next chapter will be 

to recombine these contradictory approaches, of pragma, real politics and the idea of 

play as a self-determined and enjoyed element of freedom. 

To ensure substantial resonance of this concept, the dimension of enjoyment in play 

becomes important. In the following chapter a look at Schiller as a political 

philosopher who focused on playful practices, helps to compound knowledge and 

insight toward contemporary developments. In crucial growth areas of technologies, 

the so-called fim, enjoyment and the concept of Jouissance will be considered. Play is 

here understood as operative political method in relation to desire and fulfilment. Play 

as erotic dimension and the enjoyment of creative play as a practice of aesthetics will 

be examined. Joy as driving force in the use of objects in play wiU open up new 

political dimensions of free creativity and living. This is identified as the groimding of 

political play in the dimension of joy, and is the subject of theoretical investigations in 

the following chapter. 
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4.0 Playsure Politics 

Jouissance as subtle erotic dimension of play politics 

This chapter provides the theoretical preparation for the following arts practice 

chapter. This theoretical foundation for the incorporation of the idea of playsure 

politics in artworks will be tested in particular in the artworks 5.2.2 Pong Dress, 

(2006) and 5.2.3 Sema Dress (2009). This chapter supports the bridge between play 

and political theories, which commonly are considered as antipode to play, through 

historical examples in the materiality and cultural theories of politics and agency. In 

a survey of historical sources of a political use ofplayfulness, combined with an 

analysis of the current practices of play in art activism, it extends the analysis into the 

mental conditioning and quality ofplayfulness in the player. This is where the concept 

of Jouissance, understood as the political conscious enjoyment as a subversive 

agency, will inform an emerging politics of play. According to a theoretical 

clarification of the Jouissance concept in relation to play, this chapter will provide 

evidence for the intersection of play and joyful activism. The connection of joy and 

politics will be compared to particular practices in electronic and networked life, 

which includes the play with Chindogus (Kawakami 1997), the Japanese concept 

about absurd gadgets, and the absurd technological gadgets of everyday life in 

Europe. The effects and strategies of agency by play with Chindogus will be subsumed 

under the term 'Playsure Politics'. 

According to the previous chapter's theoretical and historic anchoring, a new concept 

of pleasure through play can be added as an element of play politics. In the last 

chapter two dimensions of play politics were imravelled, first the idea of thing 

politics, the artefact, which brought 'thing politics' to the fore, and second, real 

politics, which put an emphasis on agency by play. In this chapter the important third 

dimension of play is described through the concept of 'Jouissance' '^'. 

^''Jouissance is often defined psychoanalytically and culturally: 'The usual English translation, 
"enjoyment", does not carry the sexually orgasmic connotation of the French term, it does adds to the 
idea of taking pleasure in something. In Lacanian circles, Jouissance is distinguished from pleasure 
(plaisir) in that the latter indicates simply the search for psychic balance (homeostasis) through the 
release of tension, whereas the former is supposed to being in a perpetual state of and in violation of 
the pleasure principle. There is thus an implicit analogy drawn between demand and desire (see 
transgression). Julia Kristeva offers a slight development and a bit of wordplay: she uses plaisir for 
sexual pleasure and Jouissance (or j'ouTs sens, '"I heard meaning'") as total joy due to the presence of 
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This chapter will combine the theoretical concept of Jouissance with the erotic 

dimension in play with mobile electronic objects. Originally Jouissance as political 

idea is informed by the origin French Jouir, which means to playfully enjoy. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary (2009) Jouissance is defined as 'The 

possession and use of something affording advantage in the sense of enjoyment'. In 

order to introduce the conceptual entanglement of play and the meaning of Jouissance 

as 'French for pleasure', the trust of playfulness as a creative drive is used to identify 

the agency potential of the concept for a new form of play politics. 

Lacan (1972) introduced Jouissance in his critique of psychoanalysis as a theoretical 

concept of agency through enjoyment. This angle seems to be crucial, considering the 

relational entanglement of subject and technological object, as it is tested in the 

artworks of the author in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice. In his famous Seminars XX at the 

University of Paris, Lacan (1972) suggested the use of the term for a sophisticated 

form of pleasure, which was informed by the relationship between objects, subjects 

and the creation and shifts between different aspects of enjoyment and the desire of 

the self with its complex appearances. By analysing this form of joy, Lacan constantly 

refers to Hegelian dialectics of'a master and a servant' relationship. The 'master and 

servant relationship' as described in the theoretical object is produced out of the 

enjoyed or obsessive relationship between subject and object. In contemporary 

technological networks, this master and servant relation becomes unsharp and has to 

be critically questioned. The Lacanian desire for 'plus-de-jouir' (Pfaller 1997: 82) can 

be understood as a wish for more enjoyment through play, which is tied to the object. 

Lacan suggested that the object of desire as an 'objet petit a' (Pfaller 1997: 27). This 

object of desire, which is also used as title of an artwork of the author, presented in 

chapter 5.2.7 Objects of Desire, 2008, constitutes enjoyment, which nowadays 

particularly includes the technological object. This is a reminder of the frame of 

technological materiality, where the bond to materiality is substituted with the surplus 

of enjoyment by play. Through the analysis of this particular artwork of the author, 

the enjoyment of technological materiality can be identified as contemporary practice, 

which overcomes the limitations and rules tied to the relationship between the object 

meaning." http://www.arts.ouc.bc.ca/fina/glossary/j_list.htnil [Accessed: March 6,2009]. 
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of desire and enjoyment, by free play with the object. According to Derrida's 

treatment of fireeplay in Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human 

Sciences (1978), freeplay appears as associated with insight, desire and pleasure. 

Drawing on the idea of freeplay, this divide of insight and play can be unmasked as 

pure construction of hegemonic suppression. The thinking framework of pleasure and 

play is based on concrete ideas of structural processes in society as dimensions of 

aesthetic education and enjoyment. In this argument, the anti-thesis of reason and 

sensuality are dissolved in a practice of identification with a political driven desire for 

a certain kind of'freeplay'. Derrida (1978:2) argues: 

And, as always, coherence in contradiction expresses the force of a 

desire. The concept of centred structure is in fact the concept of a 

freeplay based on a fundamental ground, a freeplay, which is 

constituted upon a fundamental immobility and a reassuring certitude, 

which is itself beyond the reach of the freeplay. 

The fundamental force of the desire for freeplay, which Derrida describes, opens up 

the contemporary discourse into political efficacy of freeplay. Accordingly, play can 

be identified as the key element in understanding the mental aspects of Jouissance as 

crucial for political agency. This section considers an idea of enjoyment of the 

attraction of technological materiality in play for political aims. It draws from a 

popular orientation of a political theory on enjoyment, also towards a critical 

dimension of popular play in the 'Funware' (Zichermann 2008) of social media 

network technologies. 

This section's observations of a pragmatic real politics of play arid enjoyment in 

mobile and network technologies are supported by an analysis of the Jouissance 

concept by the political philosopher Slavoj Zizek (2005), who newly interprets and 

draws on Lacan. He discusses a conscious form of enjoyment in contemporary 

mediated real politics. This theory emphasises the pleasures of popular culture and 

popularity, particularly in how Zizek declares joy and sexual pleasure as political. 

According to Zizek, the 'other' and 'violation of constraints' and 'limitations' take an 

important role in Jouissance. In this thesis, the consfraint is considered as synonym 

for „rules" of play. In this particular interpretation of Zizek's thesis, enjoyment 
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becomes paradoxical if it is combined with the necessary transgression or violation of 

constraints. Zizek also talks about the obscenity of Jouissance, emphasising the 

concern of fetish theories in relation to sovereignty. In that sense, he approaches the 

politics of Jouissance masked in popular culture. This angle allows to draw parallels 

to the contemporary Jouissance in technologically enhanced play. In present times, 

comparably, smart objects and the performance of multiple selves in media networks 

infiltrate popular culture, as this chapter in section 4.2 Evidences of Political Role 

Play in Activism will demonstrate. Corresponding to the observations of political role-

play in activism, art activism applies the subtle enjoyments of play wdth the self 

Playful arts practice, as one of the few remaining kinds of self-determined work, is 

identified in this section as a particular form of enjoyment, based on contemporary 

concepts of obsession and Jouissance. 

Accordingly, a critical reading of Kristeva's discussion oi Jouissance - Feminist And 

Political Applications Of Jouissance (1984) suggests, that playfully taken roles are 

closely tied to the shift of subjectivity and identity for political agency. In this sense, 

Jouissance embraces physical and intellectual pleasure, delight, or ecstasy. However, 

it should be added, that this shift goes beyond its constraints in terms of social effects, 

considering the ubiquity of contemporary mobile technology and social media 

networks. However, Kristeva (1984) spurred on the contemporary imderstanding of 

Jouissance, as eroticism with political dimensions, in more depth. Her argument 

investigates the entanglements of politics and popular cultures by personal affection. 

The concept emphasises individual lust as a vehicle to deal wdth symbolic order of 

power. A particular reading of Kristeva's theoretical reflection of Jouissance supports 

the argument of identifying enjoyment including, yet going beyond lust, which is 

normally less subtle and not so politically conscious. The subtle lust-oriented political 

concept of enjoyment inspired the argument about the joy of play as political 

dimension of networked creative life. The dimension of pleasure includes the 

politically most powerftil immersive quality of play processes. This particular concept 

of enjoyment and pleasure, from the perspective of play, has a theoretical, but also a 

more mind centred psychological groimding. Joy and enjoyment form the socio

political principals for efficacy of the play with technological objects. The observation 

of its efficacy on the subject is formed by the concept of enjoyment and pleasure as a 

dimension of a critical consciousness. 
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According to this section's synthesis of actual cultural definitions of Jouissance, the 

joy of fi"eeplay with technologies can be identified as a dimension of political agency. 

A critical reading of the contemporary relationship of play and Jouissance in the 

context of networked technologies introduces enjoyment as antipodes to the rational 

demands of utilitarian society, which is usually associated with technologies. The 

proposed understanding of a playfiil generation of a political consciousness by 

enjoyment (Jouissance) of interventions through freeplay with objects of technology, 

finds a profoimd groimding in contemporary and historic activist arts practice - which 

contextualises the author's artwork as reflected in chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice as 

activist work of an emerging „Playsure Politics". 

The conclusion drawn fi-om the introduction above of play activism shows that 

Jouissance appears to constitute a key dimension for a political dimension of play 

with technologies. This reveals the player consciousness as a process that can be 

identified as 'acting out agency' through art activism. The next section will show how 

this quality is not bound to a material functionality but subversively directed toward a 

subversive worldview, embedded inside the contemporary technological object's 

absurd materiality. This argument is grounded on a literature survey about useless 

objects of 20th Century. 

4.1 Chindogus as Erotic Toys 

Pleasure, play, and politics beyond function 

The concept of 'Chindogu' (Kawakami 1995) describes a state of mind that is based 

on pleasure, attraction and amusement in regard to technological artefacts. It 

addresses a particular kind of absurd technological objects, which become toys for 

amusement and joy, only by changing the attitude towards the object's materiality. 

This particular pleasure is gained only by the existence of the artefact, not by its 

fimction. The angle of Jouissance contains a dimension of subversive attraction, 

which is very much bound to the arts practice of the author, as exemplified in the 

artwork 5.2.6 GoApe Chindogus, 2006. The joyfiil play with the Chindogu as an 

artefact is imderstood as a way to gain a perspective beyond function, which can be 

identified as crucial for the development of a critical consciousness through play. 
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The Japanese journalist Kenji Kawakami (1995) coined the term Chindogu. The 

philosophy of Chindogus is described as a concept in order to reach a particular 

consciousness in regards to useless objects. In Ten Tenets of Chindogu (1995) Kawakami 

refers to the real satire^^ aspect of contemporary gadget industries. However, he excludes 

the digital gadget, which is of course most relevant for the author's and other artworks of 

the present times. This exclusion happened probably, because the concept was coined just 

at the beginning of the electronic network area. Kawakami (1995: 10) argues: 

Every Chindogu is an almost useless object, but not every almost useless 

object is a Chindogu. In order to transcend the realms of the merely almost 

useless, and join the ranks of the really almost useless, certain vital criteria 

must be met. It is these criteria, a set of ten vital tenets that define the gentle 

art and philosophy of Chindogu. 

The evident uselessness of the object evokes joy and pleasure by their appearance. This 

means that when looking at a device you cannot imagine its use at the first glance, but 

enjoy its aesthetic beauty of absurdity. It is obvious that their use is not the main target of 

invention. These Chindogus are symbolic artefacts, toys between arts and amusement in a 

social configuration, which ironically mirrors established power structures. The 

association around the investigation of Chindogus expresses a particular interest in the 

gadgets used in everyday life for the deliberation of amusement. As part of this 

amusement by objects, a word play between 'thing' and 'penis' can be identified in the 

term 'Chindogu'. The association reflects on erotic dimensions of the term 'Chindogu'. 

This is what the Website of the International Chindogu Society states: 

Well, dogu is Japanese for "tool" and chin is Japanese for "weird" (not to be 

confused with the Japanese for "penis", which is also chin). Thus, a 

Chindogu is a weird tool. Likewise, chinchin is a weird penis. However, 

'* The graphic artist Rube Goldberg made created a particular critique on the absurd machinery of 
everyday public life public. He was a well- known cartoonist of the age of Fordism, which is 
understood here as the industrialisation period in the first half of the 20th Century. Uselessness kinds of 
machines were conceptually introduced by the art of Goldberg. The later political cartoonist was 
originally trained as engineer, which supported the realistic drawing of impossible machines as images 
of insights on absurdity of reality and its political dimensions. 
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under no circumstances is Chindogu ever a penis tool. At least not yet! 

http://chindogu.com/chindogu/ [Accessed: Jan 12, 2010]. 

This statement expresses the above-discussed political dimension of Jouissance, of the 

convergence of the erotic and political consciousness in the player. The inherent 

dimension of anarchy is identified in the case of Chindogus in the sexual enjoyment 

combined with uselessness. Kawakami (1995:4) argues in the Chindogu manifesto: 

Well, inherent in every Chindogu is the spirit of anarchy. Chindogu are 

man-made objects that have broken fi-ee from the chains of usefulness. 

The aspect of fi-eedom merges in the useless object with the Jouissance of erotic attraction. 

In the case of the Chindogu, as described by Kawakami, the gaze on useless objects 

follows a path of 'fetishisation'. Similar to an erotic toy or a fetish, the joy of the existence 

of the object replaces its use and function. Nevertheless, the project of the Chindogu 

Society uses means of expressing politics, as it is evident in the style of the manifesto Ten 

Tenets ofChindogu (Kawakami 1995). It claims that Chindogus are not only collected, but 

also produced. In paragraph two of the manifesto, it states that a Chindogu must exist, that 

you are not allowed to use a Chindogu, but it must be made. The main quality of the 

gadget of everyday life is, according to the manifesto, found in its intentional uselessness, 

when creating the object. Kawakami argues (1995: 12): 

A Chindogu cannot be for real use: It is fundamental to the spirit of 

Chindogu that inventions claiming Chindogu status must be, from a 

practical point of view, (almost) completely useless. 

Uselessness is defined as a joyful quality in analogue technological gadgetry, according to 

the manifesto. This attraction of uselessness can be now applied to an emerging 

contemporary attitude of enjoyment in relation to electronic devices and the machines of 

technological cultures, which Kawakami (1995) has so far excluded in his collection of 

more or less useless analogue artefacts; this extension of his original conception is 

introduced in the following section. 

A particular interpretation of the Japanese concept of absurd objects can be fotmd in the 
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present design schools, which frequently refer to Chindogu in order to inspire surreal 

artwork. The artist Joseph deLappe (2009: mailing list Empyre, November 28) reports: 

The [Chindogu] project helps to introduce a number of thematic and 

theoretical constructs from ftirthering the consideration of Duchamp's 

concept of the "Readymade" to allowing for a humorous first leap into 

a critical assessment of over consumption and object fetishism. 

In contrast to the Asian interpretation of Chindogu, the artists group Critical Art Ensemble 

(1994) spoke about The Technology OfUselessness^^, addressing an activist program 

against technological dominance by publishing newspaper advertisements about useless 

technologies. Critical Art Ensemble (1994: 72) argued: 

The expectation that technology will one day exist as pure utility is an 

assumption that frequently surfaces in collective thought on the 

development of society and social relations. (...) Having once left the 

production table, the technology that lives the godly life of state-of-the-art 

uselessness has no further interaction with humans as users or as inventors; 

rather, humans serve only as a means to maintain its uselessness. The 

location of the most complex pure technology is no mystery. Deep in the 

core of the war machine! 

Most importantly, the artists introduced uselessness and erotic attraction to 

technological fetish objects connected to play, as a subversive quality to critique 

hegemonic power conditions. In the technological dominance by the production chain 

of objects, the idea supports this section's suggestion of a „Ludic Chindogu"^" with a 

clear political interest, in contrast to the Japanese understanding of naive amusement. 

By a critical analysis of the phenomenon of Chindogu, a contemporary European 

^' The whole essay of the critical Art Ensemble on Useless Technology was originally published in the 
electronic journal Ctheory. It is accessible online from: http://www.critical-art.net/books/ecd/ecd5.pdf 
[Accessed: January 10,2010] 
*" „Chindogu has been a mainstay of my Digital Media 1 classes for several years now - each student 
conceptualizes, creates and documents the creation of Chindogu useless invention. (...) This term I 
updated the project to include a second step which involves each student producing and infomercial for 
their inventions (lends well to a critical consideration of the nature of TV advertising, etc.)." Joseph 
DeLappe, 2009, 28. November, posted in "Empyre mailing list'". 
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philosophical strand of playfiilness and enjoyment can be touched, which is — again 

not surprisingly - embracing the dimension of playfiil Jouissance, sexual enjoyment 

and politics. The idea of a „funny" Chindogu is inherently juxtaposed with a radical 

philosophical position on Jouissance and uselessness, which is taken from political 

scholars such as the philosopher Robert Pfaller (2003). He coined the term 

Interpassivity (Pfaller 2000: 3) to describe the uselessness of the imperative 

interactions of certain technological interfaces relating it to the erotic attraction of 

technological objects. Interpassive consumption machines and the placeholder 

function of technology for enjoyment form the anchor points of his analysis The 

subtitle of his study Distributed Enjoyment, refers to the delegation of Jouissance in 

objects, which substitute sublime sexuality into technologies. The motive of 

substitution and enjoyment is fiirther elaborated in Pfaller's declaration of a rising 

emphasis on pleasure reached by technology's cultural domination as a fetishisation 

process (Pfaller 2002: 160). Summing up, this philosophy supports the understanding 

of erotic pleasure in play caused by the appearance of technological objects, which 

appear increasingly useless, according to market mechanisms. This directs this 

section's focus towards the aspects and relevance of politically conscious subversive 

erotic joy and pleasure. In short, Jouissance is related to the immaterial qualities of 

attraction regarding the technological object. Playful enjoyment in the interaction with 

the technological object can be identified as subtle erotic dimension of being political. 

As conclusion of this section on the idea of Chindogu it can be said, that the erotic 

pleasure gained by a look on hermetic machines appears as optional experience of 

every day life. It is an optional affordance of the objects in technologically determined 

life in industrial culture, which is a particular form of subversive user's agency. 

Enjoyment and amusement, caused by the absurdity of technological objects of 

everyday life, are identified as key element in agency. The understanding of 

Jouissance as dimension of play is supported by the conception of the absurd artefact 

as tool for critical enjoyment by play. The Chindogu is identified in this analysis as 

crucial vehicle of Jouissance practices. The element of pleasure by the presence of 

uselessness gives the individual the ability to feel free to play with the technological 

object and to critically take position. By subversion of functionality, certain useless 

objects offer a solution to circumvent the materialist imperative of capitalist society. 

In a simple role-play between the technological object and the subject the master-
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servant relation is abandoned. This enables a more profoxmd political activism that 

goes beyond pre-defined boundaries of subject-object relationships. That relationship 

does not drive on consimiption of technology but on the erotic attraction in the 

purposeful activist role-playing as practice of playfiil agency in arts. 

4.2 Evidences of Political Role Play in Art Activism 

Subversion and pleasure in play with the media self as a political strategy 

In the course of this section, Jouissance is tested by an analysis of practices in art 

activism, as for example fake role-play. These tactical interventions and its historic 

sources will be discussed as the most effective and powerful strategies for 

intervention in electronic networks. This analysis gives an overview on various 

approaches to play related to activist art in relation to media technologies and its 

criticisms, political activism, in particular the play with fictional identities. The 

pleasurable enjoyment of the play coupled with the self is analysed in this section in 

order to demonstrate how it transcends materiality of play affordances. 

Considering the observation of contemporary practices of play with technological 

materiality, fake role-play can be newly interpreted. Practices of political role-play 

demonstrate how to become active and conscious by using a dimension of play and 

lust, gained in the inter-play of the self, the object, and the other. The pleasure gained 

by play with the self is important as a motivation for agency. According to the 

following case studies, the political practice of the activist's role-play is driven by 

enjoyment of the new meaning introduced in regards to agency. According to the 

literature survey on activism, Umberto Eco (1967) coins the expression 'semiological 

guerrilla' (1967: 3) to describe this shift of meaning in communication. This term 

describes a practice of inter-play of objects, meaning and subjects. Eco (1967: 142) 

argues: 

The battle for the survival of man as a responsible being in the 

communications era is not to be won where the communication 

originates, but where it arrives. 

Semiological guerrilla tactics invert the communicated messages; in the moment, they 
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arrive at a public audience and are enjoyed by role-play practices. In these cases, 

fictional identities are invented as a cover or a mask for political and activist 

purposes. The following evidence will display how political role-playing, as an 

Avant-garde arts practice, allows one to develop an imderstanding of the joyful 

agency mechanisms of play politics. The art practice discussed in the following 

supports the experimental approach of the arts practice found in artworks as 5.2.2 

Pong Dress, 2006, which can be seen as experimental setups informed by practices of 

political intervention in Neoism and Punk. 

4.2.1 The Joy of Playfare in Neoism and Punk 

This chapter's first example of playful art activism will be analysed according to 

Jouissance as an observed side effect of political role-playing. Particularly, the Punk 

culture as emerging arts-avant-garde out of the 1970's supported the understanding of 

political agency as achieved by the lust in the inter-play of fictional identities and 

technologies. A particular form of interventionist arts practice beyond painting was 

developed in Neoism*'. As described by the Neoist figure Cantsin (1984) Neoist 

activists performed role-plays and used the technologies of publishing media for 

political aims. Neoism formed itself as a genre out of the Punk culture in the 1980s. 

As social net workers, which we can see nowadays reverberated in social networks 

online, the Neoists applied means as performances and role-playing, as well as 

publishing under Alter Egos. Cantsin (1984: 6) reports: 

In the performance of Neoism actual performance pieces play an 

important role because in Neoism we have chosen to perform a late 

twentieth century movement whose precursors are Situations and 

Fluxes, it logically follows that the artistic substance of Neoism will be 

performance and text, especially manifestos, rather than painting which 

characterizes nineteenth century art movements. 

These manifestos, which were published as fanzines and in sub cultural networks 

'̂ Compare Anthologies of Neoism, as shown on this repository, guerrilla Playfare: unusual interactions 
&/or interventions in environments where such incidents are unexpected - see #s 39,40,4!, 43,44,49, 
50-53,55,57,59,63,65,66,67,99, 103,108, 109, 113, 114,135,142,143. (Cantsin 1984:4) 
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played an important role to make these fictional identities public. Role-playing and 

Alter Egos are seen here as popular culture practices in creating identities. The 

magazine SMILE, for example, publishes this as part of a Neoist manifesto. Cantsin 

(1984: 12), a fictional name, is mentioned as publisher of this manifesto: 

The Neoist projects her desires onto herself. She defines identity 

through never specified business. Her desire is commoditised. In her 

longing for man-woman-machine-hybrids, wish machines, she destroys 

her property and ends up in self-containment. 

Serious interventions, flavoured by playfiil practices, enjoyment and irony are 

identified in this quote. Its fictional intent by the author is to describe how societies in 

general and identity in particular are constructed by desire and enjoyment. It is key to 

emphasise the double structure described by the particular Neoist methods of the 

enjoyment of a confiised identity and a serious political intervention can be compared 

to Jouissance and play. The according practice is found in real life role-play of 

Neoists as artistic form of play with sexual, political and technological identity and 

media. Although labelled as art, these interventions carry a clear political interest. In 

the Anthologies ofNeoism, Stewart Homes (1991) edited and reprinted texts of such 

performances in order to prove that these writings are far beyond dry theory. They are 

an ironic format of pop-encoded arts for activist intervention. As poetic and equally 

political texts, they stem from the serious background of arts manifestos. The writers 

developed a playful modification of manifests, which became a tool to describe rules 

of interventionist play. Neoist original pamphlet text style applies a fomenting irony 

of an identified constitutive relation of subject, object, technology and the main 

vehicles of sexual desire and play. The interventionist efficacy of Neoist role-playing 

practices can be evaluated much higher, in retrospect, considering their presence in 

contemporary popular culture. Particular contemporary practices correspond to 

Neoism in terms of the use of role-playing in mobile and social media networks as a 

form of protest. 

For example, the self-organised gathering of mobile phone users in certain 'roles' 

appear as tactical enjoyment strategy in so called 'Flash Mobs', which were described 

systematically by the cultural analyst Howard Rheingold (2002). He coined the 
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expression of 'Smart Mobs'* '̂ in order to describe the self-organisation of players in 

public spaces. This appears as crucial for the qualification of such playful 

interventions as statement-tools in arts and politics. Through the participatory re-use 

of the commercially shaped materiality of technologies, parallels can be detected to an 

almost forgotten self-determined craftsmanship, which dives through in the hybrid 

practices of play and arts with technological objects and networks. Today, 

contemporary technologies materiality is used in performances of Flash Mobs^^, 

which are organised by mobile phones text messaging and online fimctions connected 

to social media networks as Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, My space, and Google. A 

new agenda of performance as tool of agency is expressed by poetic texts, drawing on 

the attraction of the machine and the electronic network as latest apparatuses of 

control. Flash Mob can be understood as a self-mobilising mass, in which each 

individual plays a certain role similar to that of an actor. Such an example is provided 

in the case of Frozen Grand Central^ in 2008, where hundreds of self-organised and 

networked peoples do not move at all for three minutes, whereas all other people on 

the railway station in New York are in a constant hurry. A Flash Mob acts like a 

swarm, which uses the pseudo intelligence of mobile, ubiquitous electronic gadgetry 

and network abilities for social organisation and for protest or intervention. 

Strategically applied elements of play and enjoyment synthesise in these activist role-

play practices, which intentionally use play with no identities for politics. From the 

effects of play within the concepts of subjectivity, fiirther contemporary practices of 

playfiil agency in contemporary electronic networks come into sight. 

4.2.2 Public Intellectuals and Minor Media Operators in Web 2.0 

The political theorist Hermes Spiegel (1997) describes play and joy as method 

enacted by 'public intellectuals'. This section's analysis suggests identifying public 

*"„The people who make up smart mobs cooperate in ways never before possible because they carry 
devices that possess both communication and computing capabilities (...) microprocessors embedded in 
everything (...) are beginning to permeate (...) with invisible intercommunicating Smartifacts." This is a 
summary of Rheingold's book, http://www.smartmobs.com [Accessed: June 3, 2009]. 
" Compare the analysis of technologically supported self-organised contemporary playful societies, 
which only gather temporarily in Rheingold, Howard 2002. Smart Mobs: The Next Social Revolution. 
"̂  The Flash Mob Frozen Grand Central is described on a participant's blog: "On a cold Saturday in 
New York City, the world's largest train station came to a sudden halt Over 200 Agents froze in place 
at the exact same second for five minutes in the main concourse of Grand Central Station." 
http://improveverywhere.com/2008/01/31/frozen-grand-central/ [Accessed: January 30, 2008] 
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intellectuals as a particular form of role-playing. This is relevant for the contemporary 

arts practice in electronic networks, as identified in this section in contemporary 

artworks. These are comparable to the artworks of the Ludic Society by the author, as 

exemplified in chapter 5.2.9 Ludic Society, 2006-2008. This concept of a figure, 

which enacts playful politics, is discussed in the following in relation to the new 

appearances of fictional identities in Web 2.0 (the participatory form of the Web on 

social platforms). If we take a perspective, drawing on literature survey (Spiegel 

1997), the practice of using a political play figvire for a particular means of 

intervention or sabotage is no more understood as arts but as activism. Drawing on 

conceptions of discourse from political theory of the 1980s, the idea of an organic 

pubUc intellectual comes to the fore. Spiegel (1997) described a new form of public 

discourse inspired by thoughts about pubhc political figures of the 20th century such 

as Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci (1891 - 1937). He tried to establish the necessity 

of a public figure, capable of articulating themselves within a wider social and 

political field, beyond personal interests and the confines of academia. Such a public 

intellectual translates the work of academia for a larger public by his particular 

performance of ideas and attraction. Gramsci's historic concept of hegemony resisted 

the domination of certain forms of cultural expression, which we would call today 

high culture or the mass media production. He suggests particular practices of minor 

interventions^^ in smaller media forms, and of a different use of technologies for the 

public communication of ideas. 

Considering the contemporary role-play of the artist in the electronic realm, requests 

for minor interventions can be redefined in the context of networked arts. The curator 

Andreas Brockmaim (2001) introduced the term 'minor media operator'^^ in relation 

to the phenomenon of „net art" of the 1990's. He describe an artist as an activist 

figure, similar to this section's discussion of a poUtical role-player. In that sense, 

performing playful arts in electronic networks has its effects. With the start of the 

"̂  The cultural studies scholar John Fiske (1989) was one of the first theoreticians to combine the 
political ideas of Gramsci, with the knowledge of techniques of behaviour, in an agency focus. By 
applying these political lines of thinking with the investigation of consumer practices, Fiske called the 
results 'micro politics of everyday life' (Fiske 1989: 132). 
"" As described by Brockmann electronic network were earlier considered to be as suspicious by the net 
art scene itself, especially in Europe. This critical middle-European condition still can provide some 
advantages in contrast to techno positivist's views under the angle of a Califomian ideology, as 
Brockmann and others publicly called the technology driven euphoria. This, which was noticed at the 
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network arts scene in the mid 1990's, the term minor media operator was inspired by 

a trust in the efficacy of minor interventions on power structures generally inherent in 

technologies. As a method of role-play, the concept of minor media operator 

introduces the artist as equivalent to the attractive public intellectual. In reference to 

the description of the role of the artist as an activist player in the media, the 1990s 

genre of net art can be compared to actual playful arts practices in game arts and 

interventionist fine arts, as exemplified in the authors artwork Nybble-engine-toolZ, 

2004, described in chapter 5.2.8. In very recent forms of art such as Web 2.0, 

similarities can be observed towards interventions in real-life social systems and in 

activist role-playing. According to observations of role-playing in popular electronic 

social networks, a subversive dimension of role-play activism can be identified in 

Web 2.0. Critical but joyful art can be increasingly found in these platforms, which 

represent a contemporary form of role-playing. Contemporary artwork serves as 

evidence to test the ways of how practices of play inform potential revolutions, as 

described in chapter 3.0 The Politics of Play. For example, the ironic Web 2.0 Suicide 

Machine^^ of the art group Moddr (2010) exploits the enjoyment of destruction and 

intervention of big company structures in social web services. The service deletes 
/TO 

individual Web 2.0 accounts and calls this script based action suicide of the online 

self. It draws its brisance from the relational structure of standardised social online 

enviroimients and the double bind of such artwork. It only gains content if it is 

communicated through fiirther reporting in the realm of the mass media. In this case, 

play and pleasure, the role-play of the artist as liberator fi-om the suppression of big 

companies of social intercourse merge with the capitalisation of friendship and love. 

beginning of WWW in the early 90s of the 20th century. 
*''Moddr describes the Web 2.0 suicide mission online. It describes it in an ironic joyful, playfiil and 
with a subversive ion attitude the following: '„We believe everyone should be able to commit suicide 
in social networks! We are doing our best to expand possibilities of erasing your entire presence, 
however it is a work in progress. Please note, that we are not deleting your account! Our aim is rather 
to remove your private content and friend relationships than just deactivating/deleting the account!' 
http://suicidemachine.org/ [Accessed: January 21, 2010] 
** The Web 2.0 worlds of playful social enjoyment can be critically discussed as a tool to capitalize on 
friendships. In present political media theories, Geoff Cox (2009) unravels the capitalising of the self in 
electronic social networks.. Cox expressed in the online curatorial text of project Amolfini 2008,: "By 
'"anti-social"', I do not mean (to be) unfriendly but to highlight that social networking platforms are 
abeady anti-social in as much as they display contradictory tendencies (both connecting and 
disconnecting socialites). (...) Instead, the emphasis in these notes is to draw attention to how the 
production of non-antagonistic social relations has become central to economic production and social 
control. To take a typical target, the politics of Facebook, with its 59 million users, reveals how social 
exchanges are mediated by the wider culture and political economy". 
http://project.amolfini.org.uk/projects/2008/antisocial/notes.php [Accessed: May 12,2009] 
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This does not mean that the artists who created the Web 2.0 suicide machine 

disappeared from the social web for the required publicity machinery of arts. By 

contrast, they exploited the communication in Blogs and news feeds for publicity into 

the extreme. This section identifies such contemporary interventions as practices of 

role-play, which adapt existing consimier technologies for political intervention, like 

classical net art of the 1990s did before in,more subtle minor media operations. 

4.2.3 Bad Subjects and Con-Dividuals in Networks 

This section suggests to theoretically groimd the minor media operations of the 

practical play with the self in network art as a joyful play practice of intervention. In a 

particular activist intellectual discourse of the 1990's, the author's best practice 

examples of theories of net arts interventions, are elaborated in chapter 5.2.8, in 

particular the Nybble-engine-toolZ, 2004. In the particular moment in time, the 

beginning of the net art in the 1990's, the critical expression switched from the 

academic canon to the inner knowledge of a social group in arts, Uterate in particular 

technologies. In this way the coinage of ,3ad Subjects" was frequently heard in this 

arts context. The concept was derived from the work of Louis Althusser (1918 - 1990) 

on repressions of the individual by the state apparatus. The literature survey in the 

alumni magazine 'Bad Subjects' *' Berkeley, California, shows, that networked role-

play is claimed in arts as intrinsically poUtical. The magazine of these Berkley 

intellectuals opposed the contemporary Califomian ideologies of techno positivism, 

and was entitled Bad Subjects. The author Sartelle (1992:1) claims in the magazine: 

Bad subjects (...) on occasion provoke the intervention of the 

detachments of the (repressive) State apparatus. But the vast majority 

of (good) subjects work all right 'all by themselves,' i.e. by ideology. 

By this notion, the idea of public intellectuals can be transferred in this section's 

analysis to the collective joy of using 'Con-Dividuals''"' in networked environments. 

"'Bad Subjects is still published online, borrowing from Public Intellectuals, as described by Sartelle 
(1992). (Issue 1, ed. Newitz and Sartelle) http://bad.eserver.org/ [Accessed: June 12,2009] 
^"Blissett coined as Con-Dividual in the writing of M. Jahrmann (1999) is referenced in academic 
research, as published by Susan Miiller (2001), Net: Art/Activism; Geniekult vs. Kollektiv; In: Seminar 
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A Con-Dividual has to be understood in opposition to an avatar. An avatar means, in a 

common sense of the networked age, a representation of a single self in a play 

environment. In contrast to this, the Con-Dividual represents many and applies 

Jouissance, joyful practices of play, prank, fake, hoax in the networks of media, by 

any means, electronic and in real life performances. The idea of embracing the 

physical and the virtual worlds, the individual and the multitude, is the historic 

dimension of the collective Con-Dividual. This practice was used in Germany by the 

so-called 'Kommunikations-Guerilla' (1997) for political activism, which applied arts 

practices of performance, instead of militant interventions. However, this expression 

was not coined by this group, but introduced by the author in the books 

Interwinedness (eds. Jahrmann, Schneebauer 1999) and Biophilista Congress (ed. 

Feuerstein 2000)in order to describe these activities. 

A practical example for the use of a Con-Dividual can be found in the project Luther 

Blissett (1992). This name is frequently used by a number of individuals, in real life as 

well as online. Blissett is referenced for political interventions and for art projects on an 

equal level. But Blissett is far more than a nom deplume. He is a political activist; he 

holds speeches and publishes handbooks for activist interventions (Handbuch der 

Kommunikationsguerilla 1997) and supports servers for activist material (confrast.org 

since 1997). Also the commercially successful Italian novel entitled Q was published 

under the name of Luther Blissett in 1999. This concept differs from the introduced 

practice of "alter-ego" in literature, because Blissett usually involves more than one 

individual, it is a collective alter-ego, often used for agency. In the case of the book Q, a 

collective of four authors from Bologna, Italy, „committed" the writing of the conspiracy 

Novel'', after the first rush of success. 

of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat, Prof Dr. Biigit Richard. Frankfurt am Main. 
http://web.uni-frankfurtde/fb09/kunstpaed/indexweb/frankfiirt/referate/bIissett/Luther%20Blissett.htnil 
[Accessed: September 1,2010] 
•" "We are Roberto Bui, Giovanni Cattabriga, Luca di Meo und Federico Guglielmi. All you are going 
to know about us is that we are based in Bologna. We are from 26 up to 35 years old. Some of us work 
as bouncers at night clubs [...] We have been active in the Luther Blissett Project since its beginnings, 
and integral parts of the Bologna scene since the late Eighties. We had and keep having problems with 
the Law. Our names are far from being important Our biographies are even less relevant. We are the 
team that actually wrote "Q", and yet we are less than the 0.04% of the LB P. The fact that we are 
coming out does not comprise our self-spectacularization, we do not intend to give up our privacy to 
become (moderately) "young" fashionable novelists and talk show guests, which would be a very 
dishonourable end. If that ever happens we hope that other Blissetts will finish us off like wounded 
horses. Quite the contrary, our move is aimed at showing that we are a collective entity, not a single 
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According to this section's evidences of the net art context of the 1990's, Con-

Dividuals appeared as concept out of an activist movement of creative writing and 

intervention. By adopting an attitude of fion, irony, enjoyment, pleasure, intellectual 

and art activity, it can be understood as political and play can be one of its valences. 

But the phenomenon of Con-Dividuals appeared even before, under different names 

over the history of capitalist societies for political action and agency. The following 

section's survey in activism enacted by ,,masked" identities, commences from an 

example of a more serious Con-Dividual who has become a necessity in distinct 

political resistances. 

4.2.4 EI Sub Commandante Marcos, Unmasked 

A Con-Dividual as entity shape stands for particular ways of interventions but 

protects the real identity of a person. This becomes particularly important in moments 

and regions of political and social crisis. In such zones of transition, the play with 

identity is recognised as a critical practice contradicting the seriousness of 

suppression and power. The example of a contemporary political activist. El Sub, the 

masked Zapatista leader in South America is unmasked in this section as a playful 

Con-Dividual, which is determined by its properties, its particular „fashion". The 

fashion as activist Con-Dividual property is tested in its principles? in chapter 5.2.3 

Sema Dress, 2009. 

The investigation of the political figure El Sub Commandante Marcos demonstrates 

how the principles of role-play can be used effectively for real politics interventions. 

According to a survey on media reports. El Sub's identity is unknown. All images 

published in the press media and in online networks, show a person wearing a black 

racing mask often accompanied by a pipe and uniform cap. As proof of evidence, that 

El Sub is a Con-Dividual, the multiple photographs online show female El Subs as 

well as male activists or children, who since the 1990's fight for the rights of the 

indigenous population in South America, all wearing the same properties, and stating 

"Author". Behind Luther Blissett (and behind 'Q' as well) there is no boss, no mysterious scholar, nor 
have we been the only BHssetts who contributed. It is the network the future of creative writing" (In: 
http://www.wuiningfoundation.com). [Accessed: September 1, 2010] 
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that they are El Sub". 

The appearance of El Sub, his properties: cap, mask, pipe remind us of the context of 

games of player properties in a role play, which equally enables the play figure, the 

activist and the political leader to become immortal. Everybody becomes El Sub by 

wearing the mask. In the political fight, this masking of 'faciality' is recognized as 

crucial. Compared to the appearance of other revolutionist leaders, having one clear 

identity, such as Che Guevara, the absence of an icon-like face is the condition for an 

eternal survival of the political figure. By contrast Che Guevara was killed and the 

photograph of his dead face was published. In this particular moment, the ideas and 

movement of real politics could be affected. This is impossible for the empty faciality 

of El Sub. He could never die, because the activist El Sub has no face, only game like 

properties. This appearance is marked by the means of costume role-play. The joy of 

masquerading becomes vital and serious, a form of Jouissance. This activity of a Con-

Dividual is understood as agency and a driving force for a political consciousness. 

The positive energy of the enjoyment of wearing the revolutionary properties can be 

seen in contemporary public events, such as press conferences, where multiple El 

Subs perform like models of resistance. 

El Sub can be understood as a serious although joyful role-play - play for real politics 

purposes, as a kind of activist game-fashion, which will be later discussed in the 

artworks in chapters 5.2.2 Pong Dress, 2006 and 5.2.3 Sema Dress, 2009. This serious 

activist Con-Dividual is not defined by its faciality, the physiognomy of an individual, 

but by its possibility of action. Although this particular Con-Dividual appears in 

reality and gives a significant political commentary by his actions in real life, he is 

collectively constructed in a p l a j ^ way as a subject with numerous abilities. 

This section's analysis concludes that the strategy of a Con-Dividual offers an 'entity 

shape' to be used by an arbitrary number of individuals in situations of political 

urgency, as is the case of El Sub in the contemporary Latin American resistance to 

social conditions. In order to historically trace back the emergence of the concept of 

^̂  The leader is communicated as an indigene identification figure, becoming a universal symbol for a 
tactic of deliberation by his statements and actions against suppression and colonial exploitation. 
http://chiapas.indymedi£Lorg/display.php3?article id=116929 [Accessed: April 12,2009] 
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the Con-Dividual as a Jouissance practice, one of the first historic public play figures 

for political means of protest, General Ludd is introduced in the following section. 

4.2.5 General Ludd, Smashed Up 

In this section, Con-Dividuals are traced back to their first appearance at the 

beginning of mechanisation. Joseph-Marie Jacquard (1752-1834) developed the 

punch card driven Jacquard-weaving machine, which was revolutionary into fostering 

mechanical production. Historic analysis shows that the development of the punch 

card driven weaving machine entailed an important step towards computerisation 

(Wurster 2001). This historic source is introduced, as it is crucial in order to establish 

the link of play fill practices of agency with the precedents of electronic objects and 

computers, as it is exemplified in the artwork in chapter 5.2.5 Ludic Wheel, 2007. 

During the 18th century, the new mechanic looms dramatically changed conditions of 

labour and life. In England, under situations of radical industrialisation, the playful 

strategies of the incorporation of fictional revolution leaders as activist role-playing 

evolved as a necessity due to very oppressive social conditions of mechanisation. 

'General Ludd' was invented as revolutionary leader of a 'run against the machine'. 

The frames of weaving machines expressed the repression of individual creation. 

Therefore, the mechanical loom became the target of destruction by weavers in and 

around Nottingham. The movement was called 'Luddism' after Ludd's namesake. 

According to newspaper reports of the time, the phenomenon of General Ludd that is 

identified in this section as Con-Dividual role-play became the very distinct vehicle 

for political action. The Nottingham Review reported on the 20* of December in the 

year 1811 that"... an apprentice named Ned Ludd smashed a master's machine near 

Leicester and hence gave his name to the action". According to the literature survey 

of the historian Sale (1999) the historic analysis of such activities shows us that these 

desperate aggressions were performed by self-organised groups of weavers, who 

feared to be replaced by machines, but were never led by an individual. As a political 

" "That, at any rate, was the first attack on textile machines by men who called themselves followers of 
General Ludd, who would convulse the countryside of the English Midlands for the next 14 months -
and would go down in history, and into the English language, as the first opponents of the Industrial 
Revolution and the quintessential naysayer to odious and intrusive technology." 
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play figure. General Ludd became a placeholder for a community of empowered 

individuals, who felt the need to become an interventionist political leader for the 

duration of the intervention. Ludd enacted an identity play for the performance of a 

forcibly desperate run of weavers against the punch card driven weaving machines in 

18th century England. 

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the phenomenon to mobilise 

suppressed masses appeared unexpectedly to come out of nowhere. During the time 

when the phenomenon appeared, the only acceptable explanation was that one 

individual led the massive interventions. Further investigations by the historian Sale 

(1999) clarified, in retrospect that the existence of a person named Ludd cannot be 

traced. The historian Sale (1999:29) argues: 

In one sense, it could be said that Luddism began on the night of 4th 

November 1811, in the little village of Bulwell, some four miles north 

of Nottingham: When a small band of men gathered in the darkness, 

counted off in military style, hoisted their hammers and axes and 

pistols, and marched to the home of a 'master weaver' named 

HoUingsworth. 

It is most likely that the local Nottingham speech was expressed similarly to the one 

in Cornwall, where 'sent all of a lud' meant 'struck all of a heap, or smashed' (Sale 

1999: 2). This figure was invented for use by anyone for the purpose of protest, only 

by repeated appearance and public enactment. The joy of play was, in Ludd's case, 

the joy of empowerment by the destruction of technology. This was driven by vital 

necessities and was seriously life risking. According to the media historian Fox 

(2002), the growing presence and distribution of print media technologies was the 

reason for the public use of the figure General Ludd for the race against the 

machine '̂*. In newspaper reports, Ludd had an increasing presence and appeared as 

almost romantic figure. Newspapers reported on spectacular protests, ignoring that it 

http://www.mindftilly.org/Refomi/Luddite-History.htm [Accessed: December 12,2009] 
'^ For a detailed study on the race against the machine, led by the fictional political play figure General 
Ludd who obviously was incorporated by a number of people, refer to Nicols Fox's book of 2002. She 
describes the movement of fi^me breakers and reactions in intellectual and literature milieus of the 
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was self-organised. They preferred to report on a fantastic leader, which they named 

General Ludd. Only as backlash, the protestors found courage and support by a 

number of self-declared General Ludds. The idea of a collective identity as a role, 

which can be played out in political agency, was formed by the urgency to survive 

against mechanisation. However, it was not to the enjoyment of the workers, who 

loved to play under an Alter Ego, but for the efforts of media representatives to 

suppress the idea of empowerment by self-organisation, who made Ludd as Con-

Dividual ubiquitous. According to the analysis by Fox (2002) Ludd expressed the 

wish and materialisation of a political leading figure. The culmination of political 

facts and historically based cultural interpretations lead to the pohtical role-playing 

practices of General Ludd. This fostered the creation of anonymous characters, such 

as Ludd. A Con-Dividual could offer the most efficacies in supporting the 

individual's feeling of joy in regards to empowerment and to the rising public 

awareness of the effects of new technologies - including the media technology of 

newspapers and weaving machines as precedent of the computer. 

As identified in this section's analysis, the arts practice of networked Con-Dividuals, 

as discussed in section 4.2.1 The Joy of Play in Neoism and Punk and 4.2.2 Public 

Intellectuals and Minor Media Operators in Web2.0 can be compared to the historic 

precedents of media based Con-Dividuals, as General Ludd. The fact that Ludd's 

identity was never clarified was a precondition, in which he could be constructed as 

political figure similar to that of El Sub in present times. Further historically based 

evidence of role-playing in favour of the problematic labour and working conditions 

in relation to the rise of technologies and creative responses to these conditions of 

mechanisation will be discussed in the next example. 

4.2.6 Parlour Games and Con-Dividual Jouissance 

Following the critical time of mechanisation, a new form of role-play in parlour 

games addressed the problems of rising technologies that influenced and changed the 

liveliness of craftsmanship in Berlin salons in the 19th century. The cultural theorist 

Richard Senneth (2008) theoretically investigated the attraction of the playful 

time of the industrial revolution in England. 
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incorporation of craftsmen as a common practice during this era He described these 

Bourgeois plays with an identity as political act. This section aims to draw parallels 

on this historic example of an amusing Jouissance play, charged with erotic attraction 

of playing a role to the contemporary practices of erotic attractive artworks, as 

exemplified in the work Pong Dress, 2006, discussed in chapter 5.2.2. According to 

Senneth (2008), role-playing a craftsman during one evening generated awareness 

with regards to the disappearance of the self-determined worker as an individual. 

Role-playing was introduced in the Bourgeois salons because of individual disparity 

and the inability to morally deal with the social consequences of industrialisation. 

Senneth (2008) describes how the play with identity, its diffusion and loss were 

experienced similarly to ecstatic enjoyment. The efibrt to 'stay in character' of the 

worker or craftsman throughout a soiree, caused an emotional appeal among the 

participating communities. Caused by the individuals play qualities, even sexual 

attraction and the enjoyment of the embodiment of a figure became a form of 

politically inspired play. The role-plays caused empathic reactions from the players 

and sympathy from other players in the parlour. 

The player's self-identification with a role and its empathic dimension demonstrates 

the convergence of erotic attraction and political awareness with play, which was 

addressed as Jouissance earlier in this chapter. The power of Jouissance and sympathy 

on the consciousness of the players is the most directly effected by the practice of 

role-playing in parlour games, which is tested in the scientific society play of the art 

work Ludic Society, 2006 -2008 presented in chapter 5.2.9. In contrast to the 

contemporary incorporation of the role of the artist as researcher, the particular case 

of the historic Berlin Salons, where the playfiil incorporation of a vanishing craftsmen 

was seen as an ethical touchstone against social effects of mechanisation. Senneth 

(2008: 81) draws parallels to the effects of pervasive computing: 

Weavers, bakers, and steelworkers have all embraced tools that 

eventually turned against them. Today the advent of microelectronics 

means that intelligent machines can invade realms of white-collar 

labour like medical diagnosis or financial services once reserved for 

human judgement. 
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The play afFordance of present day materiality, permanently requires to take the role 

of a playful interaction, which means the contemporary parlour is identified 

everywhere in the world of ubiquitous computing. Following this section's 

conclusion, the erotic attraction in contemporary parlour games of role-playing 

addresses both the object and subject including the technological gadgetry of mobile 

devices with its playful spheres of electronics as well as live role-playing as a 

symmetrical tool of the arts and political agency. In that sense the simulation 

researcher Fishwick (1994:2) argues: 

The use of simulation is an activity that is as natural as a child who 

role-plays with toy objects. To understand reality and all of its 

complexity, we must build artificial objects and dynamically act out 

roles with them. Computer simulation is the electronic equivalent of 

this type of role-playing. 

Simulations embrace the fields of subjectivity and electronically invented selves in 

the play with identity. A comparative analysis of contemporary strategies of the 

production of identity and multiple selves by role-playing and of historic sources of 

political Alter Egos supports the introduction of the concept of Jouissance as strategic 

dimension in play. This reminds us to consider playfulness as a political tool, where 

the enjoyment and erotic attraction dimension needs to be seen as a core driver of 

political activism. Summing up this section's examples of role-play in activism, it can 

be said, that the trajectory goes from a political concept of entangled playfulness and 

enjoyment to the more subversive interpretation of activist role-playing as politically 

conscious Jouissance. The inquiry demonstrates that the concepts are, particularly in 

activism, communicated in individual role-playing, which includes attraction and 

eroticism as a means to an end - politics. 

Out of the entanglements of politics and pleasure, coined as „Playsure Politics" in this 

chapter, a new methodological framework can evolve, which will be discussed in the 

final chapter of this thesis. In the next chapter the author's arts practice provides the 

basis for a Ludic methodology of insight through arts and theory as equal 

epistemological dimensions. 
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5.0 Ludic Practice 

The emergence of research methods through art practice 

This chapter introduces nine case studies of the author's practice, which draws on the 

last chapter's theoretical grounding of the Ludic artworks in Jouissance and political 

role-play in social media networks as activist interventions. The arts evidences connect 

the theoretical and philosophical framework of Con-Dividuality and play affordances 

in relation to mobile technological objects and networks with the practical evidences 

and efficacy of arts. The hypothesis of the thesis of play as motivation for agency is 

tested in the nine case studies and put into context of others and the author's own art. 

Publications and reviews of others about the nine case studies are added in the 

showcase of each artwork. The complete bibliography is also added at the end of the 

thesis. 

The concept of Ladies was tested and took shape as cat^ory in the author's art 

practice, of which a selection will be presented in this chapter. It identifies arts 

practice as a discrete field of research by presenting nine selected examples of 

internationally exhibited artworks of the author. Each description of an art piece is 

followed by a critical discussion and interpretation of the piece's research question, 

through the filter of this thesis. The sections following the arts evidences reflect upon 

the author's altered understanding of Ludics through a synthesis of practice and 

conceptual approaches in this thesis. Both are considered as key for an emerging arts 

research practice^^. The emeigence of a methodology within the art work and its 

theoretical analysis, which is viable for social design and theories beyond gaming is 

supported by a DVD documentation that accompanies this thesis, which includes a 

fuller view on the art works in documentary videos. 

^̂  In order to provide more contexts for this approach, related documents in .pdf format of the Ludic 
Society magazines are added on the enclosed DVD. 
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5.0.1 Theories of Playsure Politics in arts practice 

On the testing of the Ludic hypothesis of agency 

Through a systematic analysis of substantial arts practice, this chapter tests the 

concept of political agency by play. The presented analysis is understood as case 

study of the Ludic methodology that provides insight through arts and theory as equal 

epistemological dimensions. 

According to the effects of play on the users' agency, the suggested categories for 

reviewing artworks in this chapter draw on Henri Lefebvre's (1991) Trialectics'^ of 

common social spaces. In the Ludic categories of agency suggested in this chapter's 

analysis, his concept of space is replaced by the idea of agency. According to 

Lefebvre (1991), social spaces are gradually perceived, conceived and lived. In his 

theory, spaces are understood as a cultural history of changes. 

Reviewed from the perspective of agency potentials in play with technologies, the 

theoretical framework of Trialectics can be applied to an analysis of art works, which 

are consequently produced as a reaction to a social history of technological changes. 

According to this logic, the art-pieces in this chapter are categorised into three distinct 

types of Ludic agency. They are constituted as perceived applications of concepts of 

agency in category I Perceived Agency, which means that mainly the model of agency 

is demonstrated by the art work, in order to make agency perceivable to the pubUc. 

Conceived conceptual work in category II as Conceived Agency, transport the 

invention of concept of agency through the functioning of art works. Lived 

interventions of principles a fully experienced by the artists and the audiences in 

category III Lived Agency. 

One of the theoretical concepts is anthropological play as introduced in chapter 1.0 

^ According to Henri Lefebvre's Trialectics common social spaces are simultaneously perceived, 
conceived and lived. "The bourgeoisie and the capitalist system thus experience great difficulty in 
mastering what is at once their product and the tool of their mastery, namely space. They find 
themselves unable to reduce practice (the practice sensory realm, the body, socio-spatial practice) to 
their abstract space, and hence new, spatial, contradictions arise and make themselves felt." (Lefebvre 
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Anthology of Playfulness, which is tested in the artworks discussed in Ludic Category 

I Perceived Agency of this chapter. The theoretical intervention of play affordances as 

elaborated in chapter 2.0 Technology, Materiality and Affordances of Play is tested in 

this chapter's Ludic Category II Conceived Agency. The theoretical reflections on 

play politics and materiality as introduced in chapter 3.0 The Politics of Play and the 

concept of Jouissance in relation to technologies, as discussed in chapter 4.0 Playsure 

Politics are exemplified in the arts practice presented in Ludic Category III Lived 

Agency. In the arts evidences of this chapter arts practice is identified as form of 

research, through the methods of categorisation and contextual analysis. To consider 

arts practice as research practice is a consequence of each example, and results in 

agency as described in the summary. Consequential reflections upon the 

contextualisation of arts practice in theories support this thesis' core intervention, 

which is the introduction of Ludics. The following selection identifies Ludic art 

pieces that apply and test the theories of this dissertation about agency and play. 

5.1 Introducing Ludics 

The practical convergence of theoretical interventions 

Ludics in its fiill potential can be understood as a new concept, which was 

strategically tested as hypothesis of agency by the invention of the Ludic Society in 

2006, as part of the research practice undertaken for this thesis^^. The Society was 

used as a label for the development of a series of works of art as presented in this 

chapter, which were accompanied by a corresponding series of theoretical 

publications. In its core the concept is informed by approaches to agency, which were 

coined as semi-synthetic play in chapter 2.3.3 Semi-Synthetic Play. The theoretical 

intervention of this chapter included the idea of an emerging politics of play by 

activist play, which will be tested in the following arts practice. 

In chapter 4.2 Evidences of Political Role Play in Art Activism the theoretical concept 

of the joyfiil poUtical intervention on surveillance technologies, is elaborated. This 

1991:63) 
^̂  The practice overview sections introduce substantial practical work, which was developed since 
subscription for this thesis; with one exception of a seminal game art work, which was developed the 
year before, but serves to support a main thrust of political agency most precisely, which is seminal for 
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concept is tested by arts evidence in chapter 5.1.1 Ludic Society magazines, 2006-

2008. The magazine's methodological approach of associative arts texts instead of 

pure analj^ical texts paves the route for Ludics as emerging discipline. The term's 

etymological root Indus embraces game and play in the sense that Indus translates, 

according to Lewis (1994) from Latin as both, game and play. Ludics converges game 

and play, to gain a clearer imderstanding of the involved cormections to agency and 

materiality. Accordingly, Ludic artwork exemplarily embraces a political dimension 

by offering practices of resistance to technological domination and regulation, which 

are socially established and practically enabled by a new ubiquitous electronic realm. 

The author's personal arts practice informed all theoretical interventions of this thesis, 

but the arts practice shown in the Ludic Society works demonstrate in the opposite 

way that interventionist arts in electronic networks can be shaped by theoretical 

interventions. This is relevant for the new emerging Ludic societies'^ of the future. 

5.2 Overview of Arts Practice 

Contextualising Ludic art works 

The Ludic Society (2006-2008) artwork embraces play, technologies and discourse 

critique. The art pieces published under the label of the Ludic Society are understood 

as experimental setups for testing the hypothesis of play as vehicle of political agency, 

when it comes to deal with technologically determined realities and its constituting 

things. As such, the Ludic Society pieces cover the range of absurd objects, as 

discussed in 4.1 Chindogus as Erotic Toys, and the agency that is triggered by 

absurdity of electronic objects and social networks. In this art piece, by inversion of 

introduced orders of technology and power structures, the theoretical concepts are 

the doctoral thesis. 
*̂ Ludus: a play, game, diversion. In gen., a play, game, diversion, pastime: ^'adpilam se aut ad talos, 

aut ad tessaras conferunt, aut etiam novum sibi aliquem excogitant in otio ludum," Cic. de Or. 3, 15, 
58: "datur concessu omnium huic aliquiludusaetati" id. Gael. 12,28: ''^campestrisr id. ib. 5, 11: "«ec 
lusisse pudet, sednon incidere ludum''' Hor. Ep. 1, 14, 36.— B. In partic.l. Ludi, public games, plays, 
spectacles, shows, exhibitions, which were given in honour of the gods, etc. Source: Charlton T. Lewis, 
A Latin Dictionary (1879) 
™ In this sentence Ludic is written with an upper case letter, because Ludics is coined as term in this 
thesis. The term society is written in lower case in this instance, in order to address society as social 
construct in general, as opposed to Ludic Society as arts project, which will be introduced further on in 
the art practice. 
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examined for its general viability for agency. Anthropological play as introduced in 

chapter 1.0 Anthology of Playfulness, is tested in the first project, discussed under the 

Ludic Category I Perceived Agency. 

5.2.1 Project 1: Ludic Society, 2006-2008 

Classification: Ludic Category I Perceived Agency, Gay Science. 

Date/ Collaborators: 2006-2008. Eds. Margarete Jahrmann and Max Moswitzer; 49 

international authors, who discuss Ludic theories and Ludic art, both of the author and 

others. Pdf-documents of the magazines are enclosed as appendix on the DVD. 

Technique: Printed Magazines, black and white and one extra colour on cover, 500-

1500 pieces. 16-32 pages. 

URL: http://www.ludic-society.net 

Exhibitions of this Ludic art piece: 

2005 Postmedial Condition, Neue Galerie Graz, Austria. 

2006 Salon transmediale, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, Germany. 

2007 / Love Social Hacking, Plymouth Art Centre, Plymouth, United Kingdom. 

2008 Homo Ludens Ludens, Laboral Centro de Arte y Creacion, Gijon, Spain. 

2009 Enter Act, Kunstmuseum Aros, Aarhus, Denmark. 

Published discussion of this Ludic art piece: 

Gronberg, C. and Magnusson, J. (eds.) (2010), „Reprint of Ludic Society Magazine, 

issue l."In OEL Swedish poetry, art and philosophy magazine, Stockholm. 

Ludovico, A. (ed.) (2008), "Dangerous Games." In Neural Italy, issue 30, Bari. 

Jahrmann, M. (2008), "Ludics. A New Discipline in Games Studies." In FROG. 

Future and Reality of Gaming, conference proceedings, Vierma. 

Charmante, M. (2007), "Ludic Society Manifesto." In Sudmann, A. (ed.), Eludamos. 

01/01. European Journal for Computer Game Culture, MIT Gamebit lab, Cambridge. 

Charmante, M. (2006), "Ludics, a Nascent Art Research." In Santorineos, M. (ed.). 

Gaming Realities: A Challenge for Digital Culture. Foumos Athens, pp. 253- 259. 

Ludic Society, issue #1, 2005. Ludics. New Bachelor Machines, Graz, Madrid. 

Ludic Society, issue # 2, 2006. Real Players. Ludic Interfaces, Vierma, Zurich. 

Ludic Society, issue # 3, 2007. Tagging the City, Plymouth, Zurich. 

Ludic Society, issue # 4, 2007. Metaverse and WorldS, Zurich, Vienna. 

Ludic Society, issue # 5,2008. Objects of Desire, Bari/Vienna. 
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I'he Italian art critic and media ihenrisi Alessandro Ludo\ico(2008: 21 published :i 

seminal discussion of the Ludic art project /.inlif SDciffy (2t)(i6-2(.108l In \c'iinil 20: 

The Luiiic Society ma^ayin^ in\nl \es diftereni culuiral sectors and 

perspectives ofthe anal\sis of the real, Tliis magayinc is a precious 

independent voice, striking a discordant note compared to the sudden]\ 

established academic 'videogames studies'. From the 'Halaphvsics lo 

the role and pi>iential ofthe grafllti and tag in the \ideoganie. until the 

'real game', or the game played in the public urbaji spaces, there's a vast 

ajid free editorial perspective. It is pointed in diHerent directions bill 

u ilh a common hori/on. and it is framed in a 00s zine lav out. comic 

size, using striking black and \\hite contrast. Here the 'game rules' rise 

to the level of a v ital paradigm, implicit!\ defining 'tudologv' as an 

ironic social life science. 

Consequenilv. he added an interview with .lahrmann on this art project abciui 

Dan^cnnis Games (2009). published in the magazine Scurul media an hackiivism 

L'music. issue M^ (Ludovico 2009|, The full anicle is available online from 

http:'"vvw"\\.neurai.iLnnev\s ludic socictv magazine e.hlm [.A,ccessed: Ma_\ 12. 

2009]. Isssue 30 was published with a cover feaiuring the Ludic socien :in pieces: 

n •: u r - J I 
> Daneefous Game^ 

i 
Figure 5.1 neiintl Magazine cover, featuring Ludic an. 2(K)X 

The cover of the magazine shows an art piece with an absurd interface. This peer-

reviewed publication provides evidence of the public media echo on this absurd piece. 
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Ihc altentitvn i:i\en to the artefacts demonstrate the \ iabiliti. of the thesis of 4.1 

Chrnc/agiis u.\ Frolic Toys. The Ludic Societ_\ fhindogus caused pubhc attraction b\ 

the ahsurdness of electronic artefacts, as published in neural (20(18). The Liidic 

Societ> magazines were lealuring such art pieces, which worked as first media 

e\idence. published h> the artists themselxes. I he issues were exhibited hke artefacts 

in museums %itrines or suitcases, as it was the case in the tlrst I udic societv 

exhibition in \t'tie (.hileric Gra: 201(5; "In the displa\ case the Ludic Socieiv 

magazine is exhibited next to electronic circuit board objects." (Weibel 2006: 12). 

Therefore, the aestheticall\ appealing magazines with graphical ad dh-eclioii b> Max 

Mosvvitzer became collectors' items. E\idence of such understanding can be seen in 

the facl tJiat the Italian publisher of nvunil magiizinc fur Arts and Huvhivism. 

Ale.ssandro Ludo^ico. decided lo add issue three as pre.sent to the subscribers of his 

international 1_\ distributed magazine. In 20H). a reprint oi J.udiv Socicn issue I is 

published in the Swedish media theor\ journal OIE. which identifies the Ludic 

method de\eloped m the collecli\e writing project of Ludie magazines. 

Drawing from Liidic Society magazine excerpts, from 2006- 2008. the project can be 

described by the follow ing: The Ludic Society . as an international association of 

currcniK 45 members, exists to provoke an artistic research discipline best addressed 

as Liidics. According to Friedrich Nietzsche's dictum olThe ga\ science, it is 

prescribuig laughter when talking about serious games studies. Inspired b\ 

Nict7.schean tropes. li\ed I.udic practice leads to a I'ulK ga\ science. .'Vs an oinroir 

(French: garage) for contingenc> and imaginati\e solutions, its methods are whatthe 

French would call liidiqiic. which is to sa\ playful, amusing and. b\ exteiLsion. really 

rather puzzling. The foundation oi an arts research a.ssociation as arts project lest the 

h\"polhesis of the anthropological pla> on social hierarchies as introduced in chapter 

1.0 Aniholngy nf Playtuhess. The society was founded as unMood> status pla\. as 

discussed uichapter 1.3 I'la}fulness in Anthropologies. The affiliation was built 

s\stemalicall\ as an analogue social network structure of peers in a panicular field of 

excellence around pla\ . It was launched in opposition to electronic social networks 

w ith a magazine in print, real life meetings, and chapters. The Ludic Sociely magazine 

is published as a periodical with articles from international authors, on tendencies of 

Jouissance and pla> fill inter\'entions in arts and theory. The black and white print in 
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the st\le 111'a lanzine and ihe panicularl\ chosen qualit\' of recjcied nalural paper 

expressed a critical acii\isi pu.sition. As aesthetic anefaci. the magazine was made 

slraxegicaU) public along uilh joyful performances. Ludic research anticipates action 

research methods, because man> members are active in game de\elapment. theor\ 

and arts, and see no problem in defining their work as pla\ investigation. The Ludic 

Society's mission is to pro\ ide a pla> fuJ theoretical starling point for o. •-.••'-• 'JologN 

around the act of pla^ as state of Iranst'ormaiion towards an acli\isi consciousness. 

l"he main argument builds on the observed nascencc of an experience-based 

emotional reflection, which is achieved by pla> ing through game s\ stems as looking 

glass into c\cr\day life. 

Figure 5.2 LtiJic Society Magazines, issues 1-5. 2UU6 - 2008. 

5.2.1.1 Reflections upon Project I 

The Ludic art works of ihc LnJic Socieiv 12006-20(18) consisted of live urban pla>s 

and stage pcrtbrmanccs. These c\ idences tested tlic social status plav as 

anthropological pla> . as introduced in chapter 1,0 Anlho/ni^- <ii Fliiyluhicss. The 

Ludic Societv pro\ides evidence for an artwork according lo the categor\ of 

•pcrcei\ed agenc\ ' . as tesiilled at a major e\eni ai the Dutch Ehcrrnnic Arts Festival. 

EvL-ning uj the Liuhv Sacieiy 2007. A documentation of the audience reaction, which 
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became acii\e pla>ers who tricked sur\eil]ance s>stems in a networked social pla> 

and gained agcnc) through this acTivit\-, is published in ihc \'2 archi\es online'"'. ITie 

in\ iiaxion to this peer-reviewed arts event dcmon.straied that the siaius pla\ of llie 

Ludic Sociei\ project \\as successful in the sense of gained agenc\. It proofed that 

andienccs follow the invitation to a social status pla\. but stan lo question it after a 

critical arts intervention. The press text of DLAF (2007:1 I argues: 

L'sualiy for members only, on this night an>one can gamble for 

membership tbrouyli a tagging pla> moving from the citv into the 

transient zone ofRolterdam's harbour. SMS 'plav tag!' 

The Society launched club evenings at this major media and game arts events with 

performance lectures in selected jzaines studies circles. The Liidic Societv as arts 

project was considered as ironic commemarv on existing social pt.>wer structures in 

academia and arts. In a strategic derive from the practices of nel\\orking. llie 

parlicipanls of the project borrowed from, introduced practices of personal networking 

and sticial engineering. B\ establishing a peer group via the vehicles of public 

attention in conierences and scieniitlc magazines in an emerging field, the Ludic 

Societv club regulations asked tor the development and application of playful texts. In 

that sense, the Ludie Socielv magazines can be seen as proof of evidence of (he 

success of the theories discussed in I -?•• Playfulm-s^ in Atillvupaloiiies. Most members 

relished the invitation to associative creative writing with metaphors inspired by the 

idea of a gay science bv Nietzsche (1882). Additinnallv. principals of rolc-plaving 

were adapted with pleasure by manv of the providing authors, who invented 

numerous .Alter Egos and Fake identities, as discussed in chapter 4,2 Evkk'nces nf 

Po/iiical Rolv Play in An Aciiy'ism. The Ludic Societ\" magazine suggested a solution 

of creative writing in theorv as conceptual collectively written art piece. As a 

consequence the mainlv well established writers felt free to plav with actual strains \y[' 

discourse rooted in hacking arts and social critique, which appeared in the Ludii 

Siicierx' magazine, displaced in conceptual ctilours of a 'perceived agency", in a 

-' Spc*;ial iiuesi curatiirs. anisK and thetrisi^ who ha\e develnped unique ptisitiiins in art and cullurL' 
are inv iwd lu LTeatetheir own a la Cane 'E v eniity t>f ,,. ' . as a platform lo expose, showcase and 
question liida\'s siaie oI'Linstahle media. Compare she peer-re\ ie«ed documeniaiioTi online. 
hup: ^^^^\^.v2.nl events ihe-evennm-Lil-thi^-iudtL-^.'Lidv j^cfessed: June .'. 2(l|(>]. 
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diaonion-mirror ofmulualK exchanged lheor\ and arts. 

The first case stud\ for the introduction of the f.uJic Caiegon J PerccireJ A^emy 

subsumes ihe foundation of an arts asyociaiion with its own series of an works and 

pubiieations as an an piece. Such a.ssemblage ol'consliluling ciemcnls in ihe Liuiiv 

Siicicn as project, most sirongh influenced the idea oi'PL-rcch-cilA^i^i'ncv as caiegor\ 

of signillcaniintersention b\ io\ous pta\. Founding an association as piece ul'an can 

be classified as effecti\e inier\eniion. if ilsellicac> in ihe arts system, as 

demonslraled \Hith the e\hihition examples aho\e. is considered. The LuJic Society 

project (1^006-2008) was concei\ed in panieular tii demonstrate the principle of pla> 

as investigation method in social configurations of creative work, in an 

anlhropolo«iical stains p!a} . as theoretical introduced in 1,3 Pliyfuliw^s in 

.\ni}ir(ipt}lugies in order lu de\ clop new \\a}s of tactical interventions. Much of this 

evidence of tree collaboradon under the mantle of the LIUHL Socicn' can be 

understood as proof of concept forpla\ as siraleg> of pubhc agenc\. The agenc> 

percei\ed in this social network of creation and intervention indicates solutions for a 

new methodoktg) of I'ulh conscious collective political agency in social networks. 

According to the presented events and exhibitions, the proof of concept of .Touissance 

as aspect of individual, bui shared agencv in relation to plav with the technological 

object was giv en b\ this Ludic art piece. 

5.2.2 Projecl 2: Pong Dress, 20(16 

Classificatinn: Ludic Caie^on-1 Perec ire J Agency. Con-Dividualit\ performance. 

Date/ Collahorators: 2006-2007. Havard Moen. Hakon Hjonland. Gordan Savicic. 

Technique: hlecironic Little Black Dress, printed circuit board. C-code compiled 

under debian2.4 with atmel stk-500. LtD-arid. fabric. Nintendo Conlrollers. 

TRL; hniL_ _w w w.luJic.priv.ai 

Exhibitions of this Ludic art piece; 

2006 Game Consule ami Suiiin. Filmfestival' Mediaforum Moscow, Russia. 

2006 Poni^ Myihos. Komhaus Forum. Bern, Svvitzcrland. 

2007 Pong Myihas. Games Convention. Leipzig. Germam. 

2008 Kunsi unci Politik der Spie/c. K,unsthalle Projeclspace. Wien. .Austria. 

200y 5da\s off'. NFMK. Netherlands Media Institute. .-Xnisterdam. Netherlands. 
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2l)0'-J l-machinc. f.drth-Russ I laus. t )ldenhurg, (ierman). 

2010 Fractal Mitlsummcr ni^hi s Dream. Opera Scliloss W'erdenher^. Switzcrlajid. 

Published discussion of this Ludic art piece: 

Lanye. A. led.I. (2007l. Vlvlho^ Pun^i. ConipuierspJelemuseum Berlin, pp. 36. 

Sintuhal. E. and Fuchs. M. (cds.). [20(l8i. Kunsi unJ Polilik der Spiclc. Kunslhaiie 

Wien. Wien. pp 16. 

Numerous B!og-posts. as 

Dehaiu. Regine (20061. 1 he Pong Dress. Online a\ailahle al 

http: \ve-make-inune>-nol-an.eoniarchi\es2006 08 apparently-\aii.php [.Accessed: 

Jannap. 3.20101 

Technovelg\- (2006). Online a\ailahle al 

hup: \\v\u.1ei:)ir.i'\iL^lL;\ .cum ci SeienL-e-Heiinn-Neu-..asp'.^Ne^^'-\um=~N 

lAcecssed: Jar.....^.. -. 2010] 

Pla\ Pong in _\our clothes. Online axailahje ai 

htip: ' .-['.cotii irenil^ the-pong- __ • <.'ur-elotiies 

[Accessed: .ianuar\ 3. 2010|. 

The author's focus in this piece lestcd tiie concept of Jouissance in performances in 

puhlic space a'- mean for agenew as introduced iheoreiicalK in chapter 4.0 PlavMire 

Politics. 1 !•,. ;:.-.retieal chapter's 4.0 subtitle IninHliicin^^Jou'c^Hiucf as a dimension 

of pluy politic^ was testified in performances in the X'ienna Prater"' (2006). The dress 

funelions as electronic object as follows: W hite LhD's shine through the black front 

of the dress. .At hip le\cl. tuo retro-game consoles are offered to plavers tupla> Mini-

Pong on a 5x7 l_RD screen worked into the dress. Two pixels mo\e up and down as 

rackets to the lefi and right along the waisi. \\'ith ever}- achieved point, the green 

score display blinks al chest le^cl and indicate the score of points. 

In most review .̂ the dress is technicallv described, ailhough stime of the crilics 

underslood the povver of .louissance found in this ari piece b\ noticing ihe self-ironic 

enjoyment of exposure in relation to p!a\ and elecironies in the performances. The 

Tci:hnii\elg> Bloa Update 22-pcc-2n(l9 provides a livev idenoflhe perfurmanije ai Prater Vienna. 
2()flf>. hirp »\t vt.\i.'[it[]hgt.om waiuh.'v ~2SDiikUhlbK.i.'&te3ture=ptn>er_enih(.'Lldi.'d lAtcessed: June 
.1. 2ulu] . 
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high reputation art Blo^iier Reuine Debatt>, who founded the art Blog Iff make 

\:fonL'\ nor An featured the Pong Uress (20061. when it was exhibiied al ihe Games 

Convention Leipzig, ai a peer-re\iewed exhibition, curaied b\ the German Gompuler 

Spicle Museum founder Andreas 1 ange. The public exhibition oflhe piece look place 

in gaming and arts contexts. DcbaII\ (20lt6:1 I argues aboul the art piece: 

Max Moswiizer and Maryareie Jahnnann alias Marguerite Charmariie 

of the Ludic Sociel\ (and of lheN\bble Engine fame) ha\e cralicd a 

Pong Dress to dissolute ihe boundaries between bod> and screen. The 

dress was inspired h) Valic Expon'i Tap and Touch Cinema. 1 % 8 . in 

which the artist, a box attached to her naked chest, invited pedestrians 

in several European cities to "\isii the cinema". Check it at the Pong 

M>lhos exhibition that just opened in Leipzig. 

The audience pla>ers experience a form of agenc\ of the performer, who appears 

passive, but coniroisihc player bcha\iour. Pong is displaced as archcl>"pe of games 

made by male technicians on a minimal LED grid, which is sewed and soldered into 

the dress. Particularly in ihe wa> il is played as an interacti\e art work, nameh that 

the player has lo stare direclK al the breasLs of a female wearer, lo be able to pla> the 

game, and that the pcriormer, who wears the dress is not able to see \\hat happens on 

the display, which is mounted on her body. This condition of invisibilitv entails a 

t}-pical sla\e and master relation among technologv and user. The exposure to such a 

corresponding extremist situation b\ free will is suggested as slraleg\ ol" 

empowennent to the female wearer, w ho wears the electronic fetish. The Swiss writer 

Beat Suler (20()6:online) writes aKiut llie artwork's erotic attraction: 

The little black dress as erotic real playgroimd for Pong? '^\Tieri 

Marguerite Charmanie wears her new halter-neck top and offers the 

game coniroiicrs. attached at waist height, we cannot resist being 

seduced into playingl A charming seduction for playing, since ii is 

pt)ssiblc To play the st\lish plastic LHD-grid. which co\ers che.si and 

stomach area of the dress. From underneath ihe electric circuit tracks 

shine ihroutih. The\ are bundled im the side oflhe heart. Ponu is the 

n.̂  
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name ofthe game: hii ihe dot back and forth \viih two slicks - this time 

all new on a ^D placing Ileld. thai is moving, chatting and iaityhing. 

We hit the dot with some spin from the height ofthe hcIK button and 

aim at the left nipple. 

In its afiordance (»f an elegant and erotic little black dress, thai is ais(i an electronic 

objeci. PDIIS: Dress (2006) equalh tests the idea of pla_\ affordances. as discussed in 

2.2 Inirodiicir. \f1hrdance\, and of Jouissance. As discussed in 4.0 Playsiire 

Polilici. This Ludic art piece's function supports ihe aim ofseducing the players in 

order to gain insight on technologicalh induced social power relaiion> among sexes. 

The pla\ers accord to the caiegur\ oi'perceixed .Agency f he cultural studies scholar 

Maier (2U06:onlinel argues: 

The Apparent!). Valie Txporl's -'Tap and Touch Cinema> is surlacing 

a> the obvious analogue pop-an-cuitural-reference to Marguerite 

Charmanles <Ludic /'c"?*; DrL'ss>. Whilst the games at displa\ \ ar. to 

some cNteni. the s\mbioiic dedication and obsession for the 

pla\ ground's finesse remain the same. Both experience-based-designs 

build on the following contention. A limeK mediatisation of current 

societies" desire^ (transgressing sexual and Ludic boundaries) builds on 

a con\incing from wall. (...) In its contemporar> \ariet\. the game will 

bectime a pla\ with nothing but the products ofone's associative 

power. Vi hile the 'touch and feel' quality of Export's predecessor has 

been pa\ed awav b\ the 'iconographic ardour oJ'Channanie's 

T.E.D.ISPI.AY. 

According to observations made in the series oi'Pim^ Drt'w performances (e.g. 

Proiectspace kunsthalle \'ienna 2007). (he dress had a certain erotic attraclion. as 

introduced in chapter 4.2.2 Piihlic JiiWllecriiuls und Minor Mi'dia Operators iu 

li'eh2.IJ. Due to the How of pla\. the female wearer is perceixed as faceless and 

anonymous, as described in the theoretical discussion of chapter 4.2.4 El Suh 

Conwiiindiiiuc Muriiis I nmasked. The poster of the ^ . \'ienna gives 

evidence ofthe public reputation ofthe art piece worn b\ a faceless public intellectual 

1_';4 
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joniexis o f arts. 

5.2^,1 Reflections upoD Project 2 

In the Ludie an piece Pan}' Dress i20(J6). sociall\ irajned borders are soaked by the 
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techn. i\ enhanced pla\. According to the Bioa reports ( ^ 'e make nione\ not 

art 2006: online) the performance situation leases no space for moral doubt, if the 

private sphere is touched. I he ab.surd perception of agent\ b> the audience of the 

situation communicates critical aspects of tectuiologies. .A political dimension o\' 

agenc\ is suygesled b\ the absurd arts performance, which o\er exajigerates 

established sla\ e and master conditions. Rolc-pla> and costLimc-pla> are percei\ed as 

solulitins. hv ohser\ ing players who ignore the wearer's sex and entity. Pla\ers are 

forced to participate in a public performance. electrcmicalK touching the body oi'lhe 

other, wliich makes the arateg> of role-pla>'. as discussed in chapter 4.2.6 Parlour 

Gami\\. Polin^-a} Rok--Pla\ and Erotic Anniciion. 

The second example tor the Ludic categor) c>\' Perci'hwl Agency <:m\ be theoreticalK 

understood as application of the concept of ('un-DiviJiualfn of chapter 4,2..'̂  Bad 

Siih/vci^ and ('on-Div!ilua!\ m Scnidrks, which is tested with the help of the piece 

Pon^ Dress. 1 his work builds on the concept of JouLssance. the enjo\menl of sti^iegic 

pla\ ful seduction. .\ ph> sical inler\ ention to existing suppressi"\ e conditions of 

gender spccillc relations of technologies and self-representation is expressed b_\ 

fashion a^ \ehiclc. .According to this understanding of the art piece the female wearer 

incorporates cenain conceptions of subtle erotic pla\ fulness, but o\er exaggerates it ii] 

ahighl> absurd situation of exposure and voseurisro"^. 

Allowing such associations and ihotights \.\\t Pon^ Dress isdispla>ed after the hve 

performance in a suitcase \\ ith an accompan> ing\ ideo chp. This is not imderstood as 

trace of a performance, hut as instruction for a politicalh conscious use of 

technologies to invert gender and social hierarchies b\ practices of enjoxment. I he 

aits practice identities Jouissance and role-pla> as political eategor\ of the artist as 

game figure. 

5.2.3 Projfcl 3: Plymouth Play, 2007 

Classification: Liuiic Caifgory I Perceived A^enty. I'rban Game. RTTD Judgement 

*• The e\hibilii'n of Pi^nd Dre^s in a suilcasi; gi^es a comrriL-nian lo apiiliiical silualinn orsufrealisl 
aimhinaiicn'iciriechncilo^) and lite. The suiica-icean be seen as referenL-e lo Dada. IAJILTL' artcfacls nf 
e\er\da> ^ave ii sijinillt^arl commeniar. "n techni'li'gieall> shaped liviru uonditians. (La Boile-en-
Valise. Hi)\ in a Suilcase. !'>.'? - l ' ' 4 | . b \ Marcel Duchamp. 
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Da\ for ]si l.ile Game Fiiaires 

Date/ Collaborators: 3007. Max Mos«il^er. Duncan Shingteion. 

Tcchniqutr: Radio Frequencv Identilicaiion Tags, custom designed circuit buard* .̂ 

RFID syringe kits. Ja\a-applicaiion fur Googlemaps. Pl>mouth Thunderhird Gars, 

l!RL: hnp:'.'ww\v,ludic-sociei\ ,nei 'tagged 

Exhibitions «f this Ludic art piece: 

2007 I I.o\e Sttcial Hacking. P]\mouth Art Centre. Pl\nioulh. Ignited Kingdom. 

2007 Drake Circub Shopping Mall. Pl\mouth. United Kingdom. 

Published discussion of this Ludic art piece: 

Kuralor.org (eds. l. (20071. J Low Social Huckin^. D\T). kurator. Pl\ mouth. 

DIi.AF Festival led. i, i2007l. Evening of ihc Liuiic Socitiy. Fcslivul Fhvr DEAF 0~. 

V2 lab. Rotterdam, pp. 2-6. 

Dreher.'!. !2009i. Slunmit-llipp 2: Spiek- im SiaJiranni. Teil 4. Online a\ailable under 

Msl.uni-muenchcii.de link> fippSammc I [Accessed: Nnvember t. 2010] 

Entries as littp: i.'s.\vikipcdia.i'r^ \^iki ludic_Sociei\ (.Accessed; No\ember I. 2010]. 

The Ludic art work Plymouih Pla\ (2007) made use orpi^pubr culture elements, a.'; 

intri>dLiced in the theoretical concepts of chapter 4.2.1 The Joy of I'luyftire in Xeoisni 

and Punk. The piece consisted of an electronic tagging and an implant session, a 

Googleraaps Game and a performance v\ iih a spurt scar, named Pt\ mouih. The project 

mission text oi'the Fudic Societv (2007) reads as folIa\\s: 

This Ta^^eil C 'i(\ PJuy for Reol Pkiyers in Real t 'iPtcs uses a PKmouih 

[car] for the Plymouth Pla>. X local shop ser\es as a pit stop/workshop 

location: Being Tagged! Tagging! To tag the cit\. real world objects. 

subjecti\e|\ chosen things, are tagged with working hut useless RJ~1D-

Tag.s. so called ZeroNull Tags. Fo achieve that. Real Pla>ers gel a 

flexible tooi-kit suitcase, containing spray cans, stencils, stickers, 

which are part of each Real Player's imentor\". hach Real Pla\er is 

personally lagged b\ a RFID implant, to generate an individual .street 

an graph, displayed o •̂e^ a satellite online map. The goal is to find and 

overwrite tags with zero information, ,A specialK designed toy gadgei 

sniffs and ahers the state of RITD-Tays. the ether refreshinii electronic 
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little tree, lagging The C"it> is pia\ed in the rea] cities willi Rl-ID over-

clocked PKmouth cars in Plymouth, equipped with self designed and 

etched electronic Wtmdcrhacumchcns. 

The car was onl_\ an absurd vehicle, which iranspuried the pereei\ed agenc\ of this art 

piece to the puhMe. 1 he car as absurd vehicle icsred the fetish dimension of machioes 

and siave and master relations as explained in chapter 4.1 ('h'mdo^us us Erotic Toy\. 

As proof of evidence for the public erotic attraction of the machine fetish ser\es the 

media coverage ic iheCiuajdian reported under the title: Areastm to go to PhmoinJi"^ 

' ("fhe Guardian March 2007: onlinel. 

Figure 5.4 Social Hackinfi. cover of the festival DVD. Plymouth. 2007. 

The \ehicle was printed on the co\er of the DVD of the festival, where the piece was 

*'"""\\elL it is a Pivmouih Superbird and ii i> beiny used bv iheLudic SoL'ictv m creaie a'lotal 
L-on\ersion'of CiranTuriiimo in the streeis ot the city 1 am noi sure what this emails and has left a 
mev5ai;e \vilh ihe .'raaniser. KuraiiT, I Mill update when the\ yet back lo me. Sounds lascinatTny. 
ihouah -and reminds meof rcceni aitempts lo create real-world versions of Pac-Man in New York and 
Singapore." htrp: 'w-ww.guardian.ai.uk ledinologv gamesbloii Z0t)7 teb 20 pKmouihgeisi! [Accessed: 
Feb 6. 2010] 
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commissioned b> ihe kuralor.org collecti\e. PKmoulh. L'K. March 2007. As a 

slraieg> lo de\e!np a practice of agenc>. this Ludic arl piece aliovved. h> means of its 

technical lealiires. the publishing otde\iani beha\iour of players. 

B\ ihe process of collective panicipalion in an electronic streei art piece, each pla>er 

was able lo experience ihe dangers and io\ ol'semi-material play, as introduced m 

chapter 2-3.3 Scmi'Synihefk Plcn. The piece's outcome is a map. made ofthe human 

implant RFID numbers. I he piece uses indi\ idual RFID ciphers in a subversi\c way. 

which wah introduced and conlexluaiised u ilh other art works in cliapter 2. i FLILIUUI 

Fluy Ohivcls in Piihlic. Prhaw and Hybrid Flay. .Anon\ mil\ no longer exists, if the 

indi\ idiial is marked under the skm. and becomes a permanent emitter of 

electromagnetic »a\es- Accordingh- each pla%er"s number is rendered in an 

individual graph online. Such a squiggle is displaced on the individual map oIe \er \ 

player as addrtionai layer over (iooi!,lemaps. The Online Game iniert'ace shows a 

score of each plaver depending on objecis lagged and de-lagged and difl^crcni lavers 

of Tagging rv'uies can he c>eled through hy an online version oiihe map. .•Ml pla>er 

uploads are layered and cycled through in an online raap-mo\ie. 
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Figure 5.5 Plyimniih Play. Online Inlerfacc, map of RFID implants. 2(H)/. 

5.2.3.1 Reflections upon Project 3 

In the art picvc PIvinotiih J'hiy i2lH)7|. the parlicipaling player and the performing 

artist perceived the humiliating process ofhaving no control o^er permitting online 

data via electronic objects, which emitted ua \es . in order to panicipate and pla> the 

urban game, the indi\ idual experienced the absurdit\ of being put on tlie same Ie\ el 

as a semi-s> nlhelic pla^ object as theoreiicall\' discussed in chapter 2.3.3 Scnii-

Synlheik- Play. After becoming a numbered and tiled enlit\. critical questions can be 

posed b> the participanis. utiich the media co\erage demonstrates (Guardian 2lH)7. 

kuraior D\ 'D) as mentioned abo\e in the friuned description of the artuork. .All 

interpretation is complclelv left to the media: media coverage was used as method, as 

well as workshops at the Plynunilh An Cenire, which is documented online""'. In the 

'LudiL workshop. Wednesdaj 21-24 March 2'»*'^- irom H'.lKt dail> Plymouth Art Centru-. (for I (J 
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\V(,irk .̂hops. ihc ariisls so!el\ foinmunicate ihe Jm ofplax. ilic mure exireme and 

offensi\c ihc situatfon gcl>. W'iih the help o^Ihi^ perception irope a minimal 

resistance seed is put into the enjoi,meni of piay. In that sense ke}' eienienLs of chapter 

3.0 Po/ific-' of PIm. uere tested as ihe per\erse enjo>meni of surveillance h\ pla\ in 

this piece. 

With public workshops (Phmouth Art Centre 2()07| as experimenlal setup. 

behavioural patiems in public space could be tested. Such pla\ ful activism derived 

from observations of plavers in compuler-yames. but it implies that public 

performance is a tool lo conimunicale critical statements. \\'ith respect to the 

assumption of ai:enc\. which activist playful intervention m arts provoke in public 

space, the an work counted on the application of a hisli>ricallv introduced concept of 

communications Guerrilla, as discussed in chapters 3.^ Rcti! Pulilivs ol Piay. Tagged 

Cilv Play involved spectacles, with the aim ol' creating public awareness about 

political dimensions immanent in rising uhiquiuius computing technologies. The 

perception level of an arts audience v\as heightened bv an inientionalh speciacularK 

pjesemed performance of live implanting sessions of Radio Trequencv Identification 

tags into the arm of the PAO artists, who dev eloped the work conceptuallv. .\n 

anonymous doctor demanded from the artists to sign a waiv er before he undertook the 

implant. The implant session took place in a the gaJten. space of the Plvmouth .-\n.s 

Centre. This act ctf seif-injun. couid be read as statement of the ubtquitv of pcr\a.sive 

technologies and the common understanding of artists as 'objects' to be u-aded on the 

arts market. The audience couid perceive the concept vA^ :• . • . .• of status of the 

panicipams players) ar the local sweaishop. PK mouth Ans Centre. LiK. Thf LS Even, participant can 
become a game fiaure « ith an implant and he prepared tbr llie Judgement Day Real Pla% liciid*; a Pit 
Stop workshop lor "Real l'la\". As an option the lac can be s^^allowed in an initiation ceremonv 
Workshop topics: Capture the lias, lae ieam^, jzame pla\ de\ eliipmeni, last man standing, tool kit bo\ . 
beina tabued, lacgine cities. Workshop exercises: laa and de-\aliiate objects, re-prtiuramme tacs and 
lov gaduels. addini; the value Zero. I he conceptual disjimciion of pla_\ and aame is elaborated in an 
exemplaPi Liidic \va}. The rule of pla> (necessary for a game, but not lo pta\ I. ihc bondage, the 
conslTaint. is inleniionalh chosen lo e\oKe a Ludic poetics, hach Real Plaver gets a special Quest, 
|-irsl: iag the cilv with slcncil gralTili to achieve a lull Cir. Tag i-ihe complete cil\ is svstemaiicallv 
tagged). FulK stibjectiveK and colleclivelv. cvcrv plaver can pass judgement bv lagging objecis. 
buildings. \ eh ides. per>onsand is judged b> \* caring a Rl ID Tag under the skin. Second: scan tags 
with ihe ftnnderbaumchens and change the Intemei ol things inm the \alue Zero. Third: take souvenir 
photographs of I'Kmouth lags and the Plvmouth, The Real Plav e\lends the game «nie inio a situated 
locative plav in a real cilv. Come and judge with v our lag! DISCL,-\!MLR: Everv pan icipant becoming 
a .Vd Life Game figure has lo bear ihe consequences bv using the Rcalitj Lngine in ibe PL. AY, Ludic 
Socieiv is not responsible for anv phvsical or mental damage during and afier\\ards the PLAY, 
htip: H"«vv2,kuralt!r,org wiki main read wwkshups [.Accessed: Januarv 5. 2tM(l|l 
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indi\ idual b\ leehnolouies. uJijch are applied lo the bt)d\ in a \ er\ direel way. when 

uaicliing lhispro\ocali \e acl ufpubliu harm oflheprKate sphere. The experiences, 

which players and anisis achie\ed in equal measure, as it \\as reported through 

iniervieus published un ihe Socia!Backing DVD (kuralox 20071. re\ealed Ihe I'acl 

thill ihe iheureiical concept oWsemi-mawhalpkn- became percei\abie in this \\ork. It 

caused public av\areness for hybrid technologies as invaders orpri\ac>. e\en of ihc 

most intimate space of the bod>. 

In the case of the Plymouih PUiy i200~i. the concept of affordances embraced the new 

media field, as it was introduced with the term plav aflbrdances in 2.0 'Ji'cli'win'^}. 

Maleriuliiy unJ AffnnJances nf Pluy. I he implant of an electronic lag as crucial 

eiemenl (*f the artwork exemplified claims to transcend malerialtly and subicct-ohject 

relation, who was demonstrated through the abo\e mentioned public \\iirkshop_s 

(Social Hacking at Phmoulh An Centre. March 2(K)7). Through the method of 

workshops iih empiric observation oluser beha\i(iur. which shi>ued that u.ser only 

move within a certain range of private knowledge (Jahrmann 2007). the specific 

coniemporary appearance of a technolog\ ol'electronic tagging offered a chance lo 

make u-ansparenl the h>brid worlds of semi-material pla\ between electronic objects 

and the subject's \irtualisaiion. 

The work. b> means of such etTecls of agencv on the pla\er. substaniialh represents 

the necessarx emergence of the next Ludic category o\' (.'om-eivcJ Ai^ency. The Liuiic 

i memory II t omeiredAgency is best exemplified b\ examples of L'rban Pla>s under 

the label Ludic Society. Being pan of a conceived intervention through electronic 

artefacts, as introduced in chapter 2.1 FucnuilFkiy Ohfecis in Public. Priviite ami 

Hybrid Play enables players to disco\er the invisible netv\ork and surveillance 

dimension oJ'common objecls in urban space, by playfully opening their black boxes 

and reaching the mystery hidden in the tools of our daily life. Observations of the 

relation of the object and the player desire in urban play, are published in a conference 

paper named Ohjcci^ of Desire by .lalirmann (2(Hf8) in the Homo J.udens Ludois 

hook, which accompanied the exhibition in Laboral. (iijon in 2008. as described in the 

foilowiaii case stud\. 
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5.2.4 Project 4: Objects of Desire. 2008 

Classificaliun: LucJic ('au'̂ <i)-\- [J C onceiyeii Agency. I 'rban Game, exhibition game. 

Diilf/ C'ollahoralors; 2008. Rene Bauer. Max Moswitzer, (Jordan Sa^ icic. Simon 

Buhlmanii. 

Technique: Nintendo game consoles, cartridges, custom designed Radio Frequencv 

identitication readers, printed circuit boards, electronic elements, tagged and .sprayed 

pla\ bo.\es. floor paintings, six \MF1 hubs. 

I'Rl-: hnp:' u\\u.ludic-si.Kiel>.net desire 

txhibitions of this Ludic art pitcc. 

2008 Conimissioned uork for Homo Ludens Ludens. Laboral Centre de .Arte \ 

Creacion Industrial, tjijon. Spain. 

Published discussion of this Ludic art piece: 

Jahrmann. M. (20(l'̂ >). Ohjccls of Doirc. In Homo Lutlens Liuicns. Laboral. Ciijon. 

pp. .̂ 48-."^52. 

Dcbatt>. R. (2008*. Homo l.tuk-m f.udein - Dc\in\ In ne maki; nionex not art. Blog. 

.A\ailabic t'rom: hnp:'w"\\\\.ue-makc-mone>-not-art.com archives 20U8 05 -i-livcd-

ihe-uncanny.php [Accessed: Fcbruar. 12. 20IO|. 

The Ludic arrvvork Ohjecis of Desire (2(H)Xi iiio^i radically icsicd the use of game 

consoles in accordance with, and in certain moments in opposition lo. the categor\ of 

private pla\. which was miroduced as theoretical concept in chapter 2..^. I 

I Anlhropomorphosls through SmariiUii^h The reception of the artwork b}- the users 

, was directly opened to public discussion through a presentation at the games theory' 

conference J-/i»no LitJens LitJens (20081 at the I iniversit> of Gijon. T he discussion 
I 

published in the conference book deals with the concei\ed realities of hybrid ph>sic3l 

interfaces from e\er\da> gadgetr>. on which the art\\ork built. The ..Ilin\ qualit}- of 

hybrid realitv pla>'" (Jalimiann 21t08). as discussed in chapter 2.0 on ali'ordances. 

corresponds to the arts practice, which the public reception of the artwork confirmed. 

These artel'acLs express their desires. One of the Interfaces was printed as co\er to the 

Laboral program 2008. 
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Figure 5.6 Ohjeci ot Desire Inicrfact: cover ol'Laborai programme. 2(108. 

In the prograrn folder of I.aboral. Gijon of i^pring 2008 Jahrmann (2008:12) argued: 

ludic objects guide a Neo-Situation!.si walk, through an in\isibie cii> 

of eleclromagnetic ua \es . Ludic inierfaces make ihe user's desire 

readable. A SM I Standard Model) game console serves as portable 

n'nnJer-To\ to indicate the electromagnetic desires of networks, as 

\\s\\ as desires omitted b\ lagged ohjecis. Pla\ ers must obe\ ihc 

objecT's command in order lo successfully pla> the game. .An pla\ ers 

track tagged ohjecis that wish to be moved. The objecls contain stories, 

desires and obsessions. The play mission states; Follow the object's 

desire, read Situalionist quotes! 

The exhibition game, which was conceited as !i\ed inier\enlion into a contemporary 

reality' of control by technological objects, consisted of ihe Ibllouing elements; in tJie 

exhibition space each player wa.s located through built-in electronic login functions of 

game consoles, which were handed out to \ isilors. tach play er could be located. Tlie 

names of wireless access points of the city of (jijon were painted on the floor of the 
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exhibition space and were understood as a pla\ map of the exhibition. The pla\ Held 

crossed The exhibition architecture and ignored local physical borders. Play-boxes 

tagged with KJ-ID chips emitted commandos for players. IJ'read with the timiwarc 

flashed and circtih bent game con.sole reader, the object's desire was dis"pla>edon the 

console's screen. In general, each indi\ idual participating in the exhibilion ganic was 

guided b\ the desires of an object. TechnicalK ihe exhibition game transferred an 

urban topography of electronic access points into a limited controllable space. The 

assemblage of game art uorks in the exhibition was transformed back into play 

material for an overall game. This absurd backlash of using game an works as objecLs 

of a game. This Ludic art piece applied the principles oipkn- ufforJi.ini.c.\. as 

discussed theoreiicalls in examples of objecls of c\er\day life in chapter 2.3.2 .'l^^frnT 

ihrnii^b Liulic Inlertaces. It introduced a concei\ed agenc\ dimension into the 

exhibition s\stem of arts \v ''-".'sv".!'"'̂ ' 

LEVEL 1: ALC-NEW URBAN PLAV 

Figure 5.7 (Jh/ccls ofDesin'. urban and exhibition game. 2008 

5.2.4.1 Reflections upnn Project 4 

The online reviews ofthisl.udic art piece demonstrates thai the concept of 

tetishisation could be tested as dimension of electronic play objects of ecmiemptirary 

e\cryday life, asdisc'ussed in chapter2.3.! Anihntpomorphosis thrmi^h Smurufavls. 

W'itli the technological impact used in a creati\e wa} . objects express their own 
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desires, lor example to be stolen, destroyed or mo\ed to another location. Such absurd 

reality became the reality of players, which v\as questioned in the arts installation. 

Both desires, those lor possible \\orlds of control and those for upcoming 

technological realities of surveillance are eoneei^ed a> playground in a minor version 

in the Objects of Desire e\Jiibiiion game, fhe v\orId itf modem ubiquitous and 

pervasive technologies istumed perversely around, which is sensed as reality of 

social relations between subjects and objects by the participants. According to 

observations made in the e^dlihition situation of Objects ofDesire. mainK those 

players who e\pected arts as professional context and who percei\ed playful popular 

game technologies as constituting element of the work of art. fully li\cd a new 

'spalialization' ol'siructiires of social power and control in technologies. Desires of 

objects became a determining realm of social relations, and made a ^la\•e and master 

decline between the indi\ idual and technologies perceivable. W hile playing llie 

exhibition game. de\elopmenls. mechanics and rules of an experimental urban game 

were understood as a matter of lived interventions of common present principles of 

domination. The work established a contemporary absurd order of electronically 

shaped urban space, simulated in extremes, moulding in the exhibition space overa 

shon time, for which observations of v isitors at the opening day ga\e e\ idence"^. 

Figure ?.8 Ohjecls uf Dviire. absurd beliaviour of players. Gijon 2008 

" The>oung plu'iographer Simnn Briihimann whoalSi'>put some <>rthe iTiiagesi>r\isitiirhehaviiiiir 
online look ttie phoios oluserhehav jdur. Hesiaiedon ihe OhjeLts of Desire e>perience: Well. I 
participated in a L.udie Societv projeei shown ai ihe "l-aboral - Ceniro de .-\rte v Creacion Industrial" in 
GiJon. Spain. Tlie piece "Objeeis of Desire" is concerned with technical objeiris ihai impose their will 
on users (i.e. ihe evhihiiion visitors). F*>r example, thev will force visitors to earn ihem iihe ohjecisi lo 
d diiTerem pan of the e\hihiiion. or lo pra\ lo the objecls. A ĝ 'od iaierv iew on ihe topic can he found 
on "We Make Money noi An", hup: imotivm.coni [.Accessed: Fet>6. 20I0| 
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I hrough obscnations on the exhibition site, "being controlled' in this context can be 

understood a.s hybrid of enjoyment and obsession b\ lechnokmies in the "uncanny 

situation ofbeiny bossed around b_\ uooden boxes" lUebatt\ 2008: Online!. The 

fetish pla>t;round uas built b\ an uncontrolled world of obiect.s. which was 

ct>ostituled b\ lechnoloyical features of the new smart obiects. 

By a pleasurable aesthetic experience, new methods of agency in the interplay \\ ith 

electronic realities are Tested, while Real Pla\ers generate a street concert b\ play, 

which unloJds as public demonstration about surveillance technologies. Players taiie 

part in p[a\s that de\elop out of agency b\ spomaneous and Ludic exercises of 

becoming av\are of tJie in\isiblc electromagnetic dimension of present dail\ life - as 

percei\ed agenc\. .According to the curator latiana RazzichcUi (2(tuy: ^0}. such 

^vork^of art "imph the liberation of desires and the exploding of our subject i\ it> into 

imaeinaii\e to\s". 

5.2.5 Project 5: ToyGenoSonic, 2009 

Classification: l.iiJit.- ('uie^ory U Comeived Agency: LJrban Game, invisible cit>. 

Date/CoUaboralors: 200'3. PhillipTamnier. Gordan Sa\icic. 

Tecbniquc: L'-fode Audio soft\\are for NDS. Cuned \ ' in \ l shield, map print. RFTD 

taEs. custom desiimed circuit boards, video. 

URL: hnp:. 'v\\\\v.liidic.pri\.aL'to\genosonic. 

Exhihitions of this Ludic art piece: 

2009 Enter Acl. Kunsimuseum .'Vros. Aarhus. Denmark. 

2009 ViJeftJiiegoy. .XT.A .Mia Technologia .Vndina. Lima. Peru. 

2010 Codeii Cuhiire^. 0\alhaile MuQua Museum of Modem Art. Vietina. Austria. 

Published discussions of tbis Ludir art piece: 

Bazzichelli. 1. (2(11)91. ToyGenoSonic A Ltidic whan experience of smart objects in ii 

fetish MorliJ. In UnTerAci. kunstmuseum .Aros, Aarhus. pp. 86-93. 

Dragona. D. (200^). (^uraiorial Slafemeni. In \'ideo.hfegos. Tales of Pluy. . \ I . ' \ .Mxa 

Technologia .\ndina. 1-ima. pp. 12-15. 

Jahrmann. M. (2009). \fciamorpiuisis of Contcmponiri Electronic Toys. In Coded 

Cultures. Explorin'^ ('reativc Enjergences. NflJMOK Vienna. Vienna, pp 23-27. 
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The Ludic art piece ToyGfrniStmic (2()0')| tested CanceivL'ti Ai^ifiuy in the use of 

ph\ sical interfaces, by using ever\da> gadgetr\' for arts and inter\ ention. as discussed 

in the theoretical anah si<; of the elllcacv of interfaces in chapter .•̂ .! Eyiik'}Kt.'\ of Phiy 

Pdliiics IliMnric Lmiic !nu'tibcc\ and real po/iiics. The cultural studies scholar and 

curator Bazzichelli (2009: 86) revie\sed the eftlcac> of the conceived interlaces of 

(his l.udic art piece. She described the piece at the e\hihitiun in Aaros: 

In the weekend of the exhibition opening, the cit\ of .-\arhus becomes a 

game board in which the plaverscan na\igale and de\elop the game b\ 

them-se!\es. To_\GenoSonic. is constructed as urban pla\. which is not 

concentrated in one single location, hut dispersed in the urban space 

and open to the panicipaiion of the citizens! Beside the urban 

inter\eniion. the 1 udic Socict\ proposes a pla>able installation in the 

exJiihirion space, which features a simulation interface of the tirban 

pla>. li enlightens the in\isihle architecture of \\ Ifl u a \ e s trajismitled 

by common objects in the urban space, marked pre\iously by l.udic 

players with RUD lags (Radio frequent'} Ideniitlcation lags). The 

subliminal urban \va\es emitted b\ the RTID-tag are converted into 

sounds thanks to a Theremin antenna, the Limmuniliiin. inserted into the 

console, which becomes a playable insiriimenl. I he exhibition \ isitors 

can direclh pla> with die audio-inierface of these .t'i''J"f'""f loys. 

scatining a Ludic ps}Ghoacli\e sonic map. inounled in the exhibition, 

which shows a coiicJ raality topography - a tagged net\\ork oi pla> -

objecrs 

This installation connects to a relational explanation model of actors, objects and 

social networks, as introduced in chapter 3.2 Materktiily i>t Play J'oliiics. Based on 

the previous chapter's historic observations of a shift from materiality to politics, a 

particular view of relations bet\\een Actors and Netv\orks can be adapted in the 

understanding of a politics of play. The arts practice further expresses the relation of 

technological objects and subjects. If anah sed in its polhical dimension, material 

alTordances of pla> find iheir place in the crilica] technologies discourse. TMs case 

study draws on these relations and puts a distinct angle on a new form of objecl-
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oriented relational agency Jlmnd in play practice. 

ToyGenoSonic helps to transfer mo\ in^ patterns of players and unique numbers of 

objects of the Intemei ol" Ihings into a critical aesthetic experience. The map as 

constituting clement of'the installation represents the electronic ajid logic topograph} 

ol concei\ed conceptual space in e\er\da\ life. Flectronic elements culminate in a 

sound pattern, performed b\ each pla\er. which integrates the collecti\e audience as 

acii\e producer of the wttrk. Pla>crs \sere featured a.s producers in a remake of the 

W'Ork. at the Caik'ticiilliiiv exhihiiion 2l)llt in Vienna. The Austrian T\ ' broadcasting 

reported about the social dimension of the pia\ in \L'\\IO)7 (ORFl). 

This Ludic arl piece tested plu) iirtunkinfi-s of the technological materiality of the 

in\isihle electronic lopograph\ oj" urban space, as described in chapter 2.U 

Technology. Xhiieriuliiy mulAftordancifs ol Play. The piece To\CienoSonic stems 

from poetic concepts about an imisible ciiy. which opens up new ways of social 

interaction. Teclmicallv. it puts emphas^is on a metamorphosis of eonlemporar\ 

electronic to> s and unique ideniificaiion codes aitribuied to objecis and subjecls into a 

new second nature of social life. Radio Frequency identification numbers of 

commodities were treated as a son of Genotype to generate s(iunds. B\ interaction of 

all its constiiuiing elements of pla\ and technical data, sound was expressed a^ its 

Phenol\pc. In the exhibition. pla\crs scan tags, uhich are mounted on a semi-

transparent cur\ed map. which looks like a front shield of a huge car. it ser \esas 

installation anefact and as ke\ board, because with each scan of an electronic tag. 

sound and visuals are simultaneoust> generated. Such a neo-ps\cho-geographic map 

\\as designed wiili graphical elements of circuit board blueprints oi'tlr.. .:i st\"!ed 

electromagnetic antennas, morphed with monitored urban pathways ofpla\crs. which 

were understood and presented as Ludic strategy of inter\cniion in public space. 

As a consequence, a heightened awareness about the e\er>da> electronic topography 

of the cit> and its social dimension of control was achieved. B> means of an artistic 

representation of the in\ isibJe topograph) layered o\er the existing \isible cit\. plus 

the additional layer of social interaction represented on the map. the new ubiquitous 

dimension of social networking was made clear. A side etfeci of political 
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explosi\cncss was found in cver^- play wnh professional realms. Such a lesson could 

be learned w'nh relish in the insialiaiion ha-Scd on imer\cnlioas in public space. 

Solutions were sugyesied b\ the installation as in a toolbox. Individual \isitors v\ere 

allowed to touch electronic anist 's toys and ir\ them out on objects of even, day life. 

Items such as passpon.s or ID cards, which could, as the markers on the map, ecjualK 

become sources, or iienoly pe!>. for .soniticurion. HIeciromaeneiic frequency fields. 

vshich are emitted b> eleetronicall> marked objects ollhc present consumer world, 

became manageable b\ pia>. Firstl> it was made visible, and audible that ihese 

objects emit information and later, that this information could be manipulated b\ 

pia\ing with frequencies emined b\ commodities of e\eryda\ lil"e. as for example, in 

the museum shop. This aesthetic experience was ctmsidered as a sugyesiion to the 

audience, how to find individual way s to deal with electronically marked objects of 

the present lime. ToyGenoSonie was exhibited as an.exemplar\ tool lor a semi-

malerial toolbox, to be completed b\ further works of art in order to cope with 

modem living conditions. The addressed culiare expressed in technological DH". Do 

It Yourself practice, was discussed in chapter 2.2 laciiiul Fhn Ohjecl.s. 

1 itiure 5.9 TovGenoSurjic. interactive installation. Aros. Aarhus. 2009. 
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5.2.5.1 Keflectiuns upon I'rojecl 5 

.A.ccording lothc \ideo documentation ' of the Aarhus installation and uih.: , •.. 

which is a\ailah]e online, users were playing the lAidic Sacii^sy an game as testing 

pia\ ground lor an aesthetic experience of a cnncci\ cd narrali\ e. electromagnetic and 

urban space. The comparison of systems of pla\ could be publicl> experienced and 

was tested as concept of siv/t'/j/ phiy- where play wn^fonn for inten enlion. The 

collectively conceit ed space of this Iree play of creation emerges out of a rule based 

sianing set of an urban Allemale Realiiv Game. This is then developed into a Ludic 

pla\ricld of political tnlervention by the transfer of this play from gaming industries. 

into an art context. .-\s such, it enters the prol'essional and theorelicalh conceixed 

space of cartographers and high-end museums. Urban l'la> s are lested in ihis 

exhibition installation as source for a collective panicipaton \\ork as system. This 

\ ie \ \ uas introduced in [he theoretical intervention of this thesis in chapter I.I P lay us 

Form. The system of play consists of the exhibition interface and the surveillance 

dimension of electromagnetic topographies in contemporarv urban space. The 

invisible cit\ (Cahino 1974) of electromagnetic topographies is the s\"stem. which 

appears in the piece as a narrative conceived plav system. 

1 he institution, which hosted this I.iuiic ari^uirk. otTcrcd the space for workshops, 

w hich were announced on the museum's vvcbpagc. I hcse workshops served as the 

method lo gain direct input and feedback from ihe plavers. Public places. v\hich oiler 

workshops for audiences in order to give visitors the chance to panicipate. provoke 

the unexTiected side effect of political education, as discussed in reference lo Schiller 

in chapter ."i.? Real PoVnics of Plav. The complex l.udic artwtirk necessitates 

workshops lo educate the audience in a particular use of technologies for play, which 

stems t'rom aetiv ist strategies of education as condition !or political resistance. 1 his 

necessitv and solution vvas proven in the Aros museum (2008)- The workshop as 

" Tin tien(iSiinic focuses on amclamtirphosis ofconicmpfirarv electronic tovs. of unique codes 
anribulciJ lu iibjects and ^ubiecIs. similar to a Cemmpe . and iiSonitlcalion of the Inleractiiin ot 3J1 its 
L'onsiinjliTig cli-mfnls as ils Pheni)t\pe. TovGenoSonic's notaiion von^ists ol'the mathemaiical 
representaiiiin of plav cr movcmenis and ohjecLs or locaiiims of RKID numh>ers 
http: \imi'o.com J L ' f U [Accessed Jaiiuan, , '.20101 
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educaiional romial enabled the author to lest n\Y attitudes e\olving around the 

Smartilacls of c\cr\day life, as detailed in chapter 2.1.1 InlroJiicin^ Snuiri 

\l. :\. \\ opened up the possibilities lor cha;.^. ;ie electronic objcctt. as 

expressed in the folioujng e\ idcnce. The following an piece tested the concepi ol" 

persuasion through the aniHce and logical stringency of pla>ful objects, according to 

chapter 3.1 Fvulencfs i if I'I ay Politics. IJislnric Liidic Inifiiacfs and reul poliiics. 

5.2.6 PrMJtcl 6: Ltidic ffheel, 2007 

Classification: Liidic C awpon IJ ConceivedAf;enc): Ludic Interlace 

Dale/Collaborators; 20116. Gordan Sa\icic. Inoc Vienna. Max Mosv\iT7er. 

Technique: Hand etched electronic printed circuit board. .AtmegaS microcontroller. 

j,_>\oli ma\XK7 voltage regulator. 3-axis XVZ micro machine accelerator. %Oi)Baud 

wireless communication, sirev-scale encoder, and I4U sieel balls. 

ITtL: blip: www.ludic.pri\.at ludicuheel 

Exhibitions iif this Ludic art piece: 

2006 Device An, Conieiner Gallen.. Zagreb. Croaiia. 

2006 Pcr^wiUis sohrc Arw. ('(wsciencia e Tecnologia. SI-SC. Sao Paulo. Brazil. 

2007 Game Worlds inaugural exhibition Lahoral. Gijon. Spain. 

2008 Lhida Machinima. Planet \ n . .\msierdani. .Netherlands. 

200^ Gn"h>i r •-.•'•. Enschede. Nelherlands. 

Published di>tus*.ions of this Ludic art piece: 

Jalimiann. M. 120081. KJorales dii Jauftiti. In Roy .Ascon (ed.|. Technoeiic Arts. A 

Journal ot Specularive Research, vol. 6.'2- Intellect Books. Bristol, pp. 144-162. 

Jahrmann. M. (2008). T)ie Ludic Mono Wheel as Paiaphysical Phi\ and 

Sm'-whallmachine. In Pfruender. G. (ed.). Schnee his -ur Xeige. The Symposium for 

the Leap Year. Snowball Association and Hcole Cantonalc d'Art du N'alais. Chateau 

Mercier. Sierre. pp. 28-3-4. 

The Liidic tV/wel 's (2007) shape can be idemilled as reference to tbe historic 

combinatory wheels, as showTi in chapter 3.1 Evidences ofPlay Polirics. V '̂ith the 

wheel in public forums, the seducing qualit\ of a technological artel~ac! was tested. 

I.JVC demonstrations of the Ludic Wheel's fiinciions. which are the control of any 

soft\^are and navigation through virtual 3 0 spaces, it's teclmologica! quality as 
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SniLinifaei was introduced, riic v\hcel allowed exemplifying ihe empowermenl of the 

individual on sta^e. if equipped \s ith a con\ incini; electronic obieci. \s hich was 

presented in the sur\e\ of chapter ?^.2 Shitcrinlity of Pluy Pdlilics. A particular 

feedback from the audience, which confrmied the impact of the argument developed 

in this thesis, was gaiued in the li\ e pane! discussion after the presentation at StSC* -

A\enida Paulisla. and Sao Paulo in 2006. The panel was announced under the title 

Uinx c RIscu Loffni e Bleje • a frivoliJaJe do jofiii. which translates as Risk, Unix ami 

Speed: The FrixtiUpt- (tf Play. 

Fiiiure 5.10 Ludic li /itL/. pcfiorinance SLSC Sao Paulo. 2()(J6 

A renewal o'i absurd methods as grotesque coupling practices to gain in.sight was 

achieved b\ ihe demonstration of the iudic Wheel object on stage, in combination 

with a \ ideo by the author, named Pitrcoiir Ready Played (2W.)51 which presented the 

life risking p!a\ of Parcour in the stvlc of an absurd game of Super Mario in real life. 

Parcour and street riot;; in Paris Banlicues were al the Umecovcred in mass media as 

The anthropiik'tzisi Slephanc MaksseTnoderaled ihe discussion panel about ttie arr pieire. in SaiE 
Paiilii. hnp; M w w.sescsp.irry..lir sesc cotiferentiasnfw siibindev.ctTn'.'ReterenL"ia=4586&ParaiiiLnd=2 
[Accessed: Januan .•,2010] 
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desperate protests against ;id social grie\ance in F.uropean suburbs in aulumn 

2005. Such public play with serious topics on stage can be seen in the conlcxl o ian 

liuropean tradition oi' resistance, as iniroduced on scenes of "Paiaph> sics b> .•\!tred 

Jarr. (1873-1407) as science of imaginati\c solutions, a playful discipline of protest. 

A l iw demonstration of the Ludic WTieel as "Paiaphysical object in 2008 uas well 

documenled in the catalogue J/?c Srmp<mum for the Leap Year (200XI in Sierre. 

Swiizerland. The foUouing description explains how the allracliveness of the Ludic 

inierface u as achieved b\ its teclinological maierialitx. according To the theories of 

chapier ^.2 Malfrkilinqf Play Po/ilicx. 

Ifused in a public performance as insiriuneni on stage, the Lmlic U'lu-fl works as 

icchnological interface to connect lo visual or audio samples, hui conceptually it 

•is Chindogu. in the sense of useless tihject. because it does nol support <.>r 

produce anything specific or new. According to the arts e\ idence discussed in chapier 

4.! ChitiiJi><:ii\ t/.s Eroiiv Toys, ihc l.iidic (VhccI can be classified as useless, but 

symbolically rooted in European cultiures of protest and amusemenl h\ technological 

shenanigans. Similar to a new bachelor machine it roiales like a millw heel for 

t̂udii.>\ isual noise, ll is useless as game inierface. bul at ihe same time, it is a working 

technological tool, bul more importantly, it is beautifulh designed and sly led in 

copper and black visible circuits. I he self-etched circuil buiu^d and its intrinsic 

'Paiap\ hsical design pro\ ide rides on Uie wild side of electric copper currents. The 

wheel is considered in its design in the shape and b\ displa> ing the motive of a spiral 

as homage to Marcel Duchamp. Its circuitr\ includes a rotit-relief. a spiral cuired 

patlem, which is iniroduced as Ludic sy mboj for the transgression of theor\ by social 

inier-play and joy in li\ e stage pertormances. 

As artisan exprcs5i\e object of semi-material plav the I.udic wheel is a conceived 

conceptual object, which is perceived as li\c performance in.siruineni. It is conceived 

as a Iransport vehicle for principles against producthencss and elflciency. According 

10 the li\e panel disciLssions (SLSC 2006 and Sierre 2008). it appears as self-sufficient 

aesthetic object. v\hich communicaies ideas of aesthetic appeal as resistance lool 

against superimposed social orders. It s-\mKtlicall\ shifts conlemporar> 
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technoloi^ieallv entailed limitations ol'one-direciional usefulness. 

Figure 5.11 Liuiic H'hci'l. New Bachelor Machine Fosier 2ui.i7 

5.2.6.1 Rcflecliiins upon Projeci 6 

The Ludic Wheel as absurd object demonstrated ihrough the empiric method of panel 

discussions thai the poetic use of absurd electronic objecls can function as a 

couniersiraleg) to gi\en discrete condition> in technologieaih determined st>cieTies. 

Applied usclcssness uas introduced exemplarih b> this I.udic an piece a.s catcgor> of 

Conceived Agenc\. Parado\icall\ the object's futilit\ emerged wiih its growing 

degree of technological artifice, which can be read as e\idence for Chindogu. The 

effect ol'agenc\ in st^ial discourse is achie\ed b\ a surplus of unnecessar\ 

technological features, driven to ihe extenl of ludicrous interactions, as perlbrmed li\e 

on stage. Under conditions of Concei\ed Agenc\ the object exemplifies strategies of 

thing politics, as discussed in chapter ."̂ .2 Mawriulin' nt I'/ar l'o!iric\. Such kind o]' 

arts practice is intended to overcome the dictate of technologies' professionalism in 

the temporar\^ autonomous zone (Bey ]*)9]} of a li\c performance stage. The positive 
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audience feedback to ihe Ludic wheel perJomiance wai published in the ..Snowball-

Machine 2*-h}i Fchruar) 2n(l08" s\ mposium in Sierre. in the catalogue edited h\ 

(ieorjies PfrOndner (PtrQndner 2()(IK|. The performance presented the I.udic Wheel as 

to\ against a dictate of ellleac\ in leehnoloHies. 

C'orrespondingK. ihc coneepi ofChiinifi^u was applied in ihe de\eIopmeni of the arts 

research piece CioApc C 'hituio^us. These works appi> the idea oUrec play (Derrida 

U>7X). and the related concept of social hierarchies as introduced in chapter 1.3 

I'lay/iilness in Anthrnpiylu^ivs. The IbUow ing case stud> describes an art piece that 

tested art production in a science research lab as Lnuhr<>pt>li}gkulplay. Its e\ idenee in 

the following art piece introduces the Ludic faiegor) ITI Lived Agenc\. 

5^.7 Project 7: GoApe C/iinJogus, 2006 

ClaKsiflcatioD: Ludic Categon. IIITi\ed Agenc\. artist in labs experiment. 

Date/ Collabdralors: 2006. Artificial Intelligence Lab. ailab L'ni\ersit> Zurich. Max 

Moswitzer. Daniel Bisig. .lonas Bosch. 

Technique; 3D game engine. Simulation software. Printed circuit boards, electronic 

elements. LCDs, black' blue circuit board material, copper (in-plated circuit boards. 

I K L : http: .'ww-\\.ludic-societv.net plav 'objects.php 

ElsJiihitions of this Ludic art piece: 

2005 PoMfttfJiul Coiuiiiinn. Neue Galerie Graz. .Austria. 

2005 ProcdySL's of Inquiry, Kulmr- und Kongrcsszentrum l.uzcrn. Switzerland. 

2006 Postmediul ('omlilion. .'Vrco Electrotiicn. Cemro Conde Duque. Madrid. Spain, 

2006 friniSTtU'iiiuk: Haus der Kuhuren der Melt. Berlin. Germanx'. 

Published discussion.s of this Ludic art piece: 

Daniel B,. Bosch. .1. (2005). GoApc: an Imeruclive Miilii-Agcni Simiiluiion Tooljor 

An ami Science, i'ognirion. Bruin, Bchmiour. Special Issue on Slud\ing 

Communicaiion in .Animals. Romanian .Association for Cognitix e Science, p 575-582. 

Daniel B.. Bosch. J. (2005). GoApe: an Inleraclive \/iiIri-Ageni Simulurion Tool tor 

An am/ Science. In Rusu A. S. ( td . ) . Slud\ing Communication in Animals. .ASCR 

Press. 143-151. 

Bosch. J. (2005) Design and Implcmenialinn o/a Svripiahle .-igeni-Based 

Muhiplaifarm SimulaJion Ensinc. Diploma Thesis. I inivcrsitv of Zurich. .Artificial 
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Inlclliucjice lab, 

Tsmoshi Itu l2U05). hnciiratum cincr BemitzvrwhnillMcllc iimi Ennvickhm^ vines 

SpU'li."i in (iO.M ORE. Diploma Thesis. lini\erhii> dl"Zurich.. .Ajtillcial Inielligence 

lab; ETH Zuricii. 

Eigensal/ M,. Erni. D. (200.^) The CcU^zriJ I'rvjcci. Semester 1 hesEs. SwEss Federal 

Inf t̂ftute of Technology, TTII Zurich. 

Weder. \E (2004). Game An inner Lahorhedingun^en. In Taiies-.\nzeiger. Page 59. 

01.09.20U4 

Galler\ of the projeci evaluation in the .'\rlillcial I . - iice lab Zurich Online 

available . _ i^i^ tioa; jAccessCd: 

Januan 3.2010] 

Scoti. i. led. I (2()()f)l. ""The project troApe." ln_-(/vA/.s in Labs: Processes of Inquin. 

the .-Vrtist-s in Lahs Programme. Springer, ^'ien New ^'urk. pp. 114-1 18. 

Jahrmami. _M. (2008)."" I he Ponahle Pris«in: Nu(/lose Spiel/euge als Koniingente 

Spiel-Feiische." In Ruber. J.. Sloellgcr. P.. leds. 1. Ge^UilieJuier Knnlingenz. Institut 

fiir Eheorie Zurich. Edition \'oldemcer Zurich. Springer. \\'ien. New ^'ork. pp. 87-99. 

The director of the .-VrtiEiciai Inlelligence Lab L'ni\ersit>' Zurich Rolf Pfeiffer high!\ 

evaluated the collaboraiion of ani.sis and scientists in the (joApe projeci (2005 J. On 

ihe anist? in labs DVD (Scott 20()(i) he argues (the inter\iew with Pii^ill'er is aW' 

available on lhi= thesis' D\ 'D): 

The project Oo.Ape is an interesting miMure bei\\een agent simulation 

and social interaction platfonn. These are not like in most computer 

games where you can aclualh determine wbal the agents have lo do 

but the agents ha\e a certain degree ofaulonom). ,Mso. some of the 

agents are autonomous in the sitiiaiion. other agents are representati\es 

of human users and yet other agents are representati\ es of robots. So. 

1.0U can connect different kinds of users. de\ elopers, autunomoti^ 

agents in ihe simulation and robots i^i \ arious l\ pes in this platform. 

.•\nd then we are looking for uhat i.s going lo emerge here. From an 

ariislic but also from a scientific perspecn\e certain t\pes of 

absiraciions are being made. \S e do not always show the agent as 

gorilla or as a particular figure, but as an abstract thing thai does not 

1.^ 
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ha\ e a clear identit> an>' more. When ^\e ha\e these abstractions ma> 

he u c ean recognise pattern that we ma\ nol see otherwise. 

This work \\as made possible through a grant awardedlo the author b\ the Swiss 

aniSIS-in-labs programme in 20(15. 1 he project produced in this period dealt with a 

simulation of a primate soeietA ol'Macacus apes compared to social rules of 

dominance and hierareh) in open source societies. In the artitieiaJ intelligence lab of 

theliiiivcrsit\ of Zurich, studies of Macacus Ape societies served as model for 

simulations of social intelligence. Inspired b> such concepts in the sciences, the 

project GoApe was planned as strategic Ludic intervention into social .systems of 

scienlific communities b> an artists-in- labs e\"perimenl.Thc scientific sur\"ey of an 

ape pi.ipulation became the general inspiration for the project called GoApe. It 

consisted of a modular engine based on embedded neural networks and exemplary 

cognitive science features. The simulation aimed for at least four forms of inieraciion; 

modilications of the source code of th-̂  r^urcc core engine, mod ill cations and 

additions of python scripts which wrap the core engines functionalit>. modillcations 

of all simulation parameters through a graphical user interface, and a interface 

hardvvare kit to affect an> simulation parameter. Ibis di\ersiiy of nioditlcaiion and 

interaction possibilides was designed in order to overcome the social 1> predefined 

roles of programmers, scienlisis. artists, and pla\ers in the dc\elupment and usage o\' 

a research platform. A scml-strucmrcd approach for anal> sis was chosen to combine 

interests, the acsiheiicalK driven idea, and the interest of scientists in measurable 

results in social interaction, fhe game-like 3 D simulation of a social system with 

autonomous agents as software stood in exchange with a ..zoo" of connected hardware 

{the artelacts and robots produced in the artificial intelligence lab Zurich) that was 

addressed b\ the >oftware. .As test \ersion. adequate fori he arts context a series of 

artisan hardv\are objects were developed b> the artists Jahrmann and Moswitzcr 

(2()()4-2(H)5t. IJie artists nanted diese aesthetic objects Cio.Ape C'hindogtis (2004). In 

an experimental setup, the hardware artefacts were connected to the simulation 

soft\\are. dexeloped by Bonsch and Bisig (2004). which included artificial 

intelligence elements and a model tor social inleracuon, GoApe as combinator. 

inlerface of simulation and absurd objects -in the sense that tfiese technological things 

had no proper function in the research lab - was meant as playful \va\ to produce a 
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concci\ed space ^ 

research. 

uizencv in hitih-end embodied anilicia! inielliijence 

irigLii-c :^.12 ijoApc C iumiiiiiii. .•VniliciLil Imelhgence Lab Zurich 2(JL)5 

5.2.7.1 Rcflccrions upon Proji'Ct 7 

This projeci gi\es e\idence lo show thai concei\ed concepts ol'social behaviour 

manilesl also in sciemilic in\esiigations. The olTicial represemalivc ot'the ailab 

Zurich. Daniel BJsig argued about ihe elFicac) of the OoApe projeci in the online 

statement ot'lhe ailab M'ebpage (2(Kl5:online); 

The projeci goApe is an experiment in lransdisciplinar> acti\ il_\. ll 

started as coliaboralion between ihe University olAjt and Design 

/iirich andthe Artillcial ImeUigence l.aborator. ol'thc lini\ersit\ of 

/iirich. The projccl is inspired b\ the an projects of Margarele 

.lahrmann and Max Muswiizer who wiirk with touil con\crsions of 

game engines. For example the "n\ bble engine" is a modification of 

>t ( 
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I'nreal Tournament. In this modified \ersion the \isuals as well a> ihe 

bot behaviour uas compicicl\ rcuorl^cd. Aiiolhcr itiipunant source of 

inspiration is the Dorn-World s\stcm inxentcd b\ Charlotte Ilemelrijk 

and extended b\ Jan Wanlia, This s\'siem siniuliites the emergence of 

hierarchical struciure^ in primalc societies. In ihc period of time, uhich 

was funded by the "Artists in Labs" initiative, the conceptual basis oi' 

the proiect was defined and an early software prolot\ pe developed. The 

initial project team consisted of Daniel Bisig. Jonas Bosch. Margarctc 

Jahrmann and Max Moswitzer. Throughout this initial project period 

the number of people contributing to the project has steadiK increased 

and eurrenth invoKes scientists from Biology. Psychology. Etholology 

and Deveiopmental Robotic^, artists from New .Vledia and industrial 

Design. 

The double request of exploration and representation provided the necessity for 

creating interfaces as aesthetic play objects, which were not required to be usel'ul in 

the sense of producii%it\ but inspired by the idea of a ..material intelligence"' which 

was frequently conimiinicaled in ihe ailab in 2004'200.^. In this way the concept of 

playful materiality, as introduced in chapter 2.0 Tcchmiiogy. Maifiiatity and 

.-iftonkim-es of Phn was practically prepared by the art piece. These electronic 

artefacts were only considered to correspond as expression of an anisi-in-lab 

experiment, to a situation of control and dominance oi'diseourse structures, altering 

bet\\een an and science. This experience led to the foundation of the I udic Society as 

arts project, described in 5.2.1 rrojca J: Liuiic Socifly. 2006-2008. As outcome of 

the observations, a diploma studeni (Bosch 2005) and a doctoral candidate (lio 2005) 

of iheailab and TZTH Zurich artificial inielligenee lab"" tested a synopsisof seientifie 

agency potentials related lo the art work. The artificial intelligence researchers 

Bonsch (20051 and Bisig (2005) discussed The Ludic art piece (ioApe as vehicle for 

social inter\enlion into sy stems of power. I he artistic play experiment is defined as 

social experiment, in stark contrast lo the understanding oi' an experiment in natural 

""T^uvoshi li<>(^(IO.''). Iniegraiion einerBenuizerschnitt-ileile Lind Fniuicklirni; fines Spitle^) m 
GOACORE. Dipinma Thi^sis. (.'niitrsin ofZuriL-h. . Anillcial IniL-iliticncL- li^ f.~\ H Zurich. Bosdi 
Jimai. (2(105) Dt'smn and ImplL'mL'nlalion iifa Si;riptabi(; .Aai:ni-Ba_si;d Mullipiatfiinn Simulaiii'n 
Engine. Dipkima Thf.sis, I'liivtrsitv iif Zuridi. .^rtlfiirial InitMigenL-c lah. 
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si.-iences. The lime span as anisi in residence allowed lo icst the concept ot' li\ ed 

agenc\ through Ludic Inlertua' through the an work 'ds pla\ful experiment, and as 

discussed in chapter 2.3.2 ,-I,*,'(''?( r ihnnifrh Liidic huerfact's. The experimenl v\as 

conscLjuenih transferred into exhihttion spaces (Ncuc Galcrie Graz 2005) and has 

gi\cn an account of ihc use of aesthetically designed electronic objects as catahst for 

the development of a pla\ I'ul methodology of research. A scieniillc. repeaiable. 

experimental setup is undermined b> the Ludic strategy of li\ed Tudic agencv as 

experiment in arts. The I udic experiment deals with cxperimemal setnp in 

unpredictable social conditions. It is performed in public i Neue Galerie Orai* 20051 

and pla>s with the unexpected element of participation. Anisis' experimental setups 

are fundamenialh distinct in this concern from quantitative research. It puts an 

emphasis (tn the creati\ e act and experiment as valuable trans-disc'iplinary episieme. 

The creative cultural practice of manipulation, as discussed in chapter 2.2 huciiiul 

Play OhjcLh. reclaims artistic experiments as sock>-po!iticaI research epistenie. which 

is dentonsiraled In the following arts work. 

5.2.S Project 8: SyhhIe-engme-toolZ. 2(HI4 

Classification: I.udic Caleiiorv 111 Li. _jncv. eame modification. 

Date/('ollah(»rators: 20(l3-2()(»4. Max Moswitzer, V21ab Rollerdam. Tvoluti^: I:\o. 

F. E. Rakuschan-

Technique: Laser sintered objects. Styrofoam exhibition architecture, c— code. 

T inux. [ 'nreal Tournament Game Engine Conversion. 

ITtL: htlp: wwvv.climax.al 

Exhibitionv of this Ludic ar t piece: 

2003 Mt'Uiduui. V21ab. Dutch Electronic Arts Eesii\al. Las Patmas. Rotterdam. 

2003 DEAFEnit'rgm<i Arlisis. Mama Gallen.-. Rotterdam. Netherlands. 

2UU3 Inicraci'ne Arrs Exhihirifin of Prix Ars Elfclronita. O.K Centrum fur 

Gegenwarlskurtst. Linz. .•\ustria. 

2004 Sofrw Lire urrs cArunl iransmeJkile. Haus der Kulruren d \V'e!l. Berlin. Gemiany. 

Published discussions uf Ibis Ludic art piece: 

Leopoldseder. H.. Schiipf'. C, (eds.) (2003). "•.•\ward of Distinction lor Nybble Engine. 
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" In Prix.4r.\ Elcclronicu. catalogue and DVD, ORK Landes^itudin. I.inz. pp. 86. 

Jahnnann. M. and Moswjtzer .M. (2003) \\hhlc' Eniiinc \Jti^(iriiu' amiDi'D. 

JahrmannMoswilzer. Vienna. 

Broeckniann, A. (2004). "SotTv^are ,Ans .Award - N> bhie Engine." In irimsmcdiulf 

KuiLildii. iransmediaJe. Berlin. 

Prix Ar^ Electronica 2005. Interactive .Ans award, staleinent ol'the jur\ . AxailaMe 

from htlp: \\"\Ku.aec.ai_ejTjTii\ updates articlc.asp.'iNcvvsID=->00&i hpeID=6 

[.Accessed: March ! 2. 20041. 

Drawing on chapter 2.2 Fucuial PUn' Ohjecis. this Liidic an piece demonstrates in its 

combinatory hybrid structure, that technologicalb. lous works of art can be biiill 

b\ modification of consumer lechnologies. 1 hus introducing the principle ol" 

''Tv'-tlcaiion ot'e\isiing technological gadgets asLudic practice gi\es evidence how 

to mduce neu meanings into a given media apparatus. 

The interactive arts jup.' referees ol'Pri.x Ars Electronica 200-1 identified the Ludic an 

piece Xyhhle-Enfiinv (2003) as, ..second order s>slem of investigation", which leslitles 

in an ans experiment the ibcorclical concept of sysfcuiii: play introduced in chapter 

1.1 Play (A Ftirm. a brief sysiemic iliffereniuilinn oj piayfuhiess. The Jurv statement 

was published hv I.copoldscdcr and Schopf (200.'i: 12): 

The re-engineering ofextsling, commercial systems (such ab game 

engines) or their in\ersion and subversion have also increased. 

although this tcrrilon arguahjv' remains under-explored. Considering 

the potential of the digital medium, slill reialKely few work.s create 

open systems by allowing u.sers a sophisticated reconfiguration or 

rewriting of the svslem itsell or b) relv ing on networked 

communication processes in challenging wav s. 

On a technical level the Nvbble-Engine software is a total conversion of a Game 

Engine, li converts network-processes into three-dimensional ab.stract movies and 

projects these onto a 180 degrees circular screen in an interactive cinematic situation. 

The view of the machine - concrelelv the processes - running on a multi-user server. 

iri2 
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are sh in aeslheticalK transfomied spectalnr-mode. In the opto-acoustique 

centre of Uie physical installation, participants are sealed on a sofa, as in a Ii\ing 

room. I'nder a iiiass-vilriiie a laser sintered physical lliree-dimensional printout o l lhe 

displayed 3D architecture is exhibited, similar to such a piece of an. which is used as 

decoration in a ]i\ ing room. On a table, two game pads are placed. B\ a single press 

OB am button. pla\ers log onto the installation network and enter the Jump n run 

shooting en\ ironmeni. v\ here representations of imeracti\ e processes, expressed in 

abstract data-objectiles. artiticial intelligences called action bots and other gamers are 

Hying abL>ut. B\ na\ igating. pla\ ers co-generate the display ed ser\ er-mo\ ie. VV'ilh 

each hump into a data-object a networks-process is started, emails are sent out of the 

visual en\ .ni. Shooting in the game environment stans scripts. I inux 

cotnmandos are embedded intii a game-engine. Depending on user-bot actions in the 

installation on line, and on site, ping requests to se\eral go\emmeni servers uere 

staned, \^ith each shoot, a number of peace messages were sent out to the actual e-

mail address presidcntiu whitehouse.gov. 

Figure ^ . 1 . ' .\}nnii. j . '/r. anti-war shi- .nue Modificalicin. 2003 
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This l.udic artwork v\as llrsi mstalled at the exhibiiion Mcladula at the Dutch 

Electronic .Arts Festival 200_'. in the Las Palmas exhibitioD space. Simullaneousl;. a 

console uiih ihe work wa^ exhibited in the gallcrv Manni in the centre of Rotterdam. 

The simukaneoiis exhibition of the uork on two sites built on the works network 

abilities. \\ hich connected \ isitors oi" bolh sites. \s total conversion of a game engine 

- both in meaning (anti-war shooter) and in technologies (networked I.inux 

commandos in a game engine j was developed during a residencv at \ '2_lab 

Rotterdam in 2003. Each step ofthe experiment with a game entrine was peer 

rev ievved bv .Anne Nighten as director of ihe V2 lab residencv programme. The 

experiment infomied the chapter ?,0 The folilic'. t>t Pkn Ihm ivaclicL's of play 

mform poicniial rcviiluiii)n.\. I he invasion of Iraq bv L'nited Stales miliiarv' forces 

was the svstemic frame for Ih'isplayp(>!iiic\ intervention. .According to the referees 

press text ( DT.AI" catalogue 2t)0.'i: 2\ the piece illustrates how content, as tlie activ ist 

mail-out of a protest mail against war .can be fullv integrated in a playful experience. 

5.2.S. 1 Kffleetions upon Project S 

This Ludic piece ofart. which was infonned b\ conceptual approaches and activism, 

can be considered kev to funher theoretical and practical interventions about ptav as 

raethod of political agency, in a genre that is called game itns ioda>. Evidence for this 

impaci has been recognised through the av^^rd of ihe saflwari' oris fransmcJiuic 2004 

and Prix Ar\ Eleclnmica Jisiinaion in inlcraclirc aris in 200.i, Ihe work combined 

proprictarv and non-proprietary software as a statemcnl on the critical ownership 

simalion of software ba.sed ans and industries. It applied playfulness as tool for 

intervention into lived realties and even anticipated the not yet fulfilled requirements 

of activist art as joyful intenention. 

.As Lr\eJ l.udic A^emy the modification of a shooter game engine (I 'nreal 

Tournament) helped to create a completely different machine out of an existing 

engine, which tested systemic conditions of plav through the method of arts 

installations al major media events, bolli in lerms of aesthetics and content. On a 

symbolic lev el of play ing. the piece tesled a viable setup for lived agency in numerous 

worlds, those of arts and exhibitions and those of networked online games and real 

I M 
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polilics. as discussed in chapter 3.3 Real Pttlllics ot Plm. 

As example of a \er} direct intervention into a political situation the crilicaJ game an 

piece \yhhle h'niiinf was built as political agenc) tool to inier\enc into real life. Q\ 

ofVerinL! Ludic agenc_\. the piece could alter llic art recipient's position into those of 

an active pla\er who publicK demonstrates agencv. because e\er\ user sent tiui e-

mails by pressing the shool button. 

• *yg j i -T j_ i K , V. F 

Figure 5.14 .\yhhh' Engine, installation \ ie\s I'rix .-\ri> izleclronica 2UU3 

According to the public reception at media arts festivals (Ars 2003. transmediale 

2004) the art piece \\hhle Engine (2003) identifies modification as most relevant for 

the conscious handling of lived agency in the plav u ith technologies and social 

interaction. This work of an embraced political activism and ans. The public 

presentation oJ' an arts software piece as a tool for agencv marks the starting point of 

re-emerging solutions of Lived Agency. Plavful ans pieces alter technologies. This 

aspect of Lived Agency has been further tested in the next case stud>. 
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5.2.9 Project 9: Sema Dress, 200') 

Cla>vificarioii: Litdic Caieuon TIT I.i\ed Ai!enc\. C(.»n-Di\ idiialin 

Dale/ C ollaborators: 2008-2011'J. Christoph Sicghan. 

Technique: One eolour ail LU er-prini on linen and >rik. inohile phone sofrware. Ja\ a 

application lor MIDP 1.0 and Free Android 1,5 App "QR Fashion", 

liRL: htipi' \\-v\\\.ludic-yQcict>.nel sema' 

Exhibitiuns of this Ludic art piece: 

2009 5{ia}s off. NEMK Netherlands Media Institute. Amsterdam. Netherlands. 

2009 I-mac hint'. F_dith-Russ Haus. Oldenburg. CJerman\. 

2009 C'liwhik- urn. State museum. Biennial Thessalonica. Greece. 

Published discussions of this Ludic art piece: 

Fcldcrcr. B. (2009). "Inte!!igente Kleidung. F.nlschtildiaung Ihr Mantel belli! " in Die 

Presse. 1 8lh Augusl. NA'icn. pp.lK-19. 

WeiB. M. (2009). Kitnsijuhr 200V. Kunsnerlag. Berlin, pp. 256-259. 

WelR. \ 1 . (2009). "Sema Dress". In Kiinslzeiiun^. September issues. Kunsl\erlag 

Regenshurg. pp. 12-13. 

Himmelshach. S. (ed.). (2009), l-nnichine. F.dith-Russ I laus. Oldenburg. tn;rman\ 

.fahrmann. M. (20t)9), " Ihe Third Woman Costume and Performance." In e-mohile 

tin Biennale2. I hessalonJca. Krakow. pp.76-K3. 

The graphical tvvo-dimcnsional codes named Scmu coJes (19941 ser\ e as ba.sis lor 

this fa.shion design. 1 he graphical patterns arc visual 2D c<Hle .̂ wiiich are de-codable 

b> particular software on mobile phones. In the case of Semu Drews l2009| each code 

contains a cenain fractal image. The project website Senui Dress (2009) claims: 

The QR-nymphct game fashion 2.0. quick-rcad-code camoullage 

collection ' the naked c i t > - \ o \ e u r sur\cillancel .A \irtuall\ 

transparent dress: hold >our phone o^er patterns of cloth - and see the 

naked skin of Venus on )oiir mobile phone display. 

" Sema cudcs arc alsu subsumed asQuickrcad eiidcs. « h k h are in use since |9')4 in Japan. The 
itehmilogv was developed b\ ihtf a'mpan> Denso Waveand was released as FSO IECI8lin4 standard, 
named Quick response, http: semac"de.eL>m [ALxessed; January J.2Ci|(lJ 
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TechnicalK ii requires Sema code reader software, which was de\eloped lor the 

project and ua_s dtn\nloadab!e from the .Android store. Once installed on ihe mobile 

phone h redirects ihe photographed pattern lo a database, which feeds an imaije back 

on die displays. Il puis a lilc of Bouicelli's Venus on display . instead of each black 

and while printed panem rile scanned. The inlbnnalion asstici.."--.' : !he panerns is 

changed, in order to understand ihe potential of the technolog\ lor inicndcd use. The 

mobile phone sofh\are associated with this piece demonstrates ho^\ LnTormaiion is 

conslrucled by softuare, Accordinuh. such soli«are Ibrpla\ with graphical codes 

integiales fjve pJin: as introduced in chapter 1.3 PlmfuliWis in Anihropuloiiics. in 

order TO handl, , -ivclLirthcr neu meaning to cver>'day life technologies. 

The Tact thai graphical Quickrcad Code is open m the sense that ihe technical 

specificaiion is disclosed and thai the patent right owned h> the de\ eloper company is 

not exercised, lacjlitales creati\e use and offers options for re-coding the technology. 

as demonsiraied in this art work. It suggests a critical attitude towards increasing 

ubiquitous encoding of the ph\sical world as basis for agency. I he concept of Con-

Dividuality was tested in ^hî  an piece, as the mission text pubhshed in the I-machine 

catalogue (lliinmel.sbach 200*3; Kl) deraonslrales: 

Similar to HI Sub t'onimandamc Marco's wool-mask, this piece of 

clothing makes the wearer iinisible for electronic cameras of mobile 

gadgetry. as phones, which are increasingly used for sur\eillancc 

purposes. Bloggers upload Jress-ttnk' images taken wilh their phone. 

An absurd database of body pans will grow. Qickread-Gamienls can be 

worn as modern camoullage battle dress. 

Scniii Dress addresses the method of rolc-pla\ as technologically coded figurine in 

urban space. .As expressed in this piece of an. software can be percci\ed in a pop-

coded wa\ . .Audiences are in\olved into ^ague agenc> in e\'er\da\ life situations, in 

order lo comment on inherent political dimcnstons of technologies. The idea thai the 

garment makes the wearer feel safer in front of mobile phone cameras. olVers future 

options for this melh<id. Inslead of hiding from tectmologN. performing wiih 
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lei:hnolog> is demonslraled as resislani:i.' and solution lu sur\eillaiii;c in urban space. 

Kisiurc 5.1 :̂  Scmu Dress Performance featured in Die I'ressc. 1 8lh Aunusl 200*3. 
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5.2.9.1 Reflections upon Project 9 

The Urban camouflage dress introduces particular Sema code-fashion-pattems as 

urban dress code, which makes the wearer invisible for digital eyes. The fashion piece 

conceptually aims to trickster mobile phones and surveillance cameras. Popular 

cultures of design, particularly of fashion design, are tested in this piece as vehicles 

for the evolvement of intervention. It gives evidence to the hypothesis of joyful 

political intervention through creatively changed technologies, as introduced in the 

chapter 4.0 Playsure Politics. 

This practical work tests the concept of play affordances, as introduced in chapter 2.0 

Technology, Materiality and Affordances of Play. It draws on the concept of 

'aflfordances' in design studies and the peculiar materiality of technological objects 

affordances (Miller 1998) onto critical play principals in the Lived Agency found in an 

urban performance. The public reception of this work in the Austrian quality 

newspaper Die Presse (18th August 2009: 18-19) reported on users, who were 

seduced to take photos, because they recognised code-patterns on the performer. The 

coverage of this piece as „fashion" was intended as method in order to achieve public 

attention and feedback in media, in order to test the concept of Minor Media 

Intervention, as introduced in chapter 4.2.2 Public Intellectuals and Minor Media 

Operators in Web2.0. Published as fashion piece, this work of art suggests a popular 

culture vehicle, fashion, to transport a subversive use of an existing common 

technology of everyday life by the act of wearing the technology ironically. 

In each of the previous case studies new solutions are suggested for interventions into 

everyday life. The above discussed evidence shows that it is useful to synthesize 

agency potentials according to categories, which refer to concepts of play and agency, 

as introduced in the line of the previous chapters. By such evidence the concept of 

Ludics is identified as a relevant practical research outcome of this thesis, which is 

synthesised from the analysis of art work, providing the largest set of significant 

clusters of play aspects for a contemporary politically active life. As the case studies 

demonstrated, Ludics is theoretically grounded, but experienced and realised 

practically by pleasure and enjoyment as strategy. Ludic arts as interventionist 
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practice Ludics as an emerging practice based method of arts research. 
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6.0 Summary and Conclusion 

The emergence of Ludics as methodological intervention 

This summary and conclusion proposes to treat the issue of agency as unavoidable 

category of play through references to the methodologies, theories and practice of 

play and arts, as elaborated in this dissertation. The theory chapters one to four, 1.0 

Anthology of Playfulness to 4.0 Play sure Politics, posed as leading research question 

how far playful interventions can result in agency. The arts practice of the author in 

chapter five, 5.0 Ludic Practice, demonstrated the relation of playfulness to 

technological artefacts and activist arts, which resulted in the emergence of Ludics as 

arts research method. This final chapter will reflect on the Ludic method, which 

emerged as synthesis of practice and theory. 

6.0.1 The contextualisation of Ludic theories and arts practice 

This summary synthesises arts research and theories of agency and play. According to 

the last chapter's evidence Ludic art works, apply playfulness as principal to critically 

question technologies and their imphcations of domination and power. It offers an 

overview on the analysis of Ludic interventions as performance works, which 

embraces principals of role-play and modification of technologies in arts in order to 

subvert the social dimensions of technological ubiquity and surveillance. Mantled in 

arts, fashion design and public play, public interventions in theories and practice 

provoke responses in contemporary discourses and arts. The observations of the use 

of everyday technologies and the critical discussion of these observations through 

practical experiments in arts pieces, which test the various hypothesises of the thesis, 

are understood as suggestions towards an emerging method of research and agency 

through play. The practical strategies of play result in the user's interaction, 

stimulated by electronic artefacts. The purpose of the analysis of evidences of the use 

of technologies in everyday life and of selected exemplary art works, throughout all 

chapters, was to understand their methodological concepts. Its political effects were 

social interventions and to make technologies transparent as professionally conceived 

materiality constituents of a capitalist design of society. Different aspects and 

methods of play and intervention were discussed according to the following 

trajectory, towards the emergence of a consistent Ludic method. 
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Chapter 1.0 Anthology of Playfulness introduced the concepts of games and play in 

relation to technologies, social efficacy and political agency. The inquiry of concepts 

of game and play in chapter 1.0 Anthology of Playfulness led to a deeper 

understanding of the necessity of an anthropological angle on the phenomenon of play 

as factor of social status and means of intervention in technologies. In its emphasis on 

the analysis of an anthropological view on playfulness as practice to generate social 

status, this chapter pointed out the emerging focus on agency in social play with 

technologies. This chapter synthesised the qualitative analysis of culturally 

established techniques of intervention in play with the knowledge about Ludic art 

works in the contemporary field of electronic social media networks. The analysis of 

chapter one also revealed a lack of study of the technological play object in the 

contemporary discourse of playfulness, in particular in games studies. 

Chapter 2.0 Technology, Materiality and Affordances of Play introduced a new 

understanding of materiality in relation to electronic artefacts and play. It started from 

an analysis of the concept of affordances in relation to play. The contextualisation of 

arts practices and creative forms of playful interaction with electronic artefacts in 

everyday life were understood from this angle through evidences from every day life 

technologies. The synthesis of evidences and theoretical understanding of particular 

aspects of technological materiality led to the identification of play in social media 

networks as emerging form of subversive subtle resistance. On top of the analysis of 

evidences of artefacts of every day life, the convergence of the theories and practice 

prepared the grounding for methods of agency through play. This chapter has been 

based upon the apparent affordances of technological materiality, that engages with an 

increasingly radicalised importance of play, and of playfiilness, as a cultural 

phenomenon in the entire digital culture. 

The suggestion of a new category of play affordances in chapter two stood in response 

to the increasing requirements of play as established by consumer technologies. The 

particular perspective of case studies on enjoyment of play with technologies and its 

exploitation in seductive economic sfrategies, led to a more in-depth questioning of 

the impact of play affordances, and technological materiality, on the player's 

consciousness in relation to the material conditions of ubiquitous technologies. 
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Evidences of everyday life in chapter 2.1 Factual Play Objects in Public, Private and 

Hybrid Play identified the increasing anthropomorphisation of the technological 

object. This analysis exposed the appearance of industries and their Smartifacts in 

opposition to a rising, technologically informed, play culture in everyday life, where 

arts evidence offers solutions. The arts evidence of other artists in social media 

networks addressed the question of an unavoidable play affordance in technological 

materiality. Hybrid artefacts increasingly emerge in the interface culture of ubiquitous 

computing and social networks, as elaborated in chapter 2.3.1 Anthropomorphosis 

through Smartifacts, located between symbolic object and technological toy. 

Chapter 3.0 The Politics of Play examined in historical examples of arts, poetics and 

play with Ludic objects how the efficacy of play was achieved in technologies. In 

chapter 3.1 Evidences of Play Politics observations of the creative use of proto-

computational devices identified play with technologies as tactical means for poetics 

and politics. An exemplary survey of practices in the history of technology, such as 

the use of proto-computational devices was woven together with the reflection on the 

theoretical concepts of thing politics in relation to artefacts. The discussion 

culminated in a focal point on politics, real politics and play. The investigation of case 

studies of political activism included examples since the advent of'Thinking Wheels' 

in the time of Raimundus Lullus, and its reverberation in playful arts societies in the 

Baroque period until the beginning of mechanisation. This analysis involved radical 

methods of role-playing as means for political intervention, driven by the enjoyment 

of technologies and agency. This chapter discussed the theoretical dimensions of 

tactical Jouissance, as method for political intervention. By drawing on evidences 

from art-practice, as Ludic Interfaces, particular aspects of play in real politics and 

agency led to a new methodological focus on the political dimension in play. 

The artefacts presented in chapter 4.0 Play sure Politics built on the attraction of 

fiitility and irony as agency dimensions. The objects discussed in 4.1 Chindogus as 

Erotic Toys consist of a series of absurd technological things, which radically express 

resistance to paradigms of fimctionality in opposition to the professional dogma of 

usefulness as a requirement of object design. Correspondingly, chapter 4.2 Evidences 

of Political Role Play in Art Activism analysed contemporary activist arts and historic 
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references. The analysis of political theories in relation to object theories detected the 

common ignorance towards the crucial concept of Jouissance as form of political 

awareness. By revealing evidence of the mutual attractions between technological 

objects and players, this chapter demonstrated how political agency, play, and 

pleasure are inextricably related. As an answer to the lack of understanding of 

Jouissance, the critical interrogation of contemporary cultural concepts of fetishism in 

relation to machines provided a model for new forms of agency. This form was 

subsumed under the chapter's theoretical coinage of^ Play sure Politics. The suggested 

form of agency built on practices of activist play with the contemporary objects of 

surveillance technologies. It revealed the issues of agency in play through the 

observation of the use of Ludic Interfaces as political artefacts. In contrast to the 

common understanding of Ludic Interfaces'" as being produced for the art world, new 

perspectives on art practice as inherently political dimension were unravelled. As 

elaborated in this chapter, Ludics as emerging form of art agency draws on the 

convergence of the concept of Jouissance with activist arts. This supports an emerging 

understanding of Ludics in the following practice chapter. 

Chapter 5.0 Ludic Practice explored the author's own practice in relation to play with 

technologies as method of arts, research and activism. Drawing from the previous 

chapters' conceptual interventions, play has been identified in Ludic art practice as 

main strategy of investigation and agency in technologically determined societies. 

The nine case studies of artworks by the author demonstrated distinct forms of 

perceived, conceived and lived agency in order to offer different grades of 

intervention to contemporary technologically enhanced society. The case studies were 

designed to determine the effect of the dialogue between theoretical practice and 

practical theory through juxtaposing text segments of reflection and the description of 

the arts practice. These case studies can be seen as mutually informed by theories and 

arts, where certain methods of intervention in theory and practice have emerged, 

based on politically conscious and enjoyed play. The evaluation of the case studies 

requires a reflection of the synthesis of the arts evidence and theories of this thesis. 

The author is invited to participate as consultant and project partner at the newly accepted bid for a 
Joint European Masters Programme in Ludic Interfaces, led by Mathias Fuchs, Salford University, 
UK, in collaboration with Christa Sommerer, UfG Linz/Austria, Moises Manas Universidad 
Politecnica de Valencia/ Spain, and University of Potsdam/ Germany. Detailed information available 
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The practice chapter introduced the coinage of the term 'Ludics', which emerged from 

a combination of the arts practice of the author, with the activist and political methods 

analysed in the previous chapters. The culmination of the thesis' general theme of 

agency in chapter five had exercised methods toward the development ofLudics as 

new playfiil arts-research method. Evidences of everyday life and arts practice were 

given over history throughout the complete thesis. The theories addressed social status 

play in arts practices, as tested in the Ludic art works in chapter 5.2.1 Project 1: Ludic 

Society, 2006-2008. The arts practice identified problems within activism and play in 

particular moments in the history of technological materiality. The evidences 

informed a methodology of intervention in the arts of political play, which was tested 

in the arts practice, in particular in 5.2.8 Project 8: Nybble-engine-toolZ, 2004. This 

and the other case studies gave evidence for the potential impact oiLudics as method 

for future applications in political and social intervention, arts-research, social design, 

and cultural and technological studies. 

Drawing from the author's arts practice, Ludics is conceived as a method, heuristics, 

and epistemology rather than an outcome-driven practice, which the process oriented 

arts examples suggested in chapter 5.2.1 Project 1: Ludic Society, 2006-2008 to 

chapter 5.2.9 Project 9: Sema Dress, 2009. The research methods used in Ludics are 

epistemologically and heuristically grovmded, as the published discussions of the 

artworks proved, which were listed in each subchapter of arts practice. A key theme 

of the Ludic kind of approach is the serious intervention into the powerful agency of 

playfiilness in order to leave a trace in the player's consciousness, as it was tested in 

particular in chapter 5.2.4 Project 4: Objects of Desire, 2008. This arts practice opens 

up the methodological approach found in arts as research, to be applied as practice 

against certain conditions of electronic social design in everyday life. 

The Ludic method, which emerges from the synthesis of the theoretical investigation 

and the practice in this thesis, draws on the political understanding of hybrid artefacts, 

as found in everyday life and in artwork. The insights on play as process of agency 

were gained through this convergence of the theoretical intervention and arts practice, 

both of which emphasise the political ejffects of play agency, which is applied in the 

from: http://creativegames.org.uk/Ludiclnterfaces/, [Accessed: March 12,2010] 
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Ludics method. Such Ludic practice is intertwined with both theory and arts, and vice 

versa. The purposes and principles of the cultural studies of playfiilness informed 

Ludics as emerging method. 

Ludically informed creative practice overarches the intentional application of 

conceptual approaches and political agency. According to the public reception, Ludic 

art works express in a joint act of Jouissance of antagonism, aspurejoie de vivre. The 

density and quality of response to Ludic interventions was demonstrated by the 

selected case studies in chapter 5, as well as in the published public discussions of 

Ludic art works, which are mentioned in each case study. The editors of the 

contemporary European games studies magazine Westecott and Jahn-Sudmann 

(2007:2) argue in this regard on the method, which emerges from a theoretically 

informed practice of art, Ludics: 

Ludics tantalisingly offers a new approach to understanding play 

through the process of play itself. Here we find play used as a 

conceptual catalyst for theoretical thought. In drawing on the 

'Pataphysical, it presents a parody of scientific and philosophical 

conceptions, or a science of emerging solutions, that functions as 

playfulness itself. 

The entanglement of rational reflection and playful incorporation of the perception 

reality of technologies are literally applied in current technologies. Such approaches 

were mainly worked out in modifications, either of game engines or of social 

techniques. The Ludic practice of lived intervention was established by the 

establishment of a Ludic research society in order to de-code dominant social and 

political orders of thought. In this class of works no directional difference is found 

between concepts, conceived professional techniques, and perceived popular 

technological and social reality. These categories culminate in the description of an 

emerging arts-research method, Ludics. A conclusion drawn from the analysis of 

Ludic theories and art works in order to understand an emerging methodology of arts 

research as outcome of this thesis, provides the largest set of significant clusters of 

play aspects for a contemporary politically active Ufe. 
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The convergence of theory and practice as presented in this thesis has led to an 

emerging arts-research methodology, which understands the artwork as form of 

dissemination of knowledge. It supports the development of playfiil interventions that 

involve technologies. Each of the introduced categories of Ludic art works test Ludic 

principles of joyous intervention that allow the individual activity to be synthesised 

with the activities of a collective intervention. The related works demonstrate forms 

of arts through playfulness that exist only in a frame in which performative 

intervention and subverted technologies are intrinsically connected. Practices of Punk, 

Neoist art, radical interventions of historic and contemporary role-play supplemented 

with practical evidence of play activism and play politics provided the theoretical 

groimding of Ludics as arts informed method of intervention to technologies. Ludics 

facilitates this requirement as a platform for intervention through political playfiilness, 

which is discussed in a social network, as the Ludic Society, as presented in the first 

case study of chapter 5.2.1 Project 1: Ludic Society, 2006-2008. In this way, Ludics 

supports arts practice as research method. 

The Ludic Society association as experiment and social platform to develop new 

methods of arts-research began to demonstrate the qualities of a socially constituted 

repository workshop for creative interventions to institutional arts and science 

conference frameworks, as listed in the 5.2.1 Project 1 section about published 

discussions of this Ludic artwork. Arts-research, games studies, cultural theory, 

anthropology, and art history give a broad basis for a cutting edge to the established 

cultural studies of play and arts in relation to an applied play politics, which this thesis 

suggests as sfrategy. Cultural history and different strands of interventions in arts and 

technology complete these backgroimd disciplines of the Ludics method. The author 

considers the critical convergences of disciplines as surplus of a practice based 

theoretical research of this particular kind, which implements a dimension of play and 

pleasure for the artist-researcher and the ludically armoured research-reader. This 

thesis opens the perspective towards a practical theory. Through the emergence of a 

methodological approach in Ludics, this thesis intends to provide a valuable 

" The whole range of the Ludic Society as arts-research afFiliation proceeds in Ouvroirs (French: 
workshops), which physically locate an emerging discipline to touch strands o f object theory'. 
Ouvrouir as term has been used for the Ludic Society project to indicate parallel real life sites of the 
association and was inspired by the 'Pataphysician Alfred Jarry (1896) and his followers in the playful 
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contribution to the existing arts-research. In this sense, this thesis intends to open up 

new fields of investigation in the study of playfiilness, and expresses a profound 

research desideratum in Ludics as a new research method. Enfin, Ludics proposes a 

hybrid method as potential in particular kinds of poetic writing, which integrates the 

arts practice as knowledge practice to use and gain insights. It contributes to the 

existing academic research in the humanities, arts and sciences and opens up the 

potential for developing fiirther radical positions of arts-research and Playsure Politics 

in present Ludic Society — and fiiture Ludic societies! 

The following final section concludes the thesis by reflecting upon the emerging 

method of Ludics, indicating how it is affecting current work, conclusive with 

research principles in arts-research, and how it might best be used by others. It 

focuses on a series of current and near future projects through which the author is 

extending this research and applying this method. It draws attention to the use of play 

in technologies and contributes Ludics as a fiirther potential to the different ends of 

the spectrum of play and political intervention in social media networks. 

The methods emerging from the practice and theory include viral seeding, social 

media networking, identity theft, privacy invasion, publicity, mobile tagging, and 

curatorial practice, gaming and arts production. The Ludic method fosters a 

discussion on the efficacy, the "Play/sure" and dangers of electronic artefacts and 

social networks as reputation substitutes in arts and research. A crucial Ludic method 

of arts research includes live intervention in the form of Augmented Reality 

performance, as it is suggested as frame for intervention in the practice chapter. The 

Ludic method is considered as experiment, including the use of a particular 

AR/mobile phone applications and other mobile tagging technologies for the 

temporary recruitment of "Ludic Society members" in order to exemplarily construct 

a collective "Con-Dividuality" (Jahrmann 2000) by the means of networked social 

reputation. The instantaneous creation of a viral reputation network in the Ludic 

Society project (2006-2008) is demonstrated as practice-based research on social 

media networks, connected to mobile gaming as subversive "Ludic Interface". Ludics 

as method includes the analysis of contemporary technological frameworks for art and 

College du 'Pataphysic, as early artists research association, which applied principles of playfulness. 
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"social engineering", as found in the cross connection of social media networks. The 

technical exchange of user data, location-information, and user-generated content 

allow new methods of profiling in arts. Evidences were given in the practice chapter 

5.0, for example about the Ludic Society (http://www.ludic-society.net) project as 

Pervasive Play and real life networking art project. As experts from arts, cultural 

management and arts, Ludic Society members discussed and tested fake identities and 

role-play, as evidences of political subversion in social media networks and arts. 

Artists feel the increasing necessity to critically play with the new awareness 

generators. Ludics suggests a critical analysis of a leading orientation of modem 

societies in mobile electronic interfaces, which are increasingly connected to game-

like social networks. Through arts evidence and curatorial practice, Ludics questions 

the potential of social networks as critical "fun-ware" (Zichermann 2008) in relation 

to arts. It addresses electronic social platforms as a "socially-propagating story", 

compares practices of attention and reputation management in mobile 

communications and arts. Through arts practice as research it analyses the increasing 

dominance of technologies of mobile tagging, location based services, and time-based 

content. Drawing on arts practice, Ludics (Ludic Society) includes the theoretical 

model of „content-driven identities" in networked arts and real politics. 

As outlook in and through Ludics, a suggestion would be to embrace the position of 

the creator, and of the recipient, in the actor network of Ludics method in arts-

research. The outcome of this thesis can be applied in future practice-based research 

and cultural studies based contexts. Examples include the potential for Alternate 

Reality Games (McGonagall 2006) as an opportunity for artists and game designers to 

develop pervasive play models that allow the players to see how play with 

technological objects can affect political conditions. This perspective promises future 

analytical approaches to emerge fi-om creative opportunities that include the user, 

consumer, and public as active participants in the shaping of new forms and strategies 

of arts-research by play as principle. These insights into the shift of the roles between 

agency, distribution and consumption pave the way for future Ludics research. In 

particular, for contexts of creative flow and cultural production, complemented by 

historic analyses of technological evidence, Ludics can carefiilly prepare the 

unravelling of a lost desire in the player, to emancipate fi-om the demands that 

technocratic societies have established. The main aspects of Ludics can be 
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summarised by the dominant imderstandings of playfulness and subjecting those to a 

critical evaluation relative to (i) new technologies, (ii) marginalised practices of 

playfulness (Jahrmarm 2010^, and (iii) a particular attitude to political subversion in 

Pervasive Prosumer Plays .̂ As a future perspective, these considerations and 

experiences will culminate in a new arts-research practice, informed by Ludics as 

method. The values of Ludics will be elaborated in further distinct research planned 

by the author on political efficacies of hybrid games, urban interventions, and 

Funware in social media networks and in new hybrid exhibition formats. This 

research will cross the borders between cultural research, social design and arts. 

'" The topic of prosumer will be investigated by applying Ludics as method by the author in the 
research project "Pervasive Prosumer Plays (PPP)" at the University of Applied Arts Vienna, which is 
funded from the HERA Humanities in the European Research Area programme of the European 
Science Foundation. The project is part of the Collaborative Research Project "Technology, Exchange 
and Flow: Artistic Media Practices & Commercial Application", led by Prof. Dr. Michael Punt, 
University of Plymouth. Project partners are the Free University Amsterdam, Prof. Dr. Bert 
Hogenkamp; the Eye Film Institute Netherlands and the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, 
Details available from: http://www.heranet.info/Default.aspx?1D=356, [Accessed: March 22,2010]. 
The output of this research will be a Pervasive Prosumer Play, an exhibition curated by the author. 
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